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ABSTRACT 
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This study examines the contemporary American memoirs Goat (2004) by Brad 

Land, Prozac Diary (1998) by Lauren Slater, and The Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a 

Girlhood Among Ghosts (1976) by Maxine Hong Kingston to reveal how these texts push 

traditional thematic and genre boundaries as well as conceptions of minority identity.  

Their inclusion of fictional aspects, episodic structure, narrative excesses, and non-

teleological endings work to enhance their status as sociocultural critique and protest.   

This dissertation utilizes a social oppression angle within disability studies to 

demonstrate the overlapping processes and experiences of marginalization faced by these 

disparate protagonists who are dis-abled due to their undesired bodily variations and their 

failure to meet sociocultural standards of appropriate embodied behavior.  Society is 

ideologically unwilling to accommodate or accept the differences the protagonists 

possess.  Such a frame expands the artificial and culturally constructed notion of 

disability by illustrating the ways that discourse and ideologies of embodied normalcy 
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intersect to constitute various minority identities as incompetent and unworthy.  The texts 

bear witness to each protagonists‘ struggle to cultivate meaningful subjectivity and reject 

passive victim status; however, their resulting survivor subjectivities are both resistant to 

and complicit with hegemonic tenets.   

This literary project augments ongoing work in minority, identity, autobiography, 

cultural, and disability studies that deconstructs essentialist paradigms while reinforcing 

the important cultural and literary work of contemporary memoir.  Moreover, it fills a 

critical gap with respect to Goat and Prozac Diary, bringing these two texts into the 

critical discussion of autobiography.  Finally, this dissertation illustrates that memoir is 

uniquely positioned within literary genres to navigate the interconnectedness of identity, 

subjectivity, and ideology, thus challenging readers to confront the injustice of a 

sociocultural structure that sanctions these inequities in the first place.   
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Writing a Better Story:  Authorizing a Vivid and Valid Self 

 

 

 

Idiot memory repeats itself as tragic litany.  Lively memory, on the other 

hand, is born every day, springing from the past and set against it [. . .].  

Courage is born of fear, certainty of doubt. What it all comes down to is 

that we are the sum of our efforts to change who we are.  Identity is no 

museum piece sitting stock-still in a display case, but rather the endlessly 

astonishing synthesis of the contradictions of everyday life. 

 

Eduardo Galeano, The Book of Embraces 

 

 In the above epigraph, Uruguayan journalist and novelist Eduardo Galeano speaks 

of two different types of memory:  one stagnant and repetitive, the other active and 

uncertain.  One just recalls and lists what has come before, but does not engage, examine, 

apply, or alter.  Lively memory constantly cogitates and revises, reinterprets meanings 

and interrogates the way past and present, perceptions and hopes generate innovative 

ways of seeing the world and the self, the self in the world.  

 I believe it is the process of idiot and lively memory gnashing against each other 

that results in depth, art, and change—both personal and cultural.  Such grindings 

generate a dialogue between the self and lived experience, between received and 

generated knowledge.  Galeano upholds the idea of the journey of self, for the sense of 

self; such a journey, because transformative, is uncertain and fluid and contingent.  The 

travelers are burdened by emotions, such as fear and doubt and anxiety.  Even for those 

braced for such a journey, it is tumultuous, unremitting and, yet, ultimately rewarding—it 
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is the ―endlessly astonishing synthesis of the contradictions of everyday life.‖  The 

journey Galeano describes is the type undertaken by the memoirists I study in this 

project.  They are memoirists who embrace the idea of the search and contingency; 

memoirists who wrestle on the page with contradictions, materiality, marginality, and 

memory; memoirists who, in many ways, resist received truths and teleological 

storylines.  Through their memoirs, these writers demythologize what seem to be 

sociocultural truths and expose them as ideological performances that contain carefully 

choreographed moves intended to increase the power of and conformance to sociocultural 

dictates.   

 The contemporary American memoirs I examine in this study— Brad Land‘s 

Goat (2004), Lauren Slater‘s Prozac Diary (1998), and Maxine Hong Kingston‘s The 

Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Among Ghosts (1976)—disclose the journeys of 

protagonists who are outcast from the mainstream.  Individuals who embody society‘s 

conventional values and structures label them as ―pussy,‖ ―crazy,‖ and ―dumb,‖ and view 

them merely as signifiers of incompetent sociocultural categories.  The texts demonstrate 

how the protagonists‘ bodies lack markers that indicate sociocultural potential and worth.  

Using a social oppression angle within disability studies to examine these texts, I 

demonstrate the ways that the discourse and ideology of normalcy functionally dis-able 

individuals who possess undesired bodily differences.  Despite the protagonists‘ disparate 

life circumstances, these memoirs reveal overlapping experiences of marginalization and 

their respective struggles to cultivate meaningful subjectivity in the face of conflicting 

hegemonic pressures and nonhegemonic personal desires.  In Goat, Brad Land—as a 

white, middle-class male—appears to occupy the sociocultural privileged position.  
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However, he does not meet the cultural expectations for masculine performance; 

therefore, dominant masculine narratives cast him as incompetent.  As a young man, Brad 

is physically and psychologically brutalized by numerous men enacting various versions 

of masculinity, some criminal and some culturally sanctioned.
1
  Brad eventually quits 

fraternity initiation, refusing to voluntarily endorse a system that perpetuates violence.  

Prozac Diary reveals that Lauren Slater‘s childhood and young adult years are plagued 

by a sense of disorder and difference.  Her dysfunctional family experiences and severe 

mental illness—including multifarious psychological diagnoses, suicide attempts, and 

hospitalizations—drain her ethos and mark her as a crazy person.  When Lauren begins 

taking the antidepressant Prozac, she is suddenly able to maintain a more traditionally 

productive life; however, throughout her recovery process, she is treated by her doctor as 

an inherently defective body, and her emotions and personal needs are continually 

disregarded and pathologized.  Ultimately she negotiates a way to be functional and 

attend to her personal needs.  Throughout The Woman Warrior, Maxine Hong Kingston 

is tormented and offended by the cultural roles that her familial and Chinese history 

maintains for females; her rejection of such practices isolates her from her family and 

culture.  Additionally, as a second-generation Chinese-American, Maxine‘s ethnic and 

racialized body stands in stark contrast to mainstream cultural standards for a 

conventional or properly assimilated female-citizen.  Her inability to comport herself in a 

preferred American way, such as speaking standard English, constitutes her as culturally 

inferior.  However, she ultimately finds a way to integrate aspects of familial and cultural 

                                                 
1
In this introduction, and throughout my dissertation, I will use the author‘s first name to indicate the 

protagonist of the memoir, the last name to indicate the writer, and narrator to indicate the narrative voice.   
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conventions that do not eliminate her individuality.  The protagonists themselves function 

as texts that the dominant cultural ideology ―reads‖ and interprets as deficient.  This 

interpretation, and not inherent characteristics of the protagonists, results in their 

marginalized states.   

 

Contemporary Memoir 

In contrast to traditional autobiography—with its birth to death presentation—

contemporary memoir is more akin to the personal essay
2
 and focuses on a specific issue 

or period in the memoirist‘s life.  The memoir typically represents the overwhelming 

nature of this particular issue or period, and reflects on and protests the degree to which it 

intersects with and overtakes his/her life.  Accordingly, memoir often contains both 

exploratory and analytical natures.  Such works are sites of praxis that witness individuals 

recollecting and reordering lived experiences, private thoughts, and social contexts in 

ways that reveal emergent selves who both authorize themselves and are authorized by 

the world.  Along these lines, I agree with Thomas Larson, who in his book The Memoir 

and the Memoirist states, ―[M]emoir imaginatively renders our evolving selves and 

critically evaluates how memory, time, history, culture, and myth are expressed within 

our individual lives‖ (xii); he further holds that part of the purpose of memoir is to 

                                                 
2
Thomas Larson reflects, ―It may be that the memoir has risen in the last two decades because the personal 

essay expanded its singular theme and fleshed out its emotional immediacy‖ (5).  Judith Barrington in 

Writing the Memoir states, ―I have come to realize that the modern memoir belongs to the same family as 

[the] essay‖ (20), and ―the roots of memoir lie in the realm of personal essay‖ (22). Moreover, she notes, 

―autobiography is the story of a life,‖ and memoir ―is a story from a life‖ (22).  In ―What Happened to the 

Personal Essay,‖ Phillip Lopate asserts, ―The personal, familiar essay lives on in America today in an 

interestingly fragmented proliferation of specialized subgenres‖ (356) of which he includes memoir, 

literary criticism, and travel writing among many others (351, 356).   
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investigate the ―self and that which the self contends with in the world‖ (xii).  More 

specific to my purpose, Helen Buss in Repossessing the World, asserts, ―The memoir is 

increasingly used to interrogate the private individual‘s relationship to a history and/or a 

culture from which she finds her experience of her self and her life excluded‖ (3).  Thus, 

memoir, as a form so often accessed by the abject subject, provides a forum for unknown 

and historically suppressed voices and their stories.  When Land and Kingston published 

Goat and The Woman Warrior, they were unpublished authors and new voices; before 

Prozac Diary, Slater had published a professional memoir entitled Welcome to My 

Country, which focuses on her work as a psychologist and her interaction with severely 

ill mental patients; she does not analyze her own life in that book.  All three memoirs in 

this study recount experiences that exist on the periphery of mainstream culture and 

perform cultural critique by disclosing the arbitrary and flawed nature of the dominant 

social narratives.  In this way the writers initiate their own counter-discourse in response 

to mainstream protocols.  For instance, Land show that a version of masculinity that 

sanctions violence and abuse is a social problem; Slater illustrates the mistake of 

assuming that a background of mental illness negates full personhood; and Kingston 

demonstrates the faultiness of equating an inability to speak with assumptions of 

unintelligence.   

The marginalized subject exercises power by writing about the majority and 

through the dominant language.  Sidonie Smith underscores this power when she asserts 

that marginalized writers challenge ―discourses of patriarchal culture and narrative with 

combative power, dramatizing the encounter between margins and centers‖ (―Self‖ 21).  

As Buss contends, ―Memoir is, at its heart [. . .] a violation of linguistic separations, and 
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in being so it is creating a new discourse that addresses the artificial and repressive 

separations our culture perpetuates‖ (―Authorizing‖ 43).  Such acts also work not only to 

deconstruct ideology, but also to dismantle its paradoxical promise of individuality 

through conformity.  Since contemporary memoirs and their writers often interrogate and 

expose culture from the margins, they exercise a type of political power that ―unlock[s] 

the self-deception of a culture‖ and ―bring[s] personal testimony to a society imbued with 

media brainwashing and ideological imprisonment so as to subvert or depose that 

authority‖ (Larson 189).  In ―Decolonization and the Politics of Discourse in Women‘s 

Autobiographical Practice,‖ Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson also speak to the potential of 

lifewriting to provide a political forum for minority subjects:  ―For the marginalized 

woman, autobiographical language may serve as a coinage that purchases entry into the 

social and discursive economy.  To enter into language is to press back against total 

inscription in dominating structures, against the disarticulations of that spectral other that 

Chow calls the ‗dominated object‘‖ (xix).
3
  Goat, Prozac Diary, and The Woman Warrior 

engage in dialogue with the personal and the public, investigating both the dissonance 

and reciprocal relationship between the marginal subject and culture.
4
   

 

Contemporary Memoir:  Rhetorical Considerations 

                                                 
3
Buss, Smith, and Watson were specifically discussing women.  I assert that there is room for all 

marginalized people within this discussion—as Eakin states, ―men are also constructed by patriarchal 

ideology‖ (―Relational‖ 66).   

4
Larson's, Barrington's, and Lopate's more practice-based literary criticism merges with Buss's, Smith's, 

Watson's, and Bérubé‘s (later in this chapter) more theory-based literary criticism.  However, Buss and 

Bérubé have also written memoir; thus, their critical perspectives are even more complex and intertwined. 
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In the three memoirs I examine, the writers clearly perceive and present their 

protagonists as inferior bodies, reflecting the degree to which they internalize the 

treatment and judgment that society foists upon them.  Leigh Gilmore, in The Limits of 

Autobiography, uses Foucault to discuss self-representation as a type of ―self-

monitoring‖ and, accordingly, contends that autobiography can be viewed as ―a self-

study in surveillance‖ (20).  She asserts that ―surveillance not only characterizes a 

relation between the self and others but becomes, as it is internalized, a property of the 

self as self-reflexivity or conscience‖ (20).  The protagonists in these three memoirs 

survey themselves and survey others surveying them—in this way they variously absorb, 

reflect, and reconfigure their perceived presentations.  The textual rendering of the 

protagonists‘ abnormality parallels the way society has traditionally viewed disabled 

bodies and pushed them to the sidelines of the majority experience.  Additionally, the 

writers‘ representations reveal that when cultural forces demean the protagonists, they do 

so by discounting their minds and seeing them as predominately body.  Brad‘s body is 

often surveyed by his peers and found to lack the desired markers of masculinity; such 

assessments result in him being treated as damaged and inferior.  He is, in turns, derided, 

beaten by males, and, also, judged unacceptable as a potential boyfriend by females.  

Lauren tries to tell the doctor her concerns about Prozac‘s troubling side effects—the way 

it diminishes qualities important to her, such as her creativity, sexuality, and memory.  

However, he regards her expressions as symptoms of her biochemical problems and 

dismisses their purpose.  Maxine‘s actual words are often ignored by her American 

teachers because their form is broken.  Even her parents and their neighbors—who have 

also emigrated from their Chinese village—discount her because her voice is unfeminine 
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and squeaky.  Such reactions imply that because her body cannot form words and sounds 

in the appropriate manner, her intellect—the content of her words—is not important and 

not worth the effort to understand.   

Each protagonist‘s journey is fraught with uncertainty, self-doubt, and 

ambivalence.  The protagonists struggle with intense societal pressures to conform—the 

hegemony of normalcy—and disclose their own attempts to pass, such as Brad‘s decision 

to pledge the fraternity, so he can be cloaked in the safety of a conventional male realm; 

Lauren‘s choice to withhold her history of mental illness from her peers, in order to 

escape being discounted; and Maxine‘s initial use of silence in kindergarten, employed to 

hide her problems with English.  The writers also show the protagonists‘ competencies, 

aspirations, and humanity, which enable the reader to comprehend the fissure between the 

cultural estimation and their potential and value.  This dynamic juxtaposition between the 

personal and cultural stories complicates and contests the artifice of ideology and 

reinforces the unequal and unfair nature of social relations.  The protagonists ultimately 

realize that their differences are ideologically constructed to be defects and are not true 

indicators of their personal potential or worth. 

The memoirists represent their protagonists—their former selves—through their 

carefully chosen and crafted language and scenes, which are buttressed by elements, such 

as structure, tense, and analysis.  Maxine Hong Kingston moves fluidly through time and 

space in her text, framing her chapters with stories of female relatives—some dead, some 

alive, some in China, some in America.  This underscores her preoccupation with trying 

to understand herself from a matrilineal perspective, as well as a cultural one—as 

demonstrated by her delineations of Chinese and American conventions.  Though the 
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scope of the book is expansive, it still fits the designation of memoir because the text 

primarily explores Maxine‘s girlhood and adolescent struggle to cultivate meaningful 

subjectivity from sociocultural structures that deem her incompetent and undesirable.  In 

the effort to understand who she is and where she can fit, she weaves fantasy and myth 

throughout her book, signifying that the fantastic stories she cherishes and imaginatively 

lives through as a child are as much a part of her formation as the stories of long ago 

China and mysterious America—stories that all seem as possibly true or false as one 

another.   

The Chinese stories and myths that Kingston recounts come to her through her 

formidable mother Brave Orchid, and the power of her mother‘s enigmatic stories 

resound throughout her text.  Both Timothy Dow Adams, in ―Telling Stories in Dorothy 

Allison‘s Two or Three Things I Know For Sure,‖ and Eakin, in ―Relational Selves, 

Relational Lives:  The Story of the Story,‖ discuss memoir as a form of self-discovery 

that is based in telling the story of the family or a family member.  Adams asserts that 

memoir focuses ―outwardly on the story of the author‘s life as it relates to the lives of 

others‖ (85).  Kingston‘s communal examination functions in the mode described by 

Adams and Eakin—her mother‘s stories provide the frames in which she places her own 

stories and search.  This strategy not only emphasizes her matrilineal and 

intergenerational legacy, but also shows respect to her mother even as she probes their 

complicated relationship and violates her mother‘s mandate to secrecy.   

Throughout most of the text, Kingston shows herself as a rebel, a writer who tells 

secrets.  The book‘s opening line, ―‗You must not tell anyone,‘ my mother said‖ (3), sets 

up her role as transgressor as well as her communal approach to identity:  she defies 
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Chinese and familial customs of secrecy in order to reclaim relatives and to disclose 

information important to her search for identity.  Additionally, Kingston presents Maxine 

as an outcast.  At home, Maxine purposely throws fits and breaks dishes in protest of 

being a dutiful wife or slave; she rails against Chinese customs that devalue female 

bodies.  She is an outcast from the American mainstream because she fails to meet 

American assimilation narratives that insist she speak Standard English and comport 

herself according to American feminine standards.  Within American culture, Maxine is 

portrayed as defective due to her inept use of English.  While she feels her own intellect 

and ambitions are worthy and stand as evidence that she is not dumb or incompetent, her 

struggle with English often casts doubt over belief and self-confidence, making Maxine 

wonder if she is indeed crazy or incapable.  In the end, of course, Kingston‘s memoir 

proves that she is able to write masterfully in Standard English.  Kingston structures her 

text in a nonlinear fashion that enables her to push otherwise chronologically unrelated 

events and episodes up against each other in revealing ways.  Her use of past tense allows 

her room on the page to reflect on meaning as well.  Her ambitious scope—spanning 

space and time, including multifarious stories—indicates the comprehensiveness with 

which she approaches her textual search for subjectivity.  She represents herself as a 

character not just within her own life, but in a mythological existence.  Consistent with 

Kingston‘s mythological self-representation, The Woman Warrior is vast in its subject 

matter and temporal scope, which covers a more expansive time frame than either Prozac 

Diary or Goat.   

Kingston writes another memoir, China Men (1980), and many novels, such as 

Tripmaster Monkey (1989), The Fifth Book of Peace (2003) and Veterans of War, 
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Veterans of Peace (2006)—all of which continue to weave elements of fiction and 

nonfiction.  Her continual mixing of genres underscores her belief that all literature is 

about working out life questions.  Additionally, her work proffers that life is shaped 

through both the real and the fantastic; she makes clear in The Woman Warrior that 

throughout her childhood, she could not tell which stories were true and which were 

false, but they affected her equally.    

Slater and Land‘s memoirs are both substantially different from Kingston‘s and 

from each other.  As mentioned above, Kingston‘s book is communal because she 

ensconces her own life story within that of her female ancestors and mythical heroes.  In 

Kingston‘s memoir cultural messages are often received through the stories of her 

relatives as well as her material experiences.  Though Slater and Land do not draw upon 

ancestors or myths in their books, they are collective in a different way.  I seek to enlarge 

Adams‘s and Eakin‘s conception of communal narratives by claiming that the other can 

also be culture itself—its presence so palpable and foundational that it plays an essential 

role in the shaping of the subject.  During the course of all three memoirs, cultural 

narratives disrupt and influence the protagonists‘ self-perception.  In this way I find all 

three memoirs to be collective texts—all the protagonists are delineated to know—

perceive—themselves, to a large extent, by how they are inscribed by culture.   

Slater‘s text unfolds in a predominately chronological form—it starts with her 

initial approach to her doctor‘s office to receive her first Prozac prescription—and 

concludes with the long penultimate chapter, ―Half-Life,‖ and short final chapter, ―Letter 

to My Doctor,‖ after she has been on Prozac ten years, which marks the time span of her 

book.  However, the structure of her text spirals between chapters set-up as diary entries, 
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letters to her doctor—which include fragments that mimic medical forms—and other 

narrative chapters; most chapters contain scenes from childhood, severe illness episodes, 

euphoric early Prozac days, and moderated Prozac times that push against each other in 

episodic ways.  Slater represents her protagonist as one who has struggled with severe 

mental illness throughout her life, one who has always been dysfunctional.  Her book 

opens with a description of the route to the doctor‘s office and then the narrator states, ―I 

had never been here before.  I had never heard the word Prozac before.  It was 1988, the 

drug just released‖ (3).  Her opening immediately acknowledges her as mentally ill and 

also her efforts to, despite the disclosure, be a reliable narrator; she claims her ethos 

through vivid and precise details of the drive and the situation:  she testifies to the fact it 

is her first visit to this doctor, the first time she is introduced to Prozac—she gives the 

year, the facts.  Moreover, she puts her protagonist in a rather innocent position:  she has 

never heard of Prozac—she is uninformed—but she is about to meet an expert—someone 

informed and able to decide this drug is what she needs to alter her biochemistry and, 

thus, her life.   

The antidepressant Prozac allows Lauren to be more productive and appear 

functional—normal.  Behind her Prozac functioning, however, lie new types of anxiety 

and defects, a different way that she is broken:  she suffers from sexual dysfunction and 

struggles with dwindling creative powers and memory loss.  Her doctor refuses to take 

her concerns seriously, seeing her as a ―crazy‖ person without the credibility to speak to 

her own treatment.  His perception of her as abnormal results in the continual increase of 

her medicine.  At first Lauren defers to the doctor‘s construction of her.  Slater juxtaposes 

scientific research with her more experienced perspective—as a patient ten years on 
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Prozac and with a functional life, and as an educated, experienced psychotherapist—in 

order to reveal and also critique the biopsychiatric discourse that treats Lauren as 

incomplete and unworthy.  In addition to her mental illness history that marginalizes 

her—treating her as only body through biopsychiatric and patriarchal conceptions—she is 

now dis-abled by the medicine‘s side effects.  She worries about being a drug addict—

requiring Prozac to function effectively—and about whether it provides an unfair 

advantage.  Moreover, she feels debilitated by her obstructed creativity and sexuality, 

which she views as two of her most important qualities.  Slater delineates Lauren as a 

person who has never been allowed to think of herself as fully human or have a healthy 

intimate relationship; thus, her sexual dysfunction is particularly upsetting because she 

perceives it as a barrier in her relationship with her partner Bennett.   

While Kingston‘s text employs a narrative excess that appears in her scope, 

Slater‘s emanates from her prolific use of metaphor.  In contrast to biopsychiatry‘s 

scientific language and approach, Slater often discloses personal information or 

reflections in rich metaphorical language, which suggests that her experiences of 

depression and the processing of her life changes elude explication in direct, precise 

language.  She also indicates that such language lacks the beauty and fullness of creative, 

figurative expression.  Additionally, Slater primarily employs past tense and uses that 

device to actively reflect on the various textual episodes and interactions.   

Slater also publishes prolifically as a serial memoirist—including books such as 

Lying:  A Metaphorical Memoir (2001), Love Works Like This (2002); she also published 

Blue Beyond Blue (2006), a clearly fictional book of adult fairy tales.  Lying is a 

controversial book in which she interrogates herself on the basis of a disease she may or 
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may not have in ways that undermine the possibility of diagnosis and push the boundaries 

of the memoir form.  However, in doing so she also ostensibly destabilizes the foundation 

of her various diagnoses on which Prozac Diary is built.  In an interview with Alys 

Culhane, Slater notes her belief that Lying does not mark her as an unreliable narrator or 

writer because she clearly alerts the reader to her use of metaphors and exaggerations, to 

the fact that she is approaching her identity and memoir in a playful and alternative way 

(169-170).  I, like Helen Buss, agree that because the reader is given ―fair warning, either 

through the declarations typically found in prefaces or through narrative commentary 

within the text, that the writer is using her life in a particular manner that seeks truth 

through various fictive devices‖ (40), Slater has not violated the genre or her ethos.  

Slater, like Kingston, uses her writing to keep exploring and questioning; however, Slater 

more narrowly focuses on her own experiences and quest for identity and self-

understanding, especially as they connect to her psychological and/or biochemical 

difficulties.  Her serial approach underscores that such a search is ongoing and 

contingent. 

Brad Land‘s memoir spans roughly one-and-a-half years and is delivered in two 

large chronological sections that are subdivided into chapters.  The first section reveals 

his carjacking abduction and assault, while the second revolves around his fraternity 

initiation experiences.  Within the chapters he weaves scenes from childhood and other 

episodes of his life.  Brad does not comport himself according to the standard dictates of 

masculinity—he is small, nervous, passive, and sensitive.  Because of his perceived 

deficiencies, he is derided and abused.  He internalizes these judgments to such a degree 

that he, in effect, presents himself as possessing a physical impairment.  Throughout both 
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sections, Land‘s narrator details Brad‘s harrowing experiences, but does not directly 

analyze their emotional or psychological impact on Brad; he does not actively examine 

the meaning of events on the page, but presents the story with minimal narrator intrusion 

or commentary, which is an unusual choice for memoir.  Instead of sharing the mental 

and emotional machinations, Land‘s text primarily presents such events as 

straightforward evidence of Brad‘s abnormality. 

Land‘s sense of excess—unlike Kingston‘s and Slater‘s—tends to reside in his 

extreme reticence to reflect.  His book opens with his narrator stating, ―This is how it 

goes:‖  This statement is followed by the description of the party Brad attends 

immediately before he is assaulted.  This sparse and vague demonstrative sentence is 

characteristic of Land‘s writing style—he relies on an air of objectivity and spare 

description to carry the textual work.  His use of the colon indicates that the necessary 

details will follow—that is the information, no additional rumination.  Ironically, his 

textual presentation enacts a type of stereotypical detached masculinity that he critiques 

throughout his memoir.  Unlike Kingston and Slater, Land writes in the present tense, 

which precludes him from engaging in direct analysis.  Thus, his reflections emerge 

indirectly through his selection of material, use of language, and juxtaposition of text.  

Land‘s narrator deliberately constructs the presentation of events; however, he stops short 

of engaging in probing analysis.  In other words, the Land‘s arrangement and 

presentation of the events in the text provide an avenue for readers to insert their own 

analysis, to draw their own conclusions. 

Several times during the text, Brad notes that though his attack haunts him, he 

does not want to deal with it.  Perhaps, at the time of writing, Land was still not ready to 
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process his various tragic experiences, though he wanted to tell the story, and this 

reluctance participated in writing decisions that eschew analysis—his use of the present 

tense and his reliance on clipped language that often includes lists and short declarative 

sentences.  Or maybe, on the other hand, it is not a time issue—perhaps it is an issue of 

being ready to face his ―abnormalities.‖  Unlike the other authors, Land has not returned 

to memoir.  He has published a novel, Pilgrims Upon the Earth (2007), in which he 

continues his theme of an adolescent male negotiating a violent and alienating culture.  

His choice to carry a similar theme into the fictional realm possibly indicates that he is 

still processing his own life experiences, but in a genre that allows him psychic distance 

from the agonizing events of his own life. 

The above discussions raise the issue of the use of fiction in memoir.  While the 

individual texts differ in their specific fictional elements, they are united in pushing the 

boundaries of memoir without violating the ethical pact with their readers that they will 

be truthful.  The use of fictive aspects, from childhood dialogue and in utero perspective 

to fantasies and composite characters, are often judged to violate the autobiographical 

pact set out by Philippe Lejeune in ―The Autobiographical Pact.‖  Lejeune‘s pact 

delineates the relationship between autobiographical writer and reader as a contract in 

which the writer agrees to be honest about her/his life (4).  Eakin articulates what I 

believe is the general attitude toward contemporary memoir—writers should try ―to tell 

the fundamental biographical truth of their lives‖ (Living 21); however, he also upholds 

the primacy of the emotional truth:  ―the allegiance to truth that is the central, defining 

characteristic of memoir is less an allegiance to a factual record that biographers and 

historians could check than an allegiance to a remembered consciousness and its 
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unending succession of identity states, an allegiance to the history of one‘s self‖ (Living 

64).  Thus, while memoirists strive to keep objective and factual aspects accurate, they 

also reflect the messiness and indeterminacy of reality by incorporating ―nonfictional‖ 

features of life that intersect with personal consciousness and materiality.  The three 

memoirs in this study all incorporate fictional features:  Land depicts Brad conversing 

with a fox; Slater approximates medical charts, doctor reports, and diary entries; and 

Kingston employs mythology to probe identity.  Such fictional aspects help shape the 

protagonists‘ sense of self and represent the visceral veracity or symbolic truth of their 

experience.  They seek to capture the emotional truth of their situation—what Joan 

Didion refers to in ―On Keeping a Notebook‖ as ―the how it felt to me‖ (65).   

The tension between truth and fiction also permeates the issue of narration within 

lifewriting.  The poststructuralist dismantling of the unified ―I‖ has prompted greater 

realization that the narrator and protagonist are constructs, not simply mimetic 

representations of the writer.  Eakin explores the implications of the constructed nature of 

the protagonist and narrator when he states that we must ―locate the content of self-

experience in an autobiography not merely in the central figures of the I-character and the 

I-narrator, where we are conditioned to look for it, but in the identity narrative as a 

whole‖ (Living 77-78).  He concludes that ―autobiography not only delivers metaphors of 

self, it is a metaphor of self‖ (Living 78).  Thus, the subject resides not only in the 

intersection of the interior and exterior, but in the entire structure of the text.  In my 

analysis of these memoirs, I consider the implication as the text as a whole—the 

juxtaposition the various experiences and the changes in the subject from the beginning 
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to the end of the narrative time, despite the fact that the story may not be chronologically 

delivered.  

Additionally, I attend to the multiplicity of the ―I‖-positions:  the writer depicts an 

I-character, a protagonist, an earlier remembered, shaped version of her/himself.  The 

writer also designs an I-narrator, a narrative voice that recounts and reflects upon the 

protagonist‘s life experiences.  As indicated earlier, I refer to the protagonist by the 

author‘s first name, the writer by the author‘s last name, and the narrative voice by 

narrator.  Sometimes, however, there are murky, fluid places in which the narrator‘s 

voice diverges from its anachronous time and space position and roots itself in a more 

definite time that reflects a point at which the chronological time of the writer-writing 

closely aligns with narrative time.  At such points, the level or texture of the narrative 

voice changes.  These places sometimes reflect a slight alteration in the ―now,‖ the 

primary time-rooting of the narration; at times these points also signify a partial 

realization of the survivor subjectivity, which makes sense since that chronological 

ending point—which might not be the narrative ending point—in the text is at the closest 

temporal point to the breathing writer who pens the text.  I will analyze such points as 

they intersect with my overall project.   

 

Critical Position of Contemporary Memoir 

Contemporary memoir has grown in popularity over the last twenty years—since 

the 1990s, critics have noted a memoir ―boom‖ or ―craze.‖
5
  Despite the surge, or more 

                                                 
5
G. Thomas Couser in Vulnerable Subjects refers to the ―memoir boom of the 1990s‖ (218. n.1); Paul John 

Eakin in Living Autobiographically notes that a book published in 1997 was published in the ―so-called age 
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likely because of it, much of popular contemporary memoir has suffered from critical 

neglect within the academy.  In a 1998 New York Times article, ―No Incest and Only a 

Little Drink,‖ Zoe Heller reflects one predominant vein of critique toward such works 

and notes that she is ―memoired-out‖ due to the ―vertiginous standards of modern 

exhibitionism‖ and the ―modish, scandalous confessions of recent years‖ (10).  The 

genre‘s confessional milieu and accessibility have contributed to its reputation as overly 

sensational, popular, factually suspect, narcissistic, whiny, and commonplace—qualities 

that run contrary to academic views of literature.  Buss speaks to the dearth of academic 

criticism:  ―Despite the welcome existence of anthologies such as [Jill Ker] Conway‘s 

and the veritable boom in the publication of memoirs [. . .], the genre has received little 

academic attention.  The study of memoirs from a theoretical and critical perspective 

informed by scholarly research is now overdue‖ (Repossessing 7-8).  Similarly, In Living 

Autobiographically, Eakin attests that ―the hitherto neglected class of narratives we often 

call memoirs will emerge in quite a new and revealing light…‖ (69); he continues, ―The 

time is ripe for a much more broadly-based initiative of reconstruction, which will 

involve redefining autobiography, recasting its canon, and rewriting its history‖ (69).  By 

showing the important cultural work that Prozac Diary and Goat accomplish, I hope to 

call attention to two examples of modern memoir in an effort to claim more of a critical 

status for the genre as a whole.  These texts, like many in contemporary memoir, do not 

                                                                                                                                                 
of memoir‖ (41); Thomas Larson in The Memoir and the Memoirist states that in the late 1980s ―memoir 

burst forth sui generis from the castle of autobiography and the wilds of the personal essay‖ (xi); Nancy K. 

Miller in But Enough About Me notes, ―The nineties also saw the spectacular rise of the memoir, which 

(along with biography) became the most popular (and symptomatic) literary genre of our contemporary 

culture‖ (1).  Leigh Gilmore in The Limits of Autobiography states, ―Suddenly, it would seem, memoir has 

become the genre in the skittish period around the turn of the millennium‖ (1).   
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gratuitously focus on sordid details nor seek public disclosure as pure therapy, but 

address the personal and public in relation to each other, in a way that comments 

meaningfully on our society.   

Unlike Prozac Diary, and Goat, The Woman Warrior has received voluminous 

criticism, as demonstrated by the MLA bibliography and JSTOR databases.
6
  Despite its 

popularity, Kingston‘s first memoir was both hailed and chastised by the public and 

critics upon its publication in 1976.
7
  It was simultaneously viewed as too feminist or not 

feminist enough, too ethnic or not ethnic enough, too fictional or not fictional enough.  

Because The Woman Warrior was published over thirty years ago, the swelling critical 

interest in feminist and race studies in the 1970s likely facilitated the enormous critical 

interest in the book.  Moreover, the publication of The Woman Warrior precedes the 

memoir glut that results in cynicism and dismissal from some within the academy.  The 

Woman Warrior’s canonical status and rich critical archive provides an opportunity to 

consider other less critically received memoirs alongside it. 

 

                                                 
6
According to the MLA bibliography and JSTOR databases, there is only one critical study listed for the 

Prozac Diary and none for Goat, while there are approximately six hundred listed for The Woman Warrior.  

All three memoirs ranked on the New York Times bestseller‘s list soon after their respective releases.   

7
Within the academy, broadly speaking, The Woman Warrior is especially praised by many feminist critics 

and diminished by many male Asian-American scholars.  Much of the debate concerns autobiographical 

accuracy and Kingston‘s representation of Chinese people and culture:  One of Kingston‘s most relentless 

critics is Frank Chin who accuses Kingston of misrepresenting Chinese culture and myths, and indulging in 

Chinese stereotypes; he also criticizes her choice of the autobiographical genre, which he does not consider 

an appropriate Chinese form, see ―The Most Popular Book in China,‖ ―Come All Ye Asian Americans of 

the Real and the Fake,‖ and ―This is Not an Autobiography‖; Jeffrey Paul Chan challenges the book‘s 

nonfiction status in ―Jeff Chan, Chairman of SF State Asian American Studies, Attacks Review‖; Benjamin 

Tong accuses Kingston of fictionalization via purposeful mistranslation of Chinese words in ―Critic of 

Admirer Sees Dumb Racist.‖  
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The Three Memoirs and Disability Studies 

My examination of these three memoirs demonstrates how they independently 

work in similar and important ways to reinforce the important cultural work of 

contemporary memoir, as well as augment ongoing work in minority, identity, 

autobiography, and disability studies.  Land, Slater, and Kingston reveal the way that 

their undesired bodily differences and behaviors contrast with sociocultural standards 

and, thus, mark them as unworthy and inferior, and relegate them to minority status.  

Such sociocultural judgment reflects the covert and insidious tendencies of dominant 

ideology, and, also, how it conflates body and performance.  The texts depict how a 

marginal existence provides a heightened sense of material reality as one fraught with 

alienation, confusion, hypocrisy, danger, and illusion.  I analyze how the texts bear 

witness not only to the process, hardships, and psychological toll of being marginalized 

in society, but to the ways in which traditional identity categories—of ethnicity, mental 

illness, and gender—are empowered and buttressed by sociocultural standards of 

embodied normalcy.  These otherwise disparate protagonists are similarly cast as dis-

abled and share a ―common context of struggle,‖ to borrow Chandra Talpade Mohanty‘s 

phrase (7).  The protagonists internalize the cultural perception of them as unworthy, and 

so question their own value and capability; their marginalized status induces a disjuncture 

that, at times, impedes their sense of independence and personal/psychological stability.   

The protagonists‘ language, which represents them as dis-abled and abnormal, 

reflects their self-awareness of the source of their ostracism.  Brad repeatedly professes 

his desire to be ―normal‖; Lauren refers to herself as ―hobbled‖; and Maxine worries that 

she is ―useless.‖  Such perceptions reveal the intimate connection between marginal 
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positions and the body, and the way that tropes of embodied normalcy underwrite and 

functionally dis-able minority identities.  A close examination of Goat, Prozac Diary, 

and The Woman Warrior reveals that society relegates these protagonists to minority 

positions not solely on the basis of their ethnicity, mental illness, or gender, but because 

they do not conform to precepts about how ―normal‖ bodies should behave and present 

themselves.  The texts depict the degree to which, to use an expression from Rosemarie 

Garland-Thomson, culture ―saturates‖ their bodies and informs their sense of self 

(―Integrating‖ 258).  Cultural ideology manifests in subtle, but pervasive ways, so that it 

rarely appears in a specific concrete form; however, at various points in all three 

memoirs, individuals ensconced within the dominant sociocultural ideology enforce the 

hegemonic perception, for example Brad‘s macho peer Danny, Lauren‘s doctor, and 

Maxine‘s teachers.  The specific perpetrators are often, like Land's attackers, ethereal and 

spectral. 

My study contributes to and extends the social and cultural work of disability 

studies by showing how those not traditionally viewed as physically impaired are 

marginalized by the same underlying cultural precepts.  Historically, a person with 

disabilities is envisioned as physically limited in an obvious way—a wheelchair user or a 

blind or deaf person.  A disability studies approach, however, is not primarily concerned 

with identifying, categorizing, or ranking disabilities, but examining the ways that society 

uses constructions of normalcy to determine whether a person is viewed as normal or 

abnormal, abled or disabled, and interrogating how and why some differences are 

accommodated.  In Extraordinary Bodies, Garland-Thomson states that disability is an 

―overarching and in some ways artificial category‖ (13).  Along these lines Lennard 
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Davis in Bending over Backwards also asserts, ―I want to make clear that disability is 

itself an unstable category‖ (23).  These disability studies theorists make such claims to 

reinforce that the way society employs the term disability is a fraudulent taxonomical 

designation—a category to which people who display undesired differences falsely 

interpreted as defects and incompetencies, are relegated.  Many stereotypical disabilities 

do not prohibit a person from working, holding meaningful relationships, and/or 

participating as fully engaged citizen.  The mission of disability studies is to expose the 

ideologies that underlie this methodology and understand their role in determining social 

identity categories.   

Along these lines, I assert that an analysis of Goat, Prozac Diary, and The Woman 

Warrior illustrates protagonists who, though they do not fit stereotypical conceptions of 

disability, are dis-abled according to the material and discursive conditions that 

underwrite their disparate and respective identities as abnormal and defective.  The 

protagonists‘ of these three memoirs manifest unaccommodated differences—their bodies 

do not perform in ways that fit acceptably with society‘s standards and expectations.  

They deviate in ways that society views as undesirable and inappropriate and, thus, are 

read as abnormal and socioculturally dis-abled; their behaviors are viewed not merely as 

human variation or difference, but as proof that they are inept and unfit.  Society refuses 

to provide mainstream acceptance for their types of undesired difference.  My project 

augments the type of work initiated by Susannah B. Mintz in her critical essay ―Writing 

as Refiguration: Lucy Grealy‘s Autobiography of a Face.‖  Grealy‘s memoir reveals that, 

as a child, she suffered from Ewing‘s sarcoma and had part of her jaw removed to 

eradicate the cancer, which resulted in a permanent facial disfiguration.  However, her 
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physical deformity—which would more traditionally be viewed as a disability—does not 

limit her capabilities.  Her disfiguration dis-ables her because she appears abnormal:  she 

violates social conventions for a normal face and feminine standards of beauty.  Her 

―ugly‖ physical marking—ironically the result of a procedure that saved her life—

prompts others to judge and revile her and, thus, leaves her with an acute sense of 

inferiority and self-hatred.  This sense of defectiveness leads her (and her parents and 

doctors) to pursue over thirty reconstructive and plastic surgeries, after the cancer is 

gone, in hopes of making her appear normal.  Mintz asserts, ―[B]y reconceiving 

‗disability‘ as a function not of biology but rather of power and discourse, Grealy 

denaturalizes its apparent truth-status as an indicator of ‗real‘ corporeal flaws‖ (173).    

While the texts initially appear to wrestle with, and are often categorized 

according to, their more obvious identity status—ethnicity, mental illness, gender—a 

closer inspection reveals that they are struggling with their respective failures to meet 

standards for normal, competent bodies.  This analysis participates in what Michael 

Bérubé asserts ―can be a theoretical matter of deploying the instability of disability as a 

device for destabilizing all categories of identity‖ (Bending x).  Such an approach extends 

ideas of social construction and identity studies by revealing the underlying precepts and 

complexity of the tropes of embodied normalcy that perpetuate minority stereotypes and 

oppression.  Lennard Davis, in Bending over Backwards, and Tobin Siebers, in Disability 

Theory, demonstrate that the notion of disability underwrites and supplants other identity 

categories of difference.  Their social theories of disability studies inform my own work.  

It is certainly not Brad‘s gender identity that is abnormal, but it is the way that he fails to 

conform to the dominant masculine image:  his small build and sensitive, nervous, and 
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passive persona signal a body that does not live up to cultural precepts for virile 

masculinity.  It is not just Lauren‘s mental illness history that renders her abnormal; her 

creative disposition and emotional disclosures serve as means to dismiss her.  It is not 

merely by virtue of Maxine‘s gendered or ethnic body that she is marginalized—she is 

viewed as incompetent because she cannot wash the dishes capably or speak English 

properly.  Thus, their bodies fail to meet the desired social markers that signify potential, 

conformity, and cultural worth.  The standards for appropriate and expected bodily 

presentation form the competencies by which the protagonists are ultimately deemed 

unacceptable—these exigencies support social stratification by providing the means to 

perpetuate prejudicial practices.  Garland-Thomson attests to the significance of a 

disability studies approach:  ―Such an analysis furthers our collective understanding of 

the complex processes by which all forms of corporeal diversity acquire the cultural 

meanings undergirding a hierarchy of bodily traits that determines the distribution of 

privilege, status and power‖ (Extraordinary 6).  By applying a disability studies lens to 

these three texts, my study contributes to the ongoing expansion of disability studies that 

interrogates dis-abled identities which transcend visible physical and mental impairment.   

 In The Woman Warrior, young Maxine is unable to talk or read according to the 

standards prescribed by American culture and reinforced through the teacher—she speaks 

too quietly, skips over words, or just stops in the middle of sentences.  Kingston‘s 

narrator reveals, ―The teacher, who had already told me every day how to read ‗I‘ and 

‗here,‘ put me in the low corner under the stairs again, where the noisy boys usually sat‖ 

(167).  This scene reveals that Maxine‘s marginalization goes beyond ethnicity.  She is a 

body that is not following the school rules—she does not speak or behave properly.  
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Because Maxine does not manifest according to school protocol, she is ―again‖ placed 

with the other ―bad‖ and incompetent bodies—her actual body is relocated further from 

the site of learning because she does not conform.  It appears of no consequence that her 

offense occurs while trying to obey and read, while the noisy boys seem to merely 

misbehave.  Maxine‘s teacher judges her exterior performance against cultural standards 

of normal behavior and finds her deficient.  Therefore, she is grouped with other entities 

that disrupt the system and lack potential.  This episode reinforces that she is segregated 

not merely because she is female or Chinese American, but because her teacher views her 

as an unruly and incompetent body. 

 

Disability Studies Overview 

 A disability perspective begins from the premise that the hegemonic system, not 

the marginalized other, is the pathological problem—the prevailing social system thrives 

on ingrained values and customs that are invested in maintaining its sense of inherent 

power and hierarchical relations.  According to the OED (2009): marginal means 

―isolated from or not conforming to dominant society and culture‖; ―on the edge of 

society‖; ―of minor importance, having little effect.‖  These definitions underscore that 

this term admits much more than difference; it connotes deficiency.  Those who identify 

with the cultural majority often feel entitled to relegate someone who exhibits as different 

into a marginal category, which implicates the ―other‖ as undesirable and abnormal.  

Garland-Thomson coins the term normate to denote the person who occupies the 

culturally sanctioned place of power and conformity; she notes that this term reflects ―the 

constructed identity of those who, by way of bodily configurations and cultural capital 
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they assume, can step into a position of authority and wield the power it grants them‖ 

(Extraordinary 8).  The normate privileges what disability studies labels an ableist 

perspective, a worldview that privileges those who conform to normal—i.e. 

conventional—and able-bodied representations, such a representation is what David 

Mitchell and Sharon Snyder describe as an ―invisible status of a normative essence‖ 

(Narrative 8).  Ableist determinations are rendered even more problematic by virtue of 

being based in visibly assessed embodied manifestations.  Such a position carries 

inherent prejudice against a marginalized person, someone who does not exemplify the 

stereotypically able-bodied citizen.   

 In the memoirs I examine, Maxine‘s family and teachers, Lauren‘s doctor, 

and Brad‘s ―macho‖ male peers serve as the representative normates who use ableist 

stipulations to cast the protagonists as incompetent or abnormal others.  Lennard Davis 

asserts that ableist views ―are part of an ideology of containment and a politics of power 

and fear‖ (4).  In Enforcing Normalcy, Davis coins the phrase ―hegemony of normalcy‖ 

to indicate the consolidated power and privilege of the ableist position; those who 

identify as normal—look and act in ways that reflect the tenets and values of the 

mainstream—possess the power to marginalize and oppress.  The hegemony of normalcy 

renders harrowing, significant, and sometimes seemingly insurmountable impediments in 

the lives of marginalized others, as Brad Land, Lauren Slater, and Maxine Hong Kingston 

illustrate throughout their memoirs.  All three writer-protagonists suffer debilitating self-

doubt because they internalize the dominant ideology and perceive themselves as inferior.  

Brad is chronically insecure in all social situations—intimate to public—because he fears 

being derided or abused based on his ―broken‖ body.  Lauren struggles to have others—
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her mother, her doctor, her partner, her peers—see her as fully human.  Maxine is 

anxious about her performances both at home and in public, afraid of being judged as 

unworthy or dumb or crazy.  Though the protagonists of the three memoirs are not 

physically impaired, they do suffer real physical, emotional, and social consequences as a 

result of being socially dis-abled:  Brad‘s hands and body continuously shake, ostensibly 

from his incessant anxiety, the root cause of which is a mystery to Brad; however, the 

physical manifestations are not lost on those around him, who survey his body and find 

him deficient.  Lauren carries scars from cutting her body as well as diminished sexual, 

linguistic, and memory function.  Maxine suffers chronic illness and throat pain and 

struggles to speak effectively; her face is physically marked by her struggles with 

language.   

Through their texts, Land, Slater, and Kingston reveal the overwhelming 

challenges faced by individuals who navigate the world in bodies perceived as deviant or 

broken.  In this way, identity politics suffuses each of these texts.  Tobin Siebers, in his 

book Disability Theory, espouses a postmodern notion of identity, asserting that it is not 

―an ontological property or a state of being.  Identity is, properly defined, an 

epistemological construction that contains a broad array of theories about navigating 

social environments‖ (15).  Additionally, he quotes Linda Alcoff who asserts that 

―identity is not merely that which is given to an individual or group, but is also a way of 

inhabiting, interpreting, and working though, both collectively and individually, an 

objective social location and group history‖ (qtd. in Siebers 15).  These definitions 

emphasize the layers of meaning and power that constitute identity categories.  Alcoff‘s 

quote also tacitly speaks to the power of the individual to adopt and revise identity labels; 
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such an assertion provides an important claim to the potential agency for the individual.  

As I will discuss in more detail later, Land, Slater, and Kingston reinterpret, and to some 

extent reconfigure, their identities.   

Slater recounts a scene in Prozac Diary that illustrates that an illness identity, one 

often positioned as inherent since it is ostensibly based in biology, can also be a 

constructed identity.  Throughout her memoir, Slater refers to her dysfunctional 

childhood and alludes to being abused by her mother; however, other than a few oblique 

references, she does not reveal many details about the type and extent of the abuse.  

However, she does recall that as a young girl she was always trying to get her mother‘s 

attention and when she was sick—or feigned sickness—she could actually garner some 

gentle attention from her mom.  The narrator reflects that along with the ―accoutrements‖ 

of her ―muzzy‖ head cold was ―best of all, a distant mother coming to your bedside with 

tea‖ (21).  She states, ―I loved my illnesses.  I loved my regal mother bending to the 

mandates of biology, allowing me to rest and watch TV.  She even read me stories, sitting 

at my bedside.  In the dim room, her wedding ring twinkled like the eye of an elf, and her 

hands brushed away stray strands of hair from my face‖ (21-22).  What is compelling 

here that is we witness Lauren internalizing the potential of an illness identity—illness as 

way to elicit kindness and attention from an aloof and cruel mother—illness as a strategy, 

illness as a learned performance.  While Lauren‘s mental illness is a debilitating medical 

condition, not merely a charade, she adroitly shows that illness behavior can also be used 

as a technique for attention and/or survival.  Such phenomenological evidence offers a 

provocative counterpoint to the default strategy of medical intervention for symptomatic 

behavior; moreover, it underscores the need to avoid reductive biological conclusions in 
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response to bodily variation.  Such a revelation is significant because it works to 

challenge the medical model perception of disability, which holds that individual 

variation necessarily resides in a medical problem that requires medical intervention.  

Such an example foregrounds the disability studies perspective that illness and disability 

can exist as material and constructed conditions.   

 

Disability Studies and Autobiographical Criticism 

In Siebers‘s zealous endeavor to claim identity studies as a valid pursuit, he 

asserts, ―Poststructuralists discount for the most part the knowledge claims of minority 

identities because they hold that identities are little more than socially constructed 

fictions‖ (126); in contrast to this position, he avers that a disability studies perspective 

attends to both the power of the social construction and the experiential power and 

knowledge of the minority subject (126-127).  While I agree with his overall position, I 

do think his tendency to generalize a poststructuralist stance is troubling.
8
  Many 

poststructuralist critics who desire to theorize the importance of the subject, endeavor—

like Siebers—to reclaim the validity of individual lived experience and the body in 

culture while avoiding essentialism and relativism.  Paul John Eakin in Living 

                                                 
8
Poststructuralism is a set of conflicting critical methodologies in reaction to structuralisms‘ claims to 

stability, objectivity and universality; postmodernism is a philosophy based on a socio-historical condition 

and the paradox that language is at once inept and incapable of full or accurate communication, yet the only 

source of meaning because ―in the field of the subject there is no referent‖ (Barthes Roland 56).  Jacques 

Derrida also professes an extreme version of this philosophy that insists that there is no stable relationship 

between the signifier and signified and that meaning is infinitely shifting and unstable.  An implication of 

this viewpoint is that existence and life are random and disjointed.  Consequently, this view of 

postmodernism suggests that the search for cohesive or stable meaning is futile, perhaps absurd.  

Humanism, on the other hand, is a human-centered philosophy that espouses a distinct, stable, and 

knowable individual identity and upholds the primacy of individual agency in the temporal world.  This 

philosophy espouses that a planned search for meaning can possibly realize a fruitful and teleological 

result.   
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Autobiographically points to the autobiographical poststructuralist conflict when he says 

that for Roland Barthes ―the protagonist of any autobiography—and the self for which 

she stands are both effects of language, and any relation between them would be 

necessarily arbitrary and unstable‖ (65).   For those who believe in the autobiographical 

purpose—saying something about the self and the process of the self in negotiation with 

the world—Barthes‘s stance elides the purpose.  There would ostensibly be no difference 

between writing fiction and autobiography, and thus no need for the autobiographical 

genre itself.  Autobiography upholds the importance of the individual lived experience 

and exhibits the intersection between the individual and sociocultural environments. 

Land, Slater, and Kingston each push the boundaries of the genre in their 

respective narrative excesses and use of fictive elements, as well as their willingness to 

simultaneously situate and challenge the reliability of their narrative voices.  In his essay, 

―Autobiography as Performative Utterance,‖ Michael Bérubé contends that ―the genre of 

autobiography […] can be fruit-fully approached from its most problematic and 

‗marginal‘ instances‖ (340).  Such ―marginal‖ autobiographical texts represent what  

Bérubé describes as ―the poststructuralist turn in studies of life writing, [and] thus […] 

illuminate the genre precisely by bringing to light the features that are normally 

considered to threaten or violate the boundaries of the genre‖ (340).  Such features 

include subjects not usually vested with the authority or reliability to speak (those with 

autism or mental illness, for example) or ungrammatical or nontraditional stylistic 

aspects.  And so while a postmodern view might question all forms of legitimate 

authority and the role of the author him or herself in the process of composing 

autobiographical texts, Bérubé argues that ―a poststructuralist understanding of 
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autobiography and life writing might, paradoxically, lead us to invest all the more 

authority in certain forms of self-authorship. Such is the case when the writer of 

autobiography is a person with a cognitive or developmental disability‖ (342).  Indeed 

such an investment of authority could also be applied to other forms of marginalized 

subjectivity and authority in memoirs. 

Many feminist autobiography critics use the tension between humanist and 

postmodern theories to reconfigure ways of thinking about the autobiographical subject.  

Their work reflects my perspective that individual subjectivity is forged in the furnace of 

culture and is heavily influenced by language and hegemonic forces, but is not wholly 

conditioned or determined by those forces.  In her essay ―Postmodernism and the 

Autobiographical Subject:  Reconstructing the ‗Other,‘‖ Betty Bergland asserts,  

The humanist/essentialist view of the self tends to mask the way in which 

we are constituted in language and positioned differently there—

depending on race, class, gender, or ethnicity.  And because the 

humanist/essentialist model tends to universalize its view of the human 

being, it tends to dehistoricize individuals, to ignore the dialectic of the 

historical moment and ideological practices that shape subjectivities.  

(161) 

Bergland‘s quote reflects ways in which a poststructuralist lens can allow for the 

acknowledgement of fluid subject positions and the interplay between other forces, such 

as culture and language, in the construction of self.  Additionally, Bergland represents a 

position that is not the extreme that Siebers disparages.  Eakin outright announces his 

intermediate stance: ―I steer a middle course between the position that self is an effect of 
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language and a more traditional belief that self is some sort of innate transcendental 

endowment‖ (Living 65).  These more moderate positions are important and necessary for 

finding meaning within autobiography—for recollections and experiences to be 

meaningful, individuals cannot be wholly determined by external forces they have to be 

able to assert some agency within their lives and the world. 

Sidonie Smith acknowledges both the opportunities and problems within both 

poststructuralist and postmodern positioning.  She recognizes that the ―subject‖ ―has no 

unified core, hides no secret, discoverable true essence.  In process, a site of dialogue 

with the world, others, memory, experience, and the unconscious, the subject is 

implicated in sinuous webs of intersubjectivity [. . .]‖ (―Self‖ 15).  Smith holds that it is 

through the negotiation between various heterogeneous subject positions ―inside and 

outside centers and margins‖ that we derive agency and choose ―some directions and not 

others‖ (―Self‖ 16).  Moreover, she cautions critics not to essentialize those ―at the 

margins of culture‖ (16); likewise Lee Quinby maintains that there are ―no innate 

categories of marginality‖ (qtd. in Smith, ―Self‖ 16).  A disability studies frame follows 

the precepts set out by Bergland, Smith, and Quinby that recognize the intersectionality 

of subject positions and examine the various discursive and material mechanisms that 

attribute to their marginalized status.  This approach emphasizes the interrogation of the 

underlying ideological structures as opposed to discrete identity categories; such a 

methodology works to avoid, as Smith encourages, (re-)essentializing minority positions.   

I align my own project with a poststructuralist, feminist, cultural studies approach 

akin to the type professed by Bérubé, Bergland, Eakin, and Smith—one that 

acknowledges the power of the marginalized individual to speak and access agency.  I 
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use the term identity in an overarching way to discuss an individual‘s perception of 

her/himself in relation to prevailing sociocultural categories, such as woman, man, 

daughter, brother, patient, teacher, American, southerner, etc.  I use the term subjectivity 

to discuss a specific individual‘s pursuit to understand her/himself in a way that melds the 

exterior and interior aspects in a manner acceptable to that individual; such a perspective 

is ever-evolving.   

To refer back to the Galeano epigraph, the individual contemplating her/his 

subjectivity continually calls upon lively memory—the weighing of the past, present, and 

future, public and private experiences—to understand and assess his or her sense of self.  

The three memoirs I study function as a juncture of theory and praxis—the writers 

recognize and grapple with ideological identity constructions and endeavor to negotiate 

their subjectivity.  One way the writers demonstrate control in their lives is by 

consciously reshaping a significant part of their existence into a text.  They remember 

and re-remember—first society tries to re-member them, to tell them what type of 

member they are, what slot they fill—but then the protagonists re-remember 

themselves—deciding some of the slots for themselves.  As their experiences are 

remembered and re-remembered, they adhere to other experiences and resonate with 

recurring themes in their lives.  As Gunnthórunn Gudmundsdóttir explains, 

―Retrospective knowledge is necessary to establish a narrative, and it is a vital part of the 

meaning-making process of narrative‖ (60).  The resulting interactions between 

materiality, cultural forces, and narrative devices function as a process of analytical 

signification that produces an innovative awareness about the embodied subject in 

dynamic interaction with its environment.   
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Issues of identity are intimately bound with power, because an individual is not an 

active subject without agency, without some power to act.  Siebers characterizes 

―disability as a minority identity, one whose particular characteristics contribute to the 

advancement of minority studies in general‖ (3).  Thus, while it is important to delineate 

the concept of marginal subjectivity, it is also crucial to examine the complex relationship 

between individual and culture in order to understand how the ostensibly abject subject 

can wield or access any personal or cultural power.  Each of the memoirs in this study 

stands as testimony to the power of the marginalized individual to cultivate some degree 

of power in self-determination and to critique dominant sociocultural paradigms.  Siebers 

explains, from a disability studies perspective, the alchemy that allows a marginalized 

person to access power:  ―identities, narratives, and experiences based on disability have 

the status of theory because they represent locations and forms of embodiment from 

which the dominant ideologies of society become visible and open to criticism‖ (14).  

Siebers concludes, ―Identities in conflict with society, however, have the ability to expose 

its norms‖ (21), which is buttressed by Smith who proclaims, ―Through the chafings of 

our conflictual centering and marginalities and the interplay of our positionalities and 

mobilities, spaces of rupture and resistance, of reproduction and representation will 

emerge in our individual and collective webs‖ (―Self‖ 16-17).  And it is through memoirs 

of resistance and critique, such as Goat, Prozac Diary, and The Woman Warrior, that 

mechanisms of ideology formation at work are brought into relief—ideology that usually 

remains transparent and thus unrecognized. 

The three memoirs in this study vividly reveal marginalized subjects in the throes 

of negotiating restrictive sociocultural ideals who ultimately cultivate the capacity to 
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carve out livable and fluid liminal spaces that I refer to as survivor subjectivities.  In my 

analysis I differentiate between the concepts of marginal and liminal.  Marginal is a more 

abject positionality, in which a person is relegated to an inferior status by others; liminal 

is an ambiguous, transitional site, in which a person operates from a place between the 

margins and hegemonic positions, conforming to some tenets while resisting others.  The 

three memoirs in this study reveal characters who develop for themselves what I refer to 

as survivor subjectivities.  The marginalized subjects of the memoirs cultivate for 

themselves, in the process of negotiating restrictive social ideals, livable and fluid liminal 

spaces.  Helen Buss, in her essay ―Authorizing the Memoir Form,‖ also speaks to the idea 

of the survivor subjectivity formation in contemporary memoir:  ―[. . .] the memoir form, 

with what I have called its ‗provisional and contingent‘ subjectivity formations,‖ has 

become ―the generic shape that best expresses the human subject as survivor: one who 

can never overcome but can invent and reinvent tactics of survival‖ (42).  By the term 

survivor subjectivity, I indicate the process that the protagonist-writers undergo in 

acknowledging, accounting for, and responding to the disruptions and marginality that 

inscribes their lives.  While each wrestles with different circumstances, the process of the 

struggle contributes to her or his self-concept and way of navigating the world, i.e. 

subjectivity.  The subject recognizes and incorporates the reality of her or his failures to 

meet standards of embodied normalcy, yet, simultaneously, finds ways to resist their 

totalizing impact.  Moreover, through the text, such a survivor demonstrates her/his 

process of carving out a liminal life—one that both claims and resists some aspects of 

hegemonic cultural dictates.   
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My examination of Goat, Prozac Diary, and The Woman Warrior reveals that 

these writer-protagonists do not accept the humanist view that life is completely in the 

control of the individual:  if it were, Land would not be chronically insecure and nervous, 

Slater would not accept a life without sexual climax, and Kingston would not suffer 

anxiety and mouth contortions from speaking English aloud.  These are high prices that 

material reality exacts from them.  However, neither do they accept an extreme 

postmodern point of view:  they reject claims of the absolute randomness of life and 

indeterminacy of individual identity.  Instead they embrace the possibility of exercising 

some significant degree of self-determination as active subjects in their own life stories:  

Land decides to quit his fraternity initiation, refusing to remain in a context of violence; 

Slater resolves to continue Prozac and rely on human connection and the journey of self 

in order to move toward recovery; and Kingston chooses to write in masterful English 

and live away from her family.  It is against and through the essentialized categories, 

material experience, and the resulting sociocultural gaps and fissures that Land, Slater, 

and Kingston cobble their survivor subjectivities.   

 

Disability Studies, Autobiographical Studies, and The Body 

Ultimately, the body as site of personal and cultural inscription bridges the gap 

between autobiographical poststructuralist criticism and disability studies‘ materialism.  

In his essay ―Narrative Prosthesis and the Materiality of Metaphor,‖ Mitchell contends 

that the ―representation of the body provides a foundation for grounding abstract meaning 

in the specifics of an individual story‖ (25).  In ―Identity‘s Body,‖ Smith further 

elaborates on the exchange between the body and culture, underscoring the degree to 
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which bodies are ideologically implicated by hegemonic narratives—scripts that 

prescribe normative behavioral and physical expectations.  She asserts, ―Community 

creates a superfluity of ‗body‘ that marks us in practices, discourses, and temporalities.  

For communities surrounding us normalize certain bodies and render abnormal or 

grotesque other bodies, thereby situating our body somewhere in the field of bodies‖ 

(268).  Bergland also speaks to the consequences for the anomalous body in culture:  

When individuals do not conform to perceptions of what appears to 

constitute the human, individuals tend to blame themselves or be 

blamed—rather than to acknowledge the ideologies, structures, economic 

and material conditions that produced less-than-human human beings.  

Further, making the humanist self seem natural tends to legitimate the 

violence done to the presumably less-than-human and is used as an 

explanation for poverty, degradation, and the multiple social and 

economic ills produced by systemic injustices.  (161-62) 

Without professing a disability studies perspective—Smith (1990) and Bergland (1994) 

are writing concurrently with the emergence of disability studies as an organized field of 

inquiry—they display a disability theory consciousness.  They note the power of those in 

the dominant group to name and castigate those in a minority group according to 

conventions of normalcy.  Moreover, Smith continues, ―Those positioned off-center from 

the dominant group, those claiming or assigned nonhegemonic identities, find themselves 

partitioned in their bodies, culturally embodied‖ (―Identity‘s‖ 269).  Smith‘s insights 

underscore how those grouped into minority categories are perceived primarily as bodies; 
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such an estimation reinforces the crucial role embodied representation plays in the public 

assignment of cultural worth.  

 A small scene in Goat reinforces the way in which Brad begins to internalize his 

construction as a defective and marginalized male body.  As adolescents, Brad and his 

younger brother Brett are playing basketball.  The narrator reflects, ―I am tall for my age, 

the only growth spurt I really ever have, full of acne, awkward‖ (7).  Their female cousin 

and her friends are there, and the cousin asks a friend to rate the boys.  When she asks 

about Brett, the friend says, ―[O]h he‘s fine.‖  When she asks about Brad: ―Weird,‖ the 

friend says, ―He‘s weird.  Looks at the ground‖ (7).  In this scene the young girl displays 

her recognition of cultural standards of masculine attractiveness—she does not even 

qualify, and perhaps does not even know exactly why she judges Brett as ―fine‖ and Brad 

as ―weird.‖  It is not odd for a teenage boy to be tall or awkward or have acne.  Moreover, 

she does not say the boys look fine or weird, but they are fine or weird—they are how 

they look.  The young girl just visually sweeps Brad‘s body and has enough information 

to deem him inferior; part of the ideological process is naturalizing the terms of social 

norms.  Both Brad and the young girl appropriate the traditional masculine sociocultural 

standards as indicated by her estimations that match the cultural assessments applied to 

Brad throughout the text, and by the narrator‘s resigned ―[t]here you go‖ (7) that closes 

the scene.  This sparse reflection layers an attitude of resignation onto the fifteen-year-old 

Brad; he already expects and accepts that females will deem him substandard according 

to masculine standards.  As I will discuss in more detail later, the lack of analysis is 

characteristic of Land‘s text.  The narrator—via Land, the adult author—offers his ―there 

you go‖ quip in lieu of analysis, which indicates his belief that his deficient presentation 
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is self-evident and nothing more needs to be explicated.  The writer‘s decision to 

withhold introspection or reflection enacts a stereotype of male resistance to emotions 

that is ironic given his protestations of conventional, detached masculinity.   

The above example from Goat exemplifies that people predominately and initially 

judge one another through the physical body and its manifestations—gestures, behaviors, 

appearance.  Along these lines, Mitchell and Snyder assert that ―stigmatized social 

positions founded upon gender, class, nationality, and race have often relied upon 

disability to visually underscore the devaluation of marginal communities‖ (21).  When 

an individual is marked as different from the norm, the point of difference is often used 

as a basis for stigmatization—and the greater the difference, the greater the 

stigmatization.  In the case of Goat, Brad is repeatedly rejected, insulted, and abused 

based on the ways he fails to embody the stereotypical male; what people see are his 

small build, shaky hands, averted eyes, and timid gestures.  The continual application and 

perpetuation of simplified and artificial social conscriptions make the connections seem 

natural and evident—in this way such associations empower ideology.  Terry Eagleton 

reflects that it is ―one of the functions of ideology to ‗naturalize‘ social reality, to make it 

seem as innocent and unchangeable as nature itself‖ (135).   

Siebers connects ideology directly to the body:  ―Situated knowledge adheres in 

embodiment.  The disposition of the body determines perspectives, but it also spices 

these perspectives with phenomenological knowledge—lifeworld experience—that 

affects the interpretation of perspective‖ (23).  Smith and Bergland‘s work help fasten the 

connection between the body, marginality, normalcy to autobiographical studies.  Smith 

notes, ―We proceed through the entanglements of the web, choosing some directions and 
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not others.  And we carry with us through the web specificities of our material conditions 

of existence‖ (―Self‖ 16).  The individual has the power to select certain paths while they 

are slated into others, but, regardless of the direction, all bodies are marked and affected 

by materiality of their journey.  These critics show the degree to which physical bodies 

moving in the world constitute a dialectic between the self and culture; moreover, these 

conclusions reinforce that culture is always poised to estimate subjects, in totalizing 

terms, as worthy or unworthy.  Additionally, Smith reflects on the dual nature of culture‘s 

power over the body, ―The body itself is marked by a variety of physical phenomena‖ 

(―Self‖ 16).  In other words, the body is both read by and at least partially written by 

culture.  The dialectical relationship serves as the foundation for the disability lens that 

centers on the physically and ideologically marked body.    

 In her essay ―Integrating Disability, Transforming Feminist Theory,‖ Rosemarie 

Garland-Thomson asserts, ―[D]isability is a culturally fabricated narrative of the body, 

similar to what we understand as the fictions of race and gender.  The disability/ability 

system produces subjects by differentiating and marking bodies‖ (259).  Garland-

Thomson reflects that essentializing categories, such as gender, are historically tied to the 

body in an effort to imply a tangible and natural reason for their acculturated meanings; 

however, feminism and gender criticism have exposed the fallaciousness of such 

relationships.  The centrality that gender and race studies have gained within academic 

and social analysis in the last thirty years has helped prompt some positive social changes 

such as raised awareness, anti-discrimination laws, and greater tolerance.  However, 

minority subjects still face significant difficulties and discrimination.  Accordingly, 

Siebers contends, ―These oppressed groups have gained some ground against prejudice, 
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but when their identities are tied to disability, discrimination against them is justified 

anew‖ (6).  Disability studies provides a mechanism to manifest the way sociocultural 

standards of normalcy are also erroneously predicated on the body in order to relegate 

nonconforming individuals to the margins of society.  Moreover, this approach relocates 

the notion of disability from a permanent or obvious physical or mental impairment to a 

sociocultural method of marginalizing bodies that are constructed as incapable or 

defective in some ways.  In other words, we begin to understand the concept of disability 

not as merely a physiological, neurological, or chemical defect that impedes an 

individual‘s full engagement with society, but as a totalizing construction of society‘s 

perception of that individual.  Applied to the three memoirs in this dissertation, disability 

studies helps readers and critics understand the subtle and pervasive ways that the 

hegemony of normalcy shapes social perception of bodies as normal or abnormal, abled 

or disabled. 

 

Further Implications of the Project 

In addition to extending intersections of minority, disability, and autobiography 

studies, my project participates in cultural criticism and expands literary scholarship to 

include texts and perspectives that have heretofore been isolated or disregarded.  My 

analysis contributes to Hejinian‘s notion of a ―poetics of description,‖ which is an 

essential stage in the development of a body of criticism.  Hejinian holds that exploring 

the phenomenology of our lives and history through the act of invention, of writing, 

fosters insight about our world.  It is the process of converting experiences into grammar 
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and narrative that provides the analysis, and thus, the possibility for a transformation of 

consciousness.  She maintains, 

The ontological and epistemological problem of our knowledge of 

experience is, to my mind, inseparable from the problem of description. [. 

. .]  An evolving poetics of description is simultaneously and 

synonymously a poetics of scrutiny.  It is description that raises scrutiny to 

consciousness.  (158-59) 

The process of an individual receiving, processing, and negotiating life and the rendering 

of a life in text establishes a record of how knowledge and sociocultural power structures 

are received.  Such a form of inquiry also underscores the potential of language to 

scrutinize and convey.  Within this understanding, Land‘s detached narrative perspective, 

in contrast to Slater‘s and Kingston‘s more analytical narrators, does not reduce the 

importance of his work because, as Hejinian suggests above, the very act of narrating—of 

telling harrowing and intimate stories of negotiating life—exposes hypocrisy and stands 

as a form of cultural critique.  Giving order and meaning to experience, even through the 

bare act of narration is itself a political as well as personal act.  In this way all three 

memoirists raise to their and their readers‘ consciousnesses, the hegemony of normalcy 

and the experience of minority existence.   

Moreover, a poetics of description challenges readers of such memoirs to do more 

than interpret their authors‘ experiences as standard tales of triumph over seemingly 

insurmountable obstacles.  Indeed, readers are forced to confront the injustice of a social, 

political, and economic structure that sanctions these inequities in the first place.  

Engaging in such a project participates in a dialogue of cultural critique that perpetuates 
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greater public awareness of injustice and, in that way, hopefully participates in the pursuit 

of social justice.   

The danger of being rendered marginal within society is not a small matter and 

one that needs to be continually represented and interrogated.  In her essay ―Integrating 

Disability, Transforming Feminist Theory,‖ Rosemarie Garland-Thomson underscores 

the dangerous implications of normalcy standards for those who fail to measure up and 

are, therefore, relegated to society‘s margins: 

Women, people with disabilities or appearance impairments, ethnic others, 

gays and lesbians, and people of color are variously the objects of 

infanticide, selective abortion, eugenic programs, hate crimes, mercy 

killing, assisted suicide, lynching, [. . .] domestic violence, genocide, 

normalizing surgical procedures, racial profiling, and neglect.  All these 

discriminatory practices are legitimated by systems of representation, by 

collective cultural stories that shape the material world, underwrite 

exclusionary attitudes, inform human relations, and mold our senses of 

who we are.  (262) 

Garland-Thomson‘s grim reflection reinforces the importance of the cultural critique of 

hegemonic practices that marginalize and stigmatize individuals.  The three memoirs 

reveal the potential damage of the ideologies that surround embodied standards of 

normalcy—in addition to revealing the intense self-doubt and anxiety that the standards 

initiate in the protagonists, the memoirs reveal the potential victimization of ―unmanly‖ 

young men, dehumanization and mythologizing of the mentally ill, and discrimination of 

female ethnic bodies that demonstrate incompetencies of any kind.  Such an inquiry also 
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demonstrates the degree to which the dominant cultural ideology essentializes, trivializes, 

and discounts individual lived experience in favor of the hegemony.   

 

Body Chapters 

As the protagonist moves from passive minority to a more active and independent 

subject, certain narrative arcs occur within each memoir.  The body chapters are 

organized around four narrative arcs or moves; however, given the idiosyncratic nature of 

each memoir, I do not adhere to a static order as I delineate them through the chapters.  

The arcs provide a structure for a comparative examination of the similar types of social 

oppression and anxiety that results from ideologies of embodied normalcy experienced 

by these three very different protagonists.  Additionally, such a structure allows a parallel 

way to demonstrate the protagonists‘ process of cultivating survivor subjectivity.  I utilize 

these arcs at the risk of presenting a process that seems discrete and linear—each 

protagonist has her/his own experience, time frame, and manner of coming to terms with 

their embodied differences and agency cultivation.  These arcs do illustrate similar stages 

of development as the protagonists move from a more abject and dependent state to a 

more resistant and empowered survivor subjectivity.  Thus they provide a useful link 

between the texts and the process of the emergence of the dis-abled, minority voice.  

Also, this frame could insinuate an oversimplified and propitious ending that is not 

present in the texts.  Throughout my analysis, I demonstrate that though the protagonist 

has cultivated more agency in life, the respective endings are not transcendent or 

teleological.   
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Following is an overview of each of the four arcs:  Each protagonist changes from 

a treacherous body to a reclaimed body.  This category includes the degree to which each 

protagonist blames her/his body and behaviors for her/his marginalized status and 

perceives her/himself according to the dominant sociocultural narrative(s).  Such 

revelations underscore the agonizing pressure that the ―hegemony of normalcy‖ places on 

each protagonist; consequently this category includes each protagonists attempt to ―pass.‖  

Part of this arc also includes surveying what each protagonist views as the available 

cultural models for her or his assigned minority status.  Ultimately, the protagonist 

retrieves her/his embodied self and actively integrates it into her/his survivor subjectivity.  

The second arc reveals the move from dehumanized body to a humanized body.  This 

category inspects the physical abuse suffered by each protagonist in her/his role as abject 

other.  As a minority, each protagonist‘s body is devalued and stigmatized, and as such it 

is revealed as a site of physical, psychological, and emotional violence.  Despite the 

ongoing mistreatment of their bodies—by themselves and others—the writer-protagonists 

persist in upholding the value and need for human connection and gentleness.  The third 

arc reveals each protagonist‘s move from a marginalized body to a resistant body.  This 

arc details various ways that each protagonist‘s body violates social convention and is, 

thus, cast as dis-abled and abnormal, and excluded from the mainstream.  As a result, 

each protagonist feels a sense of isolation, confusion, and self-doubt that results from 

being assigned minority status.  Eventually, the protagonist carves a livable liminal space 

that enacts some degree of agency and personal value.  The final arc demonstrates each 

protagonist‘s move from inarticulate body to articulate body.  This category shows that 

the protagonists inability to communicate according to accepted cultural conventions is 
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yet another way they are marked as deficient bodies.  Ultimately, each protagonist 

emerges as a powerful writer and cultural critic.  Part of the process of garnering her/his 

sociocultural agency includes writing the memoir that stands as witness to material 

existence and as cultural critique.  Land, Slater, and Kingston‘s memoirs stand as artifacts 

to this struggle and rupture—they document their writer-protagonists‘ journeys, bearing 

witness as they hammer their own breaks in the marble.   

 In Chapter One, ―Brad Land‘s Goat and the Specter of Ideal Hegemonic 

Masculinity,‖ I use Judith Halberstam, Sidonie Smith, and Julia Watson to assert that a 

young white middle-class man can also function as a marginalized other.  Despite Brad‘s 

ostensibly privileged gender and race positions, he is routinely judged to be less than 

masculine and, accordingly, is subjected to abuse and harassment.   These experiences 

prompt him to see his body as overtly marked and defective and to become consumed by 

the prospect of becoming normal.  He sees himself as dis-abled and inferior.  Unlike 

Slater‘s and Kingston‘s more multivalent and interwoven texts, most of the change in 

Land‘s text hinges on Brad‘s decision to quit the fraternity—that decision stands as his 

defining break from oppressive masculinity.  Due to Land‘s reticence to reflect, the text‘s 

climax is primarily marked by one event; thus, three of the narrative arcs converge at 

virtually the same point.  I examine several scenes of fraternity initiation to illustrate the 

pressure and abuse that contribute to Brad‘s contrary desires to both be one of the guys 

and to reject the dominant version of masculinity.  I use the work of sociologists and 

gender theorists Tim Carrigan, Bob Connell, Michael. S. Kimmel, Revathi 

Krishnaswamy, and John Lee to examine social theories of masculinity and the pressures 

to conform, and especially the work of Peggy Reeves Sanday to analyze the type of 
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masculinity being indoctrinated.  These scenes, combined with Brad‘s decision to quit his 

pledgeship, reinforce his turn from a treacherous body to reclaimed body. 

 I continue to draw on the work of those mentioned above, along with Robert 

McRuer and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick to examine other scenes between fraternity brothers 

and pledges that reveal the degree to which the hegemonic masculine attitude, as 

displayed through the fraternity brothers, attempts to appropriate the sexuality of all 

others.  Viewing these scenes in light of Brad‘s decision to quit the fraternity indicates his 

change from a marginal to a resistant body.   

 Throughout the book, Brad strives to make an intimate connection with several 

women as well as his brother, Brett.  I analyze several scenes between Brad and Brett to 

reveal the way Brad‘s flawed masculinity likely interferes with the attempts to develop a 

bond.  Despite the inarticulateness that prevents him from confiding in Brett, and the 

enigmatic tension that separates them, they eventually make contact, which indicates one 

significant way that Brad cultivates meaning in his life.  Intimate human connection 

allows his change from dehumanized body to humanized body. 

 Brad continually struggles to express himself in a way that pleases himself or 

others.  The police scoff at the way he reports his assault; he is unable to satisfy his male 

peers who ask about the attack; he cannot find the words or voice to tell Brett his fears or 

feeling; he adopts a false story about his earlier failure in college.  Through his memoir, 

however, he finally accesses a powerful voice that exposes, even though it does not 

deeply analyze, the diseased version of masculinity that is often sanctioned by our 

society.  This cultivation of voice signals his change from inarticulate to articulate body.   
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In chapter two, ―Lauren Slater‘s Prozac Diary:  The Medical Model and the 

Suppression of the Patient,‖ I add the psychiatric expertise of disability studies critic 

Bradley Lewis to Davis, Garland-Thomson, and Siebers to scrutinize the ways in which 

Lauren‘s doctor reinforces dominant cultural ableist narratives that uphold 

biodeterminist, patriarchal, authoritarian narratives of normalcy and follow the ―medical 

model.‖  Though her mental health history continues to marginalize her, she faces the 

additional marginalizing factors of diminished sexuality and creativity while on Prozac.  

Thus, her struggles surpass her status as a crazy person:  they connect to her failure to 

live up to social standards and to be viewed by herself and others as fully human.  I 

explicate several interactions between Lauren and her doctor to reveal how his attitude 

and medical decisions reflect the medical model and disregard her as competent and 

credible.  He treats her as a marginal subject—which is also her habitual self-perception 

due to her mental illness history—and refuses to actually hear her concerns—she 

vacillates between accepting and rejecting his characterizations.
9
  Eventually, Lauren 

realizes that he will not care about her personal concerns and she will have to explore her 

own avenues for answers; these ongoing interactions with her doctor show her moving 

from a marginalized body to a resistant body.  The exchanges between Lauren and her 

doctor are so significant in the text that I also interrogate a few conversations that revolve 

around her side effects—her diminished creativity and sexuality—to illustrate her partial 

move from a treacherous to a reclaimed body.  I use the work of sociological work 

                                                 
9
Please note that because Kingston interrogates so many varied life events, it is much easier to refer to 

specific scenes and episodes; however, because Slater and Land tend to have narrower scopes and 

repeatedly return to the same topics and situations, it is harder to break them into discrete and neat terms 

and scenes.   
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Andrea Nicki, Linda M. Blum, and Nena F. Stracuzzi to show how Dr. Koskava reflects 

stereotypical gender practices that relegate her to her body to stereotypical conceptions of 

female hysteria.   

I focus on several scenes surrounding the issue of Lauren‘s intimate life and 

sexual dysfunction to analyze her progress from a dehumanized body—as depicted 

through the interactions with her doctor—to a humanized body.  She and her partner, 

Bennett, try various strategies to combat her inability to climax; Lauren visits female 

eunuchs and considers a bodily denial of sex.  However, though she continues to struggle, 

she refuses to deny the sexual potential of her female body.  Her refusal to deny her body 

illustrates a move from dehumanized to humanized body, as particularly emphasized in 

the scene in which Bennett strokes her scars.  She still hopes to find a way for complete 

sexual fulfillment; meanwhile, she takes pleasure in the erotic and holistic touch between 

her and Bennett, despite its drawback.   

In the early stages of her recovery, Lauren reveals that she was always a social 

outcast; I analyze some of her revelations and draw on Eakin to show that part of this was 

due to her inability to talk ―right,‖ to display conventional narrative markers—a problem 

that also surfaces Land‘s and Kingston‘s memoirs.  I use feminist literary critics Helen 

Buss and Sidonie Smith to discuss the power of Slater coming into her voice through 

memoir, which displays her move from inarticulate to articulate body.  Her detailed 

exposé of her marginalization and dismissal, like Land‘s and Kingston‘s, portrays a 

powerful cultural critique of both the medical model and public appropriations of ableist 

doctrines. 
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 In my final body chapter, ―Maxine Hong Kingston‘s The Woman Warrior:  The 

Spectacular Subjugation of the Dually Oppressed and Dis-abled Body,‖ I use the work of 

disability theorists Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, Lennard Davis, and Tobin Siebers to 

demonstrate that Maxine‘s primary challenge exceeds gender and race—throughout her 

childhood, she struggles to live up to embodied standards of normalcy, especially to 

speak Standard English.  Such difficulties cause her to see herself as defective and, thus, 

question her own self-worth and potential.  As outlined below, I examine four significant 

and resonant aspects from the text that illustrate these issues.  These sections also 

participate in revealing the emotional, physical, and psychological toll of exertions as 

well as her gradual self-reclamation, points of resistance, and eventual survivor 

subjectivity.   

Maxine‘s silence in school culminates in an assault on the Silent Girl.  An 

examination of this spiraling episode witnesses Maxine beginning the move from a 

treacherous body to a reclaimed body.  I use sociological research on assimilation from 

Rubén Rumbaut and stigma from Erving Goffman and Lerita Coleman to illustrate the 

intense pressures to live up to markers of the dominant culture.  I draw upon the work of 

Lennard Davis in order to expand the work of literary critics Lee Quinby and King-Kok 

Cheung and position language as an embodied circumstance.  Maxine‘s silence and 

faltering speech cause her to resent her body, as underscored by her assault on her peer.  

However, as the scene closes she feels shame and remorse over her own violence and 

bullying—she begins to accept her body and realizes she will have to find a more 

acceptable way of dealing with language difficulties.   
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I also examine the resonating effects of Maxine‘s cut tongue and the way it 

underscores the ongoing antagonism between mother and daughter—the way Brave 

Orchid‘s powerful stories and lived experiences clash, leaving Maxine continually 

muddled about her mother and her mother‘s wishes for her.  This reading attests to 

Maxine moving from dehumanized body to a humanized body.  Maxine initially 

imagines her mother cutting her frenum as an act of violence and cruelty, and blames the 

act for her language troubles; however, eventually, she views it as an act of 

empowerment.  I use the work of literary critic Jeehyun Lim to show Brave Orchid‘s 

misplaced trust in the medical model.  This plotline illustrates the degree to which her 

mother wants Maxine to be American able-bodied despite her enigmatic messages about 

Chinese and American culture.  Maxine‘s reinterpretation of her mother‘s motivations 

participates in the tenderness and understanding that transpires at various places in the 

text, such as the scene in which Maxine returns home to visit and she and her mother 

have moments of affection and connection.   

Additionally, I analyze Moon Orchid‘s spiral into madness due to her inability to 

negotiate the dictates of American culture and how her failure to meet these dictates 

parallels Maxine‘s own fears.  This explanation encapsulates Maxine‘s move from an 

inarticulate to an articulate body.  While madness is sometimes read as an empowering 

escape from cultural conscription, I draw on the work of feminist literary critic Elizabeth 

Donaldson to scrutinize various points in the text in which Maxine implies that madness 

is an extreme outcast position that she rejects.  She also associates insanity with an 

inability to talk, and I use research by Paul John Eakin to discuss how an inability to 

narrate according to convention is often tied to various identity disorders.  Since Maxine 
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realizes that Moon Orchid and other mad ladies are unable to communicate properly, she 

considers and fears the possibility of her own madness.   She eventually gains control of 

language—her ultimate mastery of language is, of course, demonstrated through her 

acclaimed memoir, written in English. 

Lastly, I probe the implications of the Fa Mu Lan‘s legend.  I use the work of 

Feng Lan and King-Kok Cheung to discuss some of the controversies this chapter 

presents in terms of genre and feminism.  I detail how Maxine co-opts the image of Mu 

Lan to envision a way to enact female power, since she does not perceive such models in 

her ancestral stories and daily life; however, like Cheung, I find the tale‘s ending 

problematic.  Mu Lan‘s parents engrave their historic and familial wrongs on her back, 

and Maxine identifies with Mu Lan and testifies to having the wrongs of Chinese history 

and of racist America on her own back; she initially is weighed down by the pressure and 

heaviness of so many truculent acts.  Throughout her book the Mu Lan story marks 

Maxine‘s transformation from a marginalized body to a resistant body.  The fact that 

Maxine identifies with the mythical Mu Lan underscores both her desire and inability to 

corporeally right such wrongs.  In real life no one can live up to the (dis)embodied ideal 

presented in the Mu Lan legend that Maxine, as a girl, views as so freeing and hopeful.  

This scene reveals her reclamation of her limited and human body, as well as her 

reclamation of her imperfect family.  Kingston ends up righting, through writing, various 

wrongs, communicating her critique through her mastery of English, her ability to shape 

words from the dominant culture into images and scenes that reveal the hypocrisy and 

baseless paradigms of embodied normalcy.   
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 This study examines the pervasiveness, persistence, and relentlessness of the 

hegemony of normalcy over individual human beings, as revealed in three contemporary 

memoirs.  However, as these three very diverse memoirs demonstrate, while the human 

will is not indomitable as the American Dream would have us believe, ideology is not as 

absolutely oppressive as we might fear.  Through the analysis of these memoirs, we see 

the search for a middle ground, praxis between the extremes of theory, from which their 

protagonists establish their own survivor subjectivity, a means of enduring, and 

sometimes thriving, in a world that is often antagonist and hostile to their aspirations.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brad Land‘s Goat and the Specter of Ideal Hegemonic Masculinity 

 

 

 

Disability is not a physical or mental defect but a cultural and minority 

identity. 

 

Tobin Siebers, Disability Theory  

 

 

  

 The three memoirs that I examine depict diverse ways that individuals can be 

oppressed and dis-abled according to ideologies of embodied normalcy, the sociocultural 

standards for how conventional able-bodied individuals should look and behave.  The 

consequences for failing to perform in the socially valued and tacitly required manner can 

be severe and range from derision and ostracization to institutionalization and 

brutalization.   All three protagonists face punitive consequences because of their 

unaccommodated differences:  because they possess characteristics devalued by society, 

there is no room in the mainstream for their deviant deportment.  In Prozac Diary, 

Lauren Slater recalls how she has been institutionalized, medicated, and disregarded due 

to her mental illness, which is viewed as a violation of ―normal‖ standards of conduct and 

functionality.  Maxine Hong Kingston, in The Woman Warrior, violates standards of 

behavior and competence according to both Chinese and American sociocultural tenets.  

Her failure to perform as a subservient, docile woman or a speaker of fluent English 

cause her to be marginalized within each respective system.  The consequences for her 

aberrations range from her doubt that she is loved, or even wanted, by her family to 
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degradation and physical isolation by her American teachers.  Brad Land, as shown in 

Goat, endures the most corporal brutality of the three protagonists.  His small, weak, 

nervous demeanor no doubt marks him as a victim for the ―random‖ assault and 

kidnapping—a beating in which he is left, ostensibly to die, on a rural gravel road.  These 

three diverse experiences of dis-ability demonstrate the potential severe penalties for 

presenting oneself in a way rejected by sociocultural paradigms. 

 The opening sections of Brad Land‘s memoir recount, in often stark and 

fragmented detail, the abduction and near-fatal beating of the nineteen-year-old Brad
10

 

after a party in his South Carolina hometown.  Brad‘s perpetual social unease prompts 

him to leave the party early, and while walking to his car, he is stopped by a stranger:  ―I 

turn my head and he‘s there, this face I don‘t know, all teeth and glowing eyes [. . .]‖ 

(10).  A second man joins the first, and from this point forward Land‘s narrator 

metonymically refers to the sadistic attackers as ―the smile‖ and ―the breath,‖ imputing 

characteristics that strike him and dominate his senses throughout his assault:  

I‘m watching from the ground, head straight down, eyes raised, my mouth 

open in the dirt, all blood and spit and clay, arms laid straight at my side, 

the breath his foot on my back grinding my spine down with his heel.  He 

drags it gently up my back, lets it rest on my neck, mashes the toe into my 

skull, holds it there and I can feel my nose breaking.  The breath takes his 

foot away, the smile down next to my face on his knees, palms laid flat in 

                                                 
10

Henceforth I will use Brad to indicate the protagonist of the memoir, Land to indicate the writer, and 

narrator to indicate the narrator.   
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the dust.  I don‘t want to look at him but I turn my eyes up anyway.  His 

eyes are level with mine, he smiles and smiles. 

 

 Then the smile‘s feet in my mouth.  The breath beside me, his feet in my  

stomach.  Picking me up beneath the arms again and I‘m limp, my eyes 

clouded and the blood foaming on my lips, running down my chin.  It‘s 

falling down my chest and there‘s so much blood I‘m drinking it, the smile 

in front of me now, his warm breath on my cheek, he‘s looking me square 

in the face.  [. . .]  (15-16) 

The smile continues to do so throughout the attack—he wrenches down to Brad‘s level to 

make sure Brad can witness his twisted enjoyment.  There is a type of perverted mock 

sexuality to the whole experience—sometimes it hints of intimacy, sometimes rape.  The 

breath holds Brad up, while the smile positions himself close and directly in front of 

Brad, looking directly into his face—Brad feels his ―warm‖ breath.  The shoe gently 

drags up his back, in a tease of gentleness between grinding and mashing.  Shoes and fists 

force their way into Brad‘s mouth.  The attackers‘ actions compel Brad to leak and drink 

his own fluids.  They are potent; Brad is limp.  Over and over, the smile wants to watch 

Brad‘s face, to witness his victim‘s reaction to the physical stimuli.  At one point, the 

narrator reflects, ―the smile bobs, looks as if he loves me‖ [. . .]; ―the breath behind me, 

lips wet against my ear, he‘s saying this over and over: go to sleep go to sleep‖ (15).   

 The depravity of the assailants is strengthened by Land‘s metonymic naming of 

them.  In addition to indicating characteristics he closely associates with them, the names 

also reflect features intensely associated with being human, breathing and smiling—
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aspects the assailants implicitly threaten to take from Brad.  While ironically associating 

them with being human, the connection has a paradoxical duality—it also serves to 

dehumanize and objectify the men by fragmenting them, reducing them to disembodied 

parts.  They consist of parts that mimic human movements and abilities, but their 

performance of debased and extreme masculinity precludes them from being 

acknowledged as complete human beings.  Land refuses to grant cohesive humanness to 

beings that perpetrate such truculent acts.   

 During his extended assault, Brad is locked in the trunk for a period of time while 

the abductors drive around.  He is then beaten again and positioned for a final act: 

  Don‘t look the breath says, his foot in my ribs and I want to say I can‘t see  

you I can‘t you are nothing.  I want to say leave me here just leave me, 

take the car, just leave, I won‘t tell.  And then my lips are stuttering the 

words, I won‘t tell swear to God I can‘t see you I can‘t just leave me here.  

The smile says nah too late, tells me to get up and I can‘t [. . .].  Pushes me 

down in front of the car.  Headlights against my back.  Presses my face 

into stones on the road.  They cut into my cheek and forehead.  He leaves 

his hand on the back of my head for a moment, holds me there, says put 

your hands behind your head don‘t look up don‘t look up you want to 

breathe, huh?  [. . .].  (19) 
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As inexplicably as it begins, the torture ends and the two men put the car in reverse and 

speed away.
11

  In the above passage, Brad frantically assures his attackers that he ―can‘t 

see them,‖ and he ―won‘t tell‖; he begs them to ―just leave‖ him there.  In this moment 

Brad naturally and desperately pleads for his life, trying to convince his attackers that he 

cannot identify them, and therefore, will not be able to press charges against them.  

However, his assertions that ―he can‘t see‖ them and that they are ―nothing,‖ go deeper 

than pleas for life.  The next day, he tells his younger brother Brett: ―You can‘t find them 

[. . .].  Tom can‘t.  Guns won‘t work.  Nothing would work.  They‘re not real, they‘re 

shadows‖ (31).  Brad‘s denial of the men‘s corporeality underscores his inability to 

fathom the reality of such evil in the world and in his life.  His denial indicates the type of 

menacing shadows and fuzziness that are often the detritus of nightmares and fairy tales.  

Such intangibility likely serves his wish to block it all—if he can push the brutal memory 

from his mind, he can avoid admitting and processing the incident.  Several months after, 

he tells Brett, ―It‘s okay.  I‘m over it‖ (66).  He further reflects, ―I‘ve forced the smile and 

the breath from my head‖ (66).  Yet, Land makes the horrific resonance of the attackers 

clear as they continually resurface throughout the book.  His contention that the men are 

―[a]lways just at my back‖ (42) more accurately conveys their impact.   

 Even before the attack, Brad is a visibly nervous and insecure male who does not 

correspond to dominant images of masculinity.  The attack compounds his sense of 

insecurity and inferiority and further substantiates his status as an incompetent male; a 

―real‖ man would not have been attacked or at least not beaten so badly.  And if a ―real‖ 

                                                 
11

Following the attack, Brad files criminal charges.  The smile eludes capture, and the breath pleads guilty 

and is sentenced to seventy-five years for grand theft auto, kidnapping, strong-armed assault and battery 

(42).   
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man were attacked, he would certainly not dwell on it—men overcome and move 

forward.  Therefore, Brad‘s reassurances to Brett that he is ―over it‖ are likely distressed 

efforts to assert a masculinity that he does not possess.  He continually endeavors to 

position himself as ―normal,‖ not inferior or fragile.  However, throughout Goat, Brad is 

repeatedly abused by ―manly men‖ who perceive themselves as potent and Brad as 

impotent.  Such men seek to prove their own power and righteousness by exercising 

control over his body, emotions, and senses.  This control often takes the form of an 

impersonal, aggressive, male heterosexuality that claims an inherent right to conscribe 

those others—such as effeminate men, homosexual men, and women—who do not 

correspond to the empowered male sex role.   

 About a year after the attack, Brad follows Brett to Clemson University.  In an 

effort to insert himself into a conventional masculine space, he decides to pledge Brett‘s 

fraternity.  Yet, as it turns out, the fraternity initiation is rife with further verbal, physical, 

and psychological abuse.  The bulk of Land‘s text focuses on the process of fraternity 

rush and initiation, revealing the fraternity as a site of complexly embodied masculinity.  

In general, there is a doubleness to the actions of these aggressive fraternity brothers:  

they seek to perpetuate and solidify their own power—and implicitly the hegemonic 

standards of manhood—as they marginalize and punish those who do not fit the standard.  

Moreover, these initiation episodes parallel and evoke the distress and dehumanization of 

the earlier assault, and during the course of Land‘s memoir, the clearly criminal and more 

socially sanctioned versions of masculine performance blur.  These hazing incidents 

further terrorize and marginalize Brad, increasing his visible nervousness and heightening 

his conception that he does not fit the desired male image.  Emmauel Reynaud, in his 
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essay ―Holy Virility: The Social Construction of Masculinity,‖ contends that man ―wants 

to be strength, rationality, and transcendence, whereas woman is weakness, irrationality, 

and immanence‖ (142).  A man construed to lack such masculine characteristics, 

therefore, is constructed in an oppositional, feminine, manner.  Thus, the nervous and 

emotional Brad is often constructed as an effeminate and/or queer other. 

 Because of Brad‘s failure to correspond to the prevailing sociocultural 

expectations for masculinity, a disability studies approach provides a useful and intricate 

lens through which to examine Goat.  Not only do Brad‘s peers judge him to be inferior 

ad incompetent, but he internalizes their gaze and perceives himself as defective, to the 

point where he virtually represents himself as possessing a physical disability.  As Tobin 

Sieber asserts, in his book Disability Theory, ―Disability is not a pathological condition, 

only analyzable via individual psychology, but a social location complexly embodied‖ 

(14).  Siebers‘s statement and Land‘s text reinforce the sociocultural constitution of 

normative masculinity:  minority and majority positionalities are culturally conditioned, 

not natural.  Consequently, dominant ideologies often oppress and censure minority 

identities in an effort to keep dominant paradigms intact and seemingly self-evident.  

Along these lines Judith Halberstam, in ―An Introduction to Female Masculinity:  

Masculinity without Men,‖ states that dominant masculinities ―depend absolutely on the 

subordination of alternative masculinities‖ (355). 

While white males are typically not discussed among the socially marginalized 

because they mark the historically privileged position, Goat illustrates the way that 

Brad—as a white male who deviates from the traditional and idealized male 

representation—is cast as a minority identity.  Halberstam articulates the historic belief 
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that white men are generally the privileged category when she asserts, 

―Masculinity…becomes legible as masculinity when and where it leaves the white male 

middle-class body‖ (356).  She indicates that difference is not visible until a marked body 

enters the equation, construing the white male middle-class body as the standard or 

―natural‖ symbol of masculinity.  However, universal concepts are inherently problematic 

and subject to exception.  As Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson affirm in their introduction 

to De/Colonizing the Subject: The Politics of Gender in Women’s Autobiography, there 

are ―colonies within colonies, oppressions within oppressions‖ (xvi).  They continue, 

―Moreover, just as there are various colonialisms or systems of domination operative 

historically, there are various patriarchies operative historically, not one universal 

‗patriarchy.‘  There are various positions of men to patriarchy, not just an equivalence 

among them‖ (xv).     

 Land‘s book concurrently exposes the pressure that males in Western, patriarchal 

societies foist upon one another to aspire toward a standard male type, as well as the 

pervasiveness of male-on-male physical, verbal, and psychological abuse in our culture.  

In patriarchal structures, the predominant masculine ideal is closely associated with 

virility and bodily aggression.  While there are obviously personality variations among 

men, there are also certain socially-revered characteristics that mark the ―real‖ man, the 

man every male and his father should endeavor to be:  this man is, among other things, 

strong, aggressive, heterosexual, confident, decisive, rational, courageous, potentially 

violent, financially successful, and sexually potent.  In ―Masculinity as Homophobia:  

Fear, Shame, and Silence in the Construction of Gender Identity,‖ Michael S. Kimmel 

speaks to the pressure to conform to the culturally sanctioned view of masculinity:  ―The 
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fear of being seen as a sissy dominates the cultural definitions of manhood,‖ and 

―[v]iolence is often the single most evident marker of manhood‖ (189).  A man who 

resists violent acts and attitudes is thus labeled by other men as a ―sissy,‖ not a ―real‖ 

man; this relegates alternative male subjects as inferior and subject to censure and abuse.  

The men who most closely reflect the hegemonic masculine image often subjugate and 

control those different from them.   

 Brad Land‘s memoir spans roughly one-and-a-half years and is delivered in two 

large chronological sections that are subdivided into chapters.  The first section reveals 

his carjacking abduction and assault, while the second and larger section revolves around 

his fraternity initiation experiences.  Within the chapters Land juxtaposes the above 

material with other concurrent events and childhood and teenage scenes.  Like Slater and 

Kingston, he includes a fictional element—a fantastic scene in which he talks to a fox 

during his escape from the woods after his carjacking assault.  Unlike Slater‘s and 

Kingston‘s textual excesses, however, Land‘s rhetorical profusion tends to reside in 

narrative detachment, especially his extreme reticence to analyze his experiences—an 

unusual quality for a memoir.
12

  For instance, instead of directly examining and 

processing the brutal assault or its direct effects, he constantly agonizes about how he is 

                                                 
12

Jamie Berger, in ―Blood Brothers: Memoir Explores Male Brutality—In and Out of Fraternities,‖ finds 

fault with Land‘s failure to analyze—he asserts that ―the book as a whole, which might have been an 

incisive look at the criminal and societally sanctioned violence that men commit on other men, never 

addresses the questions it so starkly poses.‖  Berger continues, ―the events of the dehumanizing pledge 

process are recounted in excruciating detail, but, as with his recovery from the earlier attack, are not 

explored with any psychological depth and are rendered in stark black and white‖; ―Instead, ‗Goat‘ [sic] 

reads as the scattershot journal of a sensitive young man who isn‘t ready to face his fundamental demons‖ 

(M-1).  In ―Hazing,‖ Heidi Julavits asserts that Land‘s memoir ―relies on a simple cause-and-effect 

psychological structure‖ and that ―Land‘s willingness to be openly weak and pathetic is an admirable one, 

but such daring is counterbalances by his curiosity-squelching impulse to explicate and simplify‖ (13).   
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not ―normal.‖  Unlike the other two memoirists, Land uses the present tense, a choice that 

severely inhibits direct analysis.  Thus, his reflections emerge through his selection of 

material, use of language, and juxtaposition of text.  Additionally, he often relies on 

clipped and sparse prose and phatic clauses and sentences—language that gestures 

toward content more than develops it.
13

  The detachment also hints at Land‘s reluctance 

to actually process the terror and reality of these events on the page—to move beyond the 

present/tense would perhaps necessitate a reflection that Land is not prepared to meet.  

Ironically, his textual presentation enacts a kind of stereotypical detached masculinity 

that he critiques and a sense of authority he does not possess throughout the memoir.   

 Thus, Land‘s title is in part a reclamation of the term goat.  Fraternities 

customarily apply this term to their pledges to reinforce their weak and demeaned status:  

goats are tame, docile, and easily-herded.  The fraternal promise holds that the brothers 

will transform these subhuman specimens into powerful men.  However, the violence, 

insidiousness, and absurdity of the initiation process prompt Land to quit the fraternity 

not long before the end of initiation.   On one hand, this decision could render him in 

perpetual goat status since he never ascended.   On the other hand, Land‘s decision 

ultimately stands as a rejection of the system and the type of violent and dehumanizing 

masculinity it endorses.  Land‘s memoir and his decision mark his move away from that 
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Jamie Berger states that Goat is ―written in clipped, matter-of-fact prose‖ (M-1). Taylor Clary notes that 

Land employs a ―gritty and frank narrative style, brutal honesty and ability to capture his own quirky and, 

at times, unstable personality‖ (1).  DeWitt Henry, in ―The High Price of Brotherhood: Male Bonding and 

Brutality are Land‘s Focus,‖ praises Goat by stating that it reads ―as credibly as first-rate fiction‖ and is 

―minimalist‖ (1).  Mark Holcomb in ―Brutal Youth: Two once-brutalized authors examine voluntary 

victimhood and find it an acquired taste‖ says that Land describes his attack ―in choppy passages that have 

the rhythm of panicked breathing‖ (1).  Jeff Zaleski states that Land writes with a ―uniquely hip narrative 

style, gritty with plenty of heart‖ (61).   
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trajectory of virile masculinity as his ideal and camouflage—he no longer aspires to the 

goat trajectory.  Despite Land‘s failure to reveal his psychological processes, Goat issues 

a bold and vigorous exposé of hegemonic masculinity.   

 As in the other two chapters in this study, I structure my analysis of Brad‘s move 

from a marginal position to that of a more empowered survivor subjectivity around four 

arcs that illustrate his journey.  The treacherous to reclaimed body category reveals the 

extent to which Brad perceives his body as inferior and dis-abled, and how, through 

quitting the fraternity, he revises this estimation.  I analyze Brad‘s transition from an 

inarticulate to articulate subject through various episodes in which he cannot 

communicate in ways that satisfy himself or others, but uses his memoir as testament to 

his eventual power to narrate effectively.  Additionally, Brad progresses from one who 

suffers both random and voluntary physical and verbal debasement and abuse to one who 

refuses to willingly subject himself to such measures; moreover, he upholds the value and 

search for intimate connection, especially with his biological brother Brett.  Lastly, I 

examine how Brad moves from a marginalized to resistant body—how he is feminized by 

others and fails to live up to the sexual expectations that virile masculine paradigms 

prescribe for young heterosexual men.  Unlike my chapters about Slater and Kingston, 

three of the arcs rely on the same endpoint to demonstrate the degree of Land‘s change: 

Land‘s resignation from the fraternity.
14

  Thus, in order to avoid repetition, I will defer 

the comprehensive discussion of that impact to the conclusion of this chapter.  This 

unusual occurrence is a direct result of Land‘s literary choices that elide analysis—thus, 
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Jeff Zaleski contends that by quitting Land ―walks away from it all, reclaiming himself from his dark past 

and brutally bleak present‖ (61).   
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instead of understanding and receiving insight into his personal changes and conceptions, 

he renders a major plot climax.  Thus, ironically, he uses an approach more closely allied 

with fictional narration than contemporary memoir writing.   

 

Treacherous to Reclaimed Body 

 Throughout the text, Brad contrasts himself with his slightly younger, golden-boy 

brother Brett in a way that illustrates his inherent feeling of masculine inferiority:  

―That‘s how it always goes.  Me measuring up to my brother.  He‘s good-looking and all 

the girls swoon when they see him.  Six-one.  Dark skin.  Brown hair.  Broad shoulders.  

This chiseled face‖ (7).  He expounds, ―And it isn‘t just the looks.  It‘s everything.  Brett 

is athletic. […] But mostly it‘s just the air about him.  Like he can have anything he 

wants.  He just needs to point‖ (7).  Brett possesses the looks, confidence, and demeanor 

that exude masculinity ,in contrast to Brad‘s small stature and insecure bearing:  ―I‘m 

nineteen years old and I weigh one hundred thirty-two pounds and my hands shake a lot 

and I‘m always nervous and scared but I don‘t know why‖ (10).  Revathi Krishnaswamy, 

in his essay ―The Economy of Colonial Desire,‖ explains that the Western ideal male 

image has typically ―excluded those who were stunted, narrow-chested, excitable, easily 

wearied, or inefficient‖ (292)—many characteristics that Brad possesses.  Brad‘s lack 

marks him as a target for male ridicule and isolation.  It is probable that ―the smile‖ and 

―the breath‖ purposely identify and select a body that appears fragile and defenseless, that 

will allow them to enact their perverse fantasy of domination.   

 In Goat, Brad‘s perpetually shaking hands function as a symptom of unmanly 

nervousness.  Krishnaswamy explores the state of nervousness and its historic ties to 
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―lack of mental discipline and emotional moderation‖ (293).  He notes that nervousness is 

primarily tied to women and ―[a]lthough seen as a mental illness, nervousness 

nevertheless affect[s] the entire body through muscular contortions‖ (293).  As illustrated 

in my chapter two analysis of Slater‘s memoir, cultural convention holds that mental 

illness can be visually assessed through idiosyncratic bodily manifestations.  Based on 

their responses to him, Brad‘s peers unlikely read his nervousness as a sign of mental 

illness, but it certainly contributes to his bodily presentation being read as weak and 

unmanly.  Any manifestation that departs from the masculine mode can be viewed by 

―manly men‖ as suspect and feminine, and therefore result in potentially damaging 

judgments.   

 In another scene within the same section of the memoir, the narrator provides 

further evidence of Brad‘s treacherous body.  However, this time, the rendering of his 

body as deficient comes from a female peer in the form of a general, impressionistic 

assessment.  Brad and Brett are teenagers playing basketball at their grandparents‘ house.  

The narrator states, ―I am tall for my age, the only growth spurt I really ever have, full of 

acne, awkward‖ (7).  Their female cousin and her friends are there, and the cousin asks 

one friend to rate the boys.  When she asks about Brett, the friend says, ―[O]h he‘s fine.‖  

When she asks about Brad: ―Weird,‖ the friend says, ―He‘s weird.  Looks at the ground‖ 

(7).  In this scene the young girl displays her recognition of cultural standards of 

masculine attractiveness—she does not even qualify, and perhaps does not even know 

exactly why she judges Brett as ―fine‖ and Brad as ―weird.‖  It is not odd for a teenage 

boy to be tall or awkward or have acne.  Moreover, she does not say the boys look fine or 

weird, but they are fine or weird—they are how they look.  The young girl just visually 
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sweeps Brad‘s body and has enough information to deem him inferior; in this way she 

reveals that the social norms have become naturalized for her, which is part of ideological 

indoctrination.  Both Brad and the young girl appropriate the traditional masculine 

sociocultural standards as indicated by her estimations that match the cultural 

assessments applied to Brad throughout the text and by the narrator‘s resigned ―[t]here 

you go.‖  This sparse reflection layers an attitude of resignation onto the fifteen-year-old 

Brad; though such estimations cause him anguish, he already expects that females will 

deem him inferior in comparison with other males. 

Brad obsesses and distresses over being perceived as a substandard male, though 

he too represents himself in this light.  His anxiety continually surfaces in his wish and 

quest to be normal—something he intensely believes he is not.  Though Brad makes it 

clear that his body and behavior have always marked him as disparate from the typical 

male—often symbolized by Brett—his sense of stigma magnifies after the carjacking.  

Stigma, as Erving Goffman notes, is an attribute that signals ―undesired differentness‖ 

from ―the normals‖ (132).  After the assault, Brad remains in his hometown while Brett 

continues with their original plan and transfers to Clemson University for spring 

semester.  Brad reflects, ―It‘s homecoming at my old high school but it feels strange not 

only because I am old and shouldn‘t be going to the football game but because I know 

everyone knows about me, because everyone looks at me strange [. . .]‖ (45).  Brad 

indicates that people look at him weirdly—as if there is something wrong with him; they 

are not displaying concern or empathy.  His atypical masculinity combined with his 

anomalous carjacking situation enhance his differentness, and perhaps, mark him as a 

naïve, defective, and guilty victim—especially since the town knows that he let the 
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attackers in his car, agreed to give them a ride.  Such a judgment fits with Goffman‘s 

contention that stigmatizers use socioculturally constructed categories to assign 

inferiority to someone possessing such attributes (131-133).  Brad feels the weight of a 

punitive gaze, indicating that he is perceived by others as unacceptable and tainted in 

some visible and inherent way.  His carjacking and assault contain elements that could be 

peculiarly interpreted to contradict dominant male traits:  Brad is passive because he let 

the men in his car; Brad is weak because he let himself be overpowered (especially 

without weapons).  If the stereotypical male reads Brad‘s attack according to the myth of 

hegemonic masculinity, then Brad comes up deficient—he is incapable of maintaining 

control over his body.   

 Brad continually thinks about his future in terms of making himself more normal:  

The narrator states that ―all the time I‘m thinking about Clemson, about being normal and 

doing what Brett does‖ (67).  The following fall, Brett and Brad both attend Clemson, 

and Brad continues to follow his brother‘s lead and pledges Kappa Sigma fraternity.  He 

reflects that, on his way to his first initiation event, another pledge asks if he likes the 

guys in the fraternity:  ―Sure, I say and turn back toward the ground.  I‘m lying but I keep 

telling myself that I need these guys and that I will like them eventually.  I need them to 

be normal.  I need them to be like Brett‖ (96).  The ambiguous syntax of the last two 

sentences reflects Brad‘s performative relationship with normality.  The infinitive phrases 

in both sentences can be read two ways:  either with ―them‖ as the subject of the 

infinitive or with the infinitive as a result clause.  In the former reading, Brad desires that 

the brothers be more normal, more like Brett.  In the latter reading, Brad needs the 

brothers to help him become more normal, more like Brett.  The conflation between 
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normal and Brett is solidified by the last sentence.  This sentence could mean that Brad 

needs them—the other fraternity brothers—to like and accept him so that he can join and, 

therefore, be more similar to Brett.  Yet, it could also mean that Brad needs to them act 

and fulfill a role similar to that of Brett in Brad‘s life:  Brad often feels safe in the shadow 

of Brett and his secure masculinity and popularity—his own inadequacies can be 

somewhat eclipsed by Brett‘s sheen.  Whichever way the infinitive sentences are read, 

they invoke Brad‘s desire for normalcy and conflate ―normal‖ with Brett and the 

fraternity.  Moreover, such vague statements reinforce Land‘s tacit refusal to investigate 

the emotional and psychological ramifications of his proclamations.   

 Brad‘s constant hope for and invocation of normality underscore his sense of 

abnormality and marginalization.  His heightened feeling of stigmatization intensifies his 

desperate ―need‖ to find a vehicle for safety and protection, which illustrates Lerita 

Coleman‘s contention that ―most people want to ensure that they are counted in the 

nonstigmatized ‗majority‘‖ (142).  To accomplish this, Brad wants to mask himself in a 

cloak of ordinariness.  This desire propels him to emulate Brett and join his fraternity, 

hoping those screens will camouflage his dis-abled body.  The ―hegemony of normalcy‖ 

is so strong that it compels Brad to insert his anxious, vulnerable self into a hyper 

masculine context, despite his general terror and avoidance of such situations.  At this 

point in time, Brad possibly hopes he will not only pass, but possibly even change his 

identity—maybe fraternal immersion, he thinks, will teach him to be a real man.  Brad‘s 

sense of himself as dis-abled is also symbolized by his obsessive pocket-filling that 

begins with his arrival at Clemson; he is ostensibly trying to compensate for his 

masculine lack by substituting a fullness over which he has some semblance of control.  
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He collects and stuffs random receipts, trinkets, napkins, leaves, and other miscellany 

into his pants pockets until, by the end of the book, his pants have an obvious and 

unnatural protuberance.  

 At various points in his memoir, the narrator recounts conversations with and 

impressions of several other pledges, such as Will, Dave, and Kevin, who diverge from 

the conventional masculine image, and join the fraternity in a desperate effort to pass.  

Like Brad, they are distressed and tortured by the initiation process.  His delineation of 

these alternative males straining to force themselves into counterfeit and contrived shapes 

illustrates the intense pressure to conform to dominant masculinity.  Moreover, this 

situation indicates that many men adopt and sanction a posture with which they do not 

actually identify; because they have been so consistently conditioned and harassed, it 

seems safer and more practical to just embody the ideology.  The impetus to follow the 

―right‖ path and assume the masculine role echoes Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick‘s assertion, 

―One of functions of a tradition is to create a path-of-least-resistance‖ (―Beast‖ 157).  

Brad‘s fraternity experiences reveal a glimpse into the workings of this ideological 

pressure.  Many of the pledges, including Brad, are insecure men who have been mocked 

and excluded by their more virile male peers.   

 Brad and fellow pledge Will Fitch, two of the more sensitive and anxious pledges, 

discuss the torment of pledgeship and potential rewards of fraternity association.  The 

narrator notes Will‘s twitching hand (141).  Will asks, ―Do you think you can do this?‖ 

and Brad replies, ―I don‘t know.  I mean it‘s hard‖ (142).  They discuss the idea of 

quitting, and Will says, ―If you quit what‘s left?  Studying?  All you are is the guy who 

couldn‘t do it and everywhere you go that‘s what people are gonna think‖ (142).  He 
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continues, ―You can‘t go to a party without seeing them and besides, who wants to go to 

the parties that they‘re not at? [. . .] People that don‘t matter go to those parties‖ (142).  

Will adds, 

[. . .] I mean what would I be without this?  he says.  It‘s the first time girls 

have paid attention to me like they do, you know?  I nod because I know 

exactly what he means.  It‘s not like I‘ve never had girlfriends before, he 

says, but with this it‘s different.  I know it‘s shallow but I don‘t think I‘d 

be much if I didn‘t go all the way through, and anyway pledging‘s only 

three months and after that you can do whatever you want.  (142) 

Will attests to both the hardship and relative shortness of pledgeship—whereas 

brotherhood/manhood is a long-term, perhaps permanent, state.  The fraternity represents 

an access to male privilege that has been denied to them in the past, and, as evinced by 

their conversation, this inclusion makes the allure of the fraternity palpable.  Once chosen 

and initiated, the pledges will move up in the hierarchy, be able to travel in the security of 

a ―pack,‖ and wear the outward markers of male and social acceptance, such as pins and 

shirts with Greek letters, to say to their world—campus—that they have passed a 

manhood litmus test.   

 Their discussion also underscores the association of hegemonic masculinity with 

an availability of women.  Both Brad and Will are thrilled by the increased female 

attention—the stamp of normal desirability—that results from their association with the 

fraternity.  In general, Brad is either too nervous to approach women or undesired by the 

available ones.  Once Brad is a pledge, women, even in his classes, make a special effort 

to introduce themselves to and flirt with him.  When Brad decides, mid-initiation process, 
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to quit the fraternity, the introductions and flirtations cease.  Brad and Will‘s 

conversation show that their very bodies are, to a degree, normalized by their mere 

association with the fraternity; they are suddenly desired by women in a way they have 

not been before.  A level of ethos is lent to them by virtue of their association with the 

fraternity.  This reality reinforces the correlation between hegemonic masculinity, 

fraternity, and desirability and supports the disability studies perspective that Brad‘s 

deficient, treacherous body is a social construct rather than an inherent physiological 

flaw.  His physical body is the same, yet it is interpreted differently depending on his 

status vis-à-vis the fraternity, which serves as a marker of potent masculinity.  The 

corollary to this, as buttressed by Will and Brad‘s remarks, is that some women purposely 

seek a fraternity man.  The implication is that not only do men appreciate the fraternal 

stamp of manliness—some women appear to feel that the fraternity sorts the men for 

them as well.  

 Consequently, they suffer greatly in order to pass and be included with their 

oppressors—they fiercely want to escape the taint of nonconformity.  Tim Carrigan, Bob 

Connell, and John Lee offer insight into this unfortunate reality—they hold that 

hegemonic masculinity is 

a particular variety of masculinity to which others—among them young 

and effeminate as well as homosexual men—are subordinated.  It is 

particular groups of men, not men in general, who are oppressed within 

patriarchal sexual relations, and whose situations are related in different 

ways to the overall logic of subordination of women to men.  (110)   
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Additionally, they point out that while the number of men who correspond to the ideal 

hegemonic image may be small, ―very large numbers of men are complicit in sustaining 

the hegemonic model‖ (112-113).  Ultimately, these same alternative men become 

complicit in the perpetuation of the patriarchal episteme; they participate in fraternity 

rites, and then the larger social system, that maintains a compulsory virile and 

heterosexual masculinity that subordinates all who do not embody that image.   Not 

long after Brad quits, Will gives Brad a ride and confides that with only a week left in 

pledgeship, he is still very nervous; he is very worried about being blackballed (186).  

Ultimately, after suffering and enduring greater humiliation and more trials than the other 

pledges, Will is the only pledge blackballed.  Hours after receiving the news, he dies of a 

heart attack. 

 Brad‘s decision to quit the fraternity marks his partial reclamation of his 

―damaged‖ body.  Because the fraternity serves the function of normalizing his body‘s 

signification, his decision to withdraw reveals his rejection of the perverted standards of 

normative masculinity; he no longer aspires to find protection through such false and 

abhorrent means.  As I will discuss later in this chapter, Brad exchanges a false virile 

masculinity for a type of moral courage.  Due to Land‘s reluctance to analyze within his 

text, he does not explicitly describe the mental processes he goes through during his 

decision-making or what kind of statement, if any, he intends to make through his 

withdrawal.  In other contexts, however, he has explained that he intends his writing to 

draw attention to male violence and its effects.  Though at the present time, there are no 

peer-reviewed scholarly studies of Goat, there are numerous book reviews of the 

bestseller, author interviews, and an unpublished critical essay by Dr. Colin Carman, 
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Assistant English Professor at Colby College.
15

  In an interview with Robert Fleming, 

―The Effects of Brutality,‖ Land states that he wrote his book because he ―wanted to talk 

about violence committed against men in its many forms and what it can do to you‖; also 

he asserts, ―The violence that bothers me is when those in power exploit their position to 

humiliate someone‖ (62).  Land makes no such remarks within his text.  Since he sees his 

project as exposing a damaging cultural practice, and offering an alternative response, his 

walking away from the initiation process stands as a strong and defiant social critique, 

especially for an insecure and bullied male.  Having rejected the violent male trajectory, 

he begins to reclaim his body and to follow a trajectory that could lead him to a healthier 

and/or more comfortable conception of masculinity.   

 

Inarticulate to Articulate Body  

 The narrator reveals both the actual and the proffered reasons that Brad lives back 

in his hometown prior to his assault.  These disclosures reinforce Brad‘s nonstandard 

male persona:   

I couldn‘t hack school last year at another college because I was lonely 

and I failed most everything.  I tell everyone it was from the drugs or the 

alcohol but the truth is I was just lonely and cried all the time and lived in 

an old house with lots of dust.  (5) 

This passage signals Brad‘s realization that it is more culturally acceptable for him to 

blame indulgence in illicit behavior than emotional or delicate susceptibility for his 

                                                 
15

Dr. Carman refers to Goat as a ―stinging critique of fraternity life in America‖ (2). 
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failure.  Brad relies on a feigned battle with drugs and alcohol to mask characteristics that 

would be viewed by his peers as overly-emotional and feminine, such as his susceptibility 

to dust and crying and loneliness.  Reynaud notes that men purposely indulge in risky 

behavior to demonstrate a lack of fear and control over their bodies (143-144).  

According to such an ironically illogical view, Brad‘s supposed actions can be viewed as 

manly because he is mentally disciplined enough to persevere over the bodily 

possibilities of addiction.  His lack of truthfulness at that point in his life—prior to his 

carjacking, fraternity pledgeship, and the writing of his memoir—reflects that he was 

already invested in maintaining a veil of standard masculinity.  Brad‘s initial reluctance 

to tell the truth about his situation signifies his acquiescence to mainstream conventions.  

He uses language as a veil to mask his deficient masculinity and inarticulate body.   

After Brad‘s assault, his entire family, including his nurse mother and minister 

father, uses inarticulate language and euphemisms to try and minimize or gloss its 

impact.  On some level, the inability to agree on a name signals that it goes beyond the 

actual abduction and beating.  When Brett asks Brad to tell him about his ―thing‖ (56), 

Brad reflects,  

No one knows what to call my thing.   

Here are the names:   

My mother: your abduction.   

My father: the incident.   

And then:  The kidnapping.  The robbery.  The choking.  The shit-

kicking.  The trunk thing.  The woods thing.  This thing.  And I don‘t 
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know what to call it, I just say what happened to me, that thing that 

happened.  (56). 

The vague word thing underscores the sense of indeterminacy with which Brad and his 

family view the attack and its effects.  Thing is etymologically and phonologically related 

to demonstrative pronouns—words that point to referents, but do not in themselves 

signify.  Thus, in this case, Land‘s family‘s vocabulary is delineated as phatic as well as 

his own.  On one hand, the lack of a specific label reflects their inability to process the 

horror of such an event happening to someone in their family.  If they do not call it into 

specific language, on some level it does not exist.  Brad‘s mom desperately wants to deny 

the incident, and continually tries to medicate Brad, likely in an effort to help spare him, 

and her, the trauma of reliving it.  The narrator states that about a week after the assault:  

―My mother says look you‘re better already, and she knows I‘m not, but I know she can‘t 

deal with this thing, so all she knows to do is give me pills and Neosporin and tell me I‘ll 

be better‖ (37).  The family‘s denial is reinforced by the narrator noting that 

approximately six months afterwards, ―I pretend it was a dream.  Nobody talks about it 

anymore.  My father.  My mother.  Matthew [his infrequently mentioned younger 

brother].  Everyone is silent‖ (66-67).  On the other hand, the obscure reference might 

signify their underlying realization that something about Brad is indistinctly remiss, that 

there is likely a reason that he has trouble fitting in, has flunked out of one college.  They 

likely realize that Brad does not conform to conventional standards and is thus at risk for 

exploitation and rejection.   

 Brad‘s inarticulateness certainly strikes the police as odd when he files his report.  

Brad‘s inability to narrate properly annoys and angers the policemen who are already 
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suspicious of him because he agreed to give the strange men a ride.  They ask Brad to 

record everything that happened that night and he writes about ―teeth and growls and 

foxes and smiles and breaths‖ (35).  After reading Brad‘s report, a policeman says, ―This 

is junk.  [. . .]  You wrote about foxes‖ (36).  The legitimate convention for this type of 

narration is to list pertinent and concrete details that create a factual, cause and effect type 

of document, not an imaginative fantastic ghost story.  Additionally, masculine discourse 

is stereotyped to be logical, objective, and direct; thus, Brad‘s report violates 

acceptability on several fronts; regardless of whether Brad thinks a fox spoke to him, it is 

illogical to include such an aspect and calls both his credibility and identity into question.  

Paul John Eakin contends that ―lapses in identity narration generate consequences‖ (24).  

Brad ignores the rules for ―social constraint in the exercise of self-narration‖ (Eakin 25) 

and thus his story and status as innocent victim are called into question.  Because he does 

not follow an acceptable discourse pattern—what Eakin terms ―the obligation to display a 

normative model of personhood‖ (43)—he is viewed as abnormal and defective.  

Accordingly, the same policeman remarks, ―It doesn‘t make any sense, son.  [. . .]  I‘ll tell 

you what happened.  He leans toward me.  I think you wanted drugs.  You were trying to 

buy drugs‖ (36).  The policemen go so far as to lie and say they have one of the assailants 

in custody who told them that Brad was trying to buy drugs (36-37).  This episode 

reinforces that because of his failure to narrate correctly, Brad forfeits his right to narrate 

his own experience.  Thus, the police feel justified to appropriate and alter his story 

according to what they perceive as a more logical, plausible, and guilty version.   

Part of Brad‘s struggle to be articulate involves that what he feels to be accurate—

surreal and fantastic impressionistic images—runs contrary to conventional standards for 
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acceptable social narrative.  He nods to this situation after he completes his police report 

and attests, ―I know it makes no sense but I know at the same time that every word is 

true‖ (35).  Accordingly, in his memoir, Land includes a section, alluded to above, about 

a vivid and detailed conversation he has with a fox as he escapes through the woods after 

his attackers leave him in the road.  The fox talks about his swiftness and the fact that 

dogs are dumb.  Brad asks how to leave the woods, but the fox does not understand why 

he would want to leave (21-23).  Additionally, the fox brags about having a good growl 

and asks to hear Brad‘s; Brad ―bring[s] a growl from deep inside‖ his chest (23).  The 

importance of this episode is the supernatural yet primal contact with a fierce spirit—the 

focus on physical skill and survival at this crucial and uncertain point during Brad‘s 

nightmarish escape.  Reminiscent of the power and courage that Mu Lan extracts from 

the white tigers, deer, and rabbits in The Woman Warrior, Brad gathers a type of energy 

and courage from this wild animal and his supernatural encounter.  It would have been 

easy for Land to omit this scene and eliminate some of the doubt it casts on his 

veracity—it is not necessary to the memoir‘s plotline.  However, he attests to the fact that 

the conversation is true to his memory of the night, whether he hallucinated it or it 

actually happened.
16

  The scene certainly speaks to his traumatized mental state at that 

point in time.  Thus, like Slater‘s replication of official forms and language and 

Kingston‘s use of myths, Land includes this ―fictional‖ element to help him communicate 

the emotional truth of his experience.   

                                                 
16

In a talk Brad Land gave to a creative writing class I taught, he was adamant that the fox encounter 

reflects his accurate memory of the events of that night (Feb. 22, 2005). 
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Like the police, his male peers also find his narrative powers to be deficient.  On 

the way into a party with his date Leah, the narrator discloses Brad‘s disposition:  ―And if 

I could I‘d hold Leah‘s hand the whole time.  I wouldn‘t talk to anyone. [. . .]‖ (45).  The 

clear impression is that he attends the party because it is what his date wants to do.  When 

he goes outside to escape the crowd, some local guys approach him:  

 Okay, he [Danny] says and then he says just like I knew he would 

because it is all anyone ever says to me anymore, he says so I heard you 

got into some shit. 

   Yeah, I say. 

   All these boys standing around me making me shake. 

   Why didn‘t you just fucking beat the shit out of them?  Danny  

  says.  

   Couldn‘t really, I say, they were too big and then Danny stands,  

  pulls his sleeve up.   

 See this? He says, points to his arm, a tattoo of an eagle with a 

lightning bolt in its beak.  I‘m going into the Marines, he says.  (46-47)  

When Leah shows up, Danny says, 

 So,[. . .] just talking to your boy here, asking him how he let two 

people  steal his car and beat the shit out of him.  [. . .] 

 Shut the fuck up, she says, what do you think you would‘ve done?  

Danny looks over at the three boys standing around him.   

 I‘ll tell you what I would‘ve done, he says.  Leans down close to 

me.  Sleeve still yanked up.  His breath against my face.  I would have 
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killed those fucks, he says.  Easy as that.  He snaps his fingers.  I keep my 

head down because now I‘m shaking and the paste has worn off, my 

mouth weeping, I can feel my heart beating in my tongue, I keep my hands 

on my knees and Danny stands back up.  Leah looks up at him, tells him to 

fuck off, and he sticks up his middle finger, shoves it toward her, calls her 

a bitch, calls me a pussy and then he and the other boys leave and go up to 

the party.  (47-48) 

In this scene, Brad wants to cling to Leah and otherwise not socialize at the party.  He 

knows that his body and his carjacking story are viewed as dubious and seeks to prevent 

further confrontation and humiliation.  However, the macho Danny interjects himself 

both physically and linguistically into the scene and initiates precisely the type of 

encounter that Brad predicts and fears.  In the process Danny also confirms Brad‘s 

suspicions that others blame his deficient manhood for the assault.   

 Like the police, Danny seizes the authority to narrate from Brad.  And like them, 

he tells a different story from Brad‘s—this time one that glorifies the heroic and physical 

nature of the storyteller-hero.  Clearly Danny prefers a more traditionally male version—

assertive and active—than what he likely views as Brad‘s feeble one—hesitant and 

equivocal.  In Danny‘s tale he is a male warrior who would not have just beaten, but 

―would have killed those fucks‖ as a matter of course and with ease, as indicated by the 

snap of his fingers; he would not have ―let‖ them—two overpowering sadistic 

assailants—―steal his car and beat the shit out of him.‖  A real man, like Danny, like a 

military man with a big potent tattoo, would handily win.  His tattoo metonymically ties 

together symbols of the military, nation, and supernatural power, a virtual homage to 
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traditional male power.  The eagle is the national bird—fierce, deadly, and swift—it 

represents both nationalism and militarism; the lightning bolt recalls the divine power of 

the Old Testament God as well as the omnipotent Zeus.  Moreover, the combined image 

symbolizes a desire to be aggressive, righteous, and unstoppable, sanctioning the 

mythology of heroic masculinity.  Danny is so invested in these masculine markers that 

he has them etched into his body.  Unlike Brad, Danny‘s body articulates a linear and 

clear message about who he is and what he values.  The tattoo, which he makes a show of 

to both Brad and Leah, functions as a tableau to underscore his value of masculine 

potency. 

 Danny‘s virility supposedly invests him with power and, he assumes, gives him 

the right to stand over the nervous and reserved Brad.  The fact that Danny feels entitled 

to interrogate and judge Brad reflects the assumed superiority/inferiority relationship 

inherent in the scene.  Danny, as the alpha male, exercises control over the scene and 

implicates Brad as an incompetent male.  If Brad were man enough, Danny implies, he 

would have not been beaten up; he would not have ―let‖ two bigger males steal his car.  

Danny talks, pronounces, labels, and presides; Brad shakes, demurs, and looks down.  

Danny invades Brad‘s space and leans so close that ―his breath is against‖ Brad‘s face, 

eerily recalling other breath that recently defiled Brad‘s person.  Danny metaphorically 

serves as ―the breath‖ in this scene.  Physically and linguistically Danny positions himself 

as a forceful male while Brad is cast as powerless, intimidated, and inarticulate.  Once 

again, virile masculinity is reinforced through bodily and sensory domination of those 

viewed as inferior males.   
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 Other than a deferential explanation, Brad does not mount a defense.  It is Leah 

who performs the more normative masculine role of angrily spewing profanity and 

challenging Danny‘s bravado.  At the conclusion, she continues this part by helping the 

unsteady Brad around the car and into the passenger side.  Their respective behaviors, 

running contrary to their hegemonic gender constructions, prompt Danny to denigrate 

Leah as a ―bitch‖ and Brad as a ―pussy,‖ reducing Leah to less than a woman—an 

animal—and Brad to less than a man—a woman‘s sexed body part.  Danny makes a show 

of painting Brad as inferior and feminized—he is a ―pussy‖ or a ―boy,‖ unworthy of 

manly respect or consideration.  Danny‘s performance provides a loud and intimidating 

testament to the power of hegemonic masculinity—he shows what happens to those who 

do not rightly fit his perception of what a man should be.  Brad as an unfit male is, 

therefore, open as an object for public ridicule.  Leah is obviously unimpressed by 

Danny‘s version of masculinity and willing to cross the borderline of social expectation.  

Danny appears to generally reject her female act of aggression, although it earns her a 

name-calling that discounts her as a woman and person.  Military men are encouraged to 

make an outward show of respect for women—thus, Danny, who already ostentatiously 

identifies himself as a military man, would likely not want to make a public scene with a 

woman.  Also, hegemonic masculinity assumes natural power and control over women, 

so it might seem like an unnecessarily defensive and vulnerable posture for him to 

publicly argue with a woman.   

In contrast to the more socially sanctioned adolescent male attitude toward 

women—one of control and sexual conquest—Brad tends to fall in love with almost 

every woman he encounter, believing she has the power to heal and rescue him through 
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intimate connection.  He seeks a more emotional, psychological, and spiritual connection 

in addition to the physical.  Brad and Leah share a few passionate kisses and, on the 

telephone soon afterwards, he tells her he loves her, but ―she doesn‘t say anything‖ (51).   

  What do you want me to say?  she says.  [. . .]  

 [. . . ]  The beach, I say, you know the rain and the sand, it was 

important, I mean like something that happens once. 

 A kiss, she says, that‘s what it was and I want to say no no it was 

so much more than our mouths and bodies, it was like God and I want to 

tell her she makes me feel safe, like I want to be inside her, like I want to 

be the last thing she hears before she falls asleep but my voice is shaking 

and all that comes out are these clumsy words. 

 Please, I say, please. 

 I can‘t, she says and then I‘m sobbing, placing one hand against 

the cold windowpane in my parents‘ living room [. . .].  I hold the phone to 

my ear, my face wet and streaked, I listen and wait for her voice to come 

back, her mouth, her words like light, but the phone hums silent.  (50-51) 

Brad exhibits more of a stereotypical female role with his emotional outpouring—his 

sobbing, begging, and proclamations of love.  He believes their kisses meant something, 

were not just random physical acts.  He embraces the romantic image of the long-term 

monogamous heterosexual relationship that includes sharing a bed and waking up in each 

other‘s arms.  It is customarily the woman who indulges in such fantasies after a kiss or 

physical encounter; historically, women have been socialized to consider sex as a 

connection beyond the purely physical, the purely sexual.  Here Leah, extending her 
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feminine nonconformity, insists that it was only a kiss, dismissing the idea that it was 

more than physical.  Leah is the cool, distant partner, Brad the emotionally ―needy‖ one.  

Leah‘s rejection likely enhances Brad‘s self-conception as a defective male:  if he were 

handsome, standoffish, and confident, like a man is supposed to be—like Brett—perhaps 

she would find him desirable. 

 To add to Brad‘s insecurity and heartbreak, Leah and Brett begin dating soon after 

this conversation.  Brett symbolizes the more desirable male and brother, and does not 

come with the oppositional visible deficiencies, social baggage, and neediness of Brad.  

Though Leah previously appears unconcerned with stereotypical gender categories—

depicted by her disgust at Danny‘s version of manliness and her vociferous defense of 

Brad—she ultimately finds Brett the more attractive or acceptable boyfriend.  Despite her 

motivations, which the reader cannot decipher, it is arguable that Leah has internalized 

elements of the expected female of gender ideology.   

 Even in more private situation that appear less threatening, Brad experiences 

verbal falterings that originate from both himself and those he trusts.  During an early 

fraternity rush party, Brett waves Brad over to meet a brother, Ben Moore: 

   ―Pretty fun, huh?‖ he says.  I nod. 

   I can‘t think of anything to say.  Turn awkwardly to my brother.   

 So?  I say, look at Brett, hope that he‘ll get the conversation going.  

Ben walks away and begins to talk to someone else.  Brett pulls me in 

close to the wall.  I can smell the bourbon on his breath.  Sharp and hot.  I 

pull back a bit.  He clasps my arm firmly at the bicep. 
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 You have to meet these people, he says.  Stares at me.  I look 

away. 

 I‘m serious, he says.  Squeezes my arm.  They aren‘t going to let 

you in just because you‘re my brother, you know?  I mean it.  They are 

funny about that sort of stuff.  Now go and shake some hands and make 

them want you, he says.  (84) 

Again, Brad cannot find the appropriate, much less entertaining, words and relies on his 

cooler, more confident brother.  He needs to access language and social skills that allow 

him to pass for ―normal,‖ to make him socially desirable to the fraternity.  Brad‘s lack of 

conventional conversation skills contributes to his nonstandard presentation.  Both Brad 

and Brett are aware that Brad is socially awkward and will have to consciously work to 

cast a dynamic impression.  In the above scene, Brett makes it clear that he will 

not/cannot compensate for Brad.  In fact, Brett‘s refusal to pickup Brad‘s conversation 

slack and the subsequent stern rebuke reveal his dissatisfaction with Brad‘s response to 

Ben.  Brett‘s anger and warning that their familial ties do not guarantee acceptance 

intimate that the situation is equally about Brett and Brad.  If Brett were primarily 

providing encouragement to Brad, it seems unlikely that he would be so angry.   

 Like other males who exercise authority over Brad, Brett grabs and pulls him and 

bends into his face—such disciplining actions underscore the importance of the situation 

to Brett.  If Brad is rejected or made fun of, Brett‘s image could be adversely affected.  

Coleman‘s work on the social effects of stigmatization speaks to a type of transitive 

property of stigma; she notes, ―Social rejection or avoidance affects not only the 

stigmatized individual but everyone who is socially involved, such as family, friends, and 
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relatives‖ (147).  Perhaps Brett‘s detachment is an effort to preclude ―them‖—the 

fraternity brothers—from inferring a close friendship between the biological brothers in 

case Brad is not found to measure up.  In this scene Brett ostensibly holds the esteem and 

perceptions of his fraternity brothers over his biological brother who does not generally 

conform to the gregarious and assertive fraternity boy image.  Additionally, Brett‘s 

exhortations to ―meet these people‖ and ―make them want you‖ are presented in oddly 

sexualized language.  The phrases seem more suited to an occasion in which someone is 

trying to forge a romantic or sexual connection.  Such advice seems to intimate the 

peculiar homosocial sexualized behaviors that will materialize during fraternity initiation.   

During a later initiation scene, Brad strives to display the type of conventional 

masculine behavior that Brett implores in the above scene.  Through nonverbal 

communication, Brad seeks to impress both his biological and the fraternity brothers with 

his posture of male bravado:  

When a brother gives me another [scalding] beer I raise it to my lips.  I 

look for Brett again and see him standing at the back of the room ten feet 

away from the crowd.  His arms crossed, he glares right at me.  He doesn‘t 

do anything.  He just stares, his brown eyes hollow.  But I want him to see 

that I am strong, that he did this once and now I am doing it.  I tilt my 

head up to drink and let the beer stream down from my mouth onto my 

shirt because I know that I will puke if I take another sip.  No one notices 

because my shirt is already soaked and everyone is yelling and puking.  

My head is spinning and when I look back toward Brett he is gone.  (124)   
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Brad internalizes the lesson that obeying and acting in a steadfast, detached manner is 

one of the accepted postures of manhood.  He also endeavors to show Brett that he can 

behave according to the social convention—he has taken up his brother‘s charge ―to 

make them want you.‖  Brad performs the decreed role by feigning to drink more 

scalding beer.  He adopts the posture of the other guys—the posture of a perilous and 

debased, but normative, masculinity; Brad is not cowering or crying—he is not outside of 

the group.   

 Brett, too, performs a type of masculinity.  He remains silent and aloof, even his 

eyes are ―hollow‖—not registering any emotion.  Brett radiates an enigmatic 

indifference.  He ―stares‖ and ―glares‖ coolly at Brad.  Though Brad is ostensibly fitting 

in, as Brett had previously compelled him to do, Brett still does not appear satisfied.  He 

does not nod, smile, or give Brad a thumb‘s up—he offers neither censure nor 

encouragement.  It is impossible to tell if Brett is satisfied or dissatisfied with Brad, 

disgusted by the initiation process, bothered that Brad is adhering to his social space, or 

just performing his own standoffish masculine persona.  Given Land‘s characteristic lack 

of analysis in his book, it is also unclear how he processes Brett‘s behavior.  However, 

since he always desperately seeks his brother‘s affirmation, it is safe to say that he hoped 

for more of an affirmative or enthusiastic sign.   

 While Brett seems to disassociate himself from Brad, Brad continually hopes for 

Brett‘s companionship and searches for him at various initiation events.  Many times he 

cannot find him or just sees him at a distance.  Brett‘s conduct echoes Coleman‘s 

contention that ―[t]here are many ways in which people communicate social rejection 

such as speech, eye contact, and interpersonal distance‖ (147).  Brett‘s overall 
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disconnection from Brad could be read as a wish to separate from his brother‘s stigma, 

problems, and neediness.  As Brett communicates at several points in the book, he knows 

Brad is traumatized by the earlier assault and having a hard time managing socially; yet, 

the fact that Brett—as an ideal type male—still hangs back implies either an 

unwillingness or inability to sympathize with his stigmatized brother.   

When Brett gives Brad a ride back to campus after the above scalding beer 

episode, he avoids looking at him, but talks to him for the first time in days: ―They do it 

to weed out the weak ones‖ (125).  Even in the intimacy of a lone car ride, Brett performs 

according to stereotypical masculine behavior and closes off the possibility of an 

emotional or difficult conversation; he continues to avoid eye contact with his biological 

brother, precluding the possibility that his ―hollow eyes‖ would reveal emotion, result in 

a sincere connection.  It is acceptable for Brett to ―glare‖ opaquely from a distance or in a 

pack, but not in a private situation.  Additionally, Brett‘s language is striking—he uses 

―they‖ instead of ―we‖ in his oblique justification of his fraternity brothers.  The language 

serves to distance him from his fraternity brothers and their actions at the same time he 

proffers a defense of them.  Brett rationalizes the abuse by noting the need for the group 

to identify and sort the strong from the weak—those unable to bear the physical and 

emotional abuse.  He also, in a perverse way, pats his brother on the back by intimating 

that Brad is able to perform as one of the strong ones. 

 It is not just Brad‘s lack of conventional language use that is telling in regards to 

his own perceived abnormal identity, the way that the fraternity brother‘s utilize language 

also reinforces the type of masculinity the initiation process reifies.  Land recounts the 

brothers‘‘ continual use of homophobic and feminized insults towards the goats.  One 
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night some of the pledges informally gather on the Kappa Sigma hallway and a fairly 

typical verbal chiding occurs— 

Ben tells Dave that he‘s a faggot just like all his faggot pledge brothers but 

that he‘s especially a faggot because his hair makes him look like a bitch 

and he is laughing and yelling that Dave is a fucking faggot faggot faggot.  

The truth is that Dave is a faggot with hair like a girl because Ben Moore 

says it‘s so and we are pledges and there is nothing else.  (145). 

In the homophobic fraternal world, being cast as a ―faggot‖ is to be rendered in the 

lowest possible caste.  That is why the brothers repeatedly debase the subordinate goats 

with such labels.  Literary critic David Leverenz notes, ―The word ‗faggot‘ has nothing to 

do with homosexual experience [. . .]‖ (qtd. in Kimmel 188).  The term serves to 

reinforce the pledges‘ subaltern status and, likewise, their need to garner the approval of 

the brothers.  Kimmel elaborates on the idea that being called homosexual is less about a 

sexual identity and more about a masculine one:  ―Homophobia is the fear that other men 

will unmask us, emasculate us, reveal to us and the world that we do not measure up, that 

we are not real men‖ (189).  Their brothers are the ones who can authorize their 

ascendance.
17

  Land makes the need to absorb the brothers‘ power clear by his assertion 

that Dave is a faggot because Ben deems him as such:  the language of their leader is so 

encompassing that it constructs reality, constructs ―the truth.‖  Brother Ben has the right 

to visually evaluate others and assign them to sexual identity categories.  The pledges 

                                                 
17

In his essay, ―‗Make Me Brave‘‖:  Brad Land‘s Goat and the Other ‗F‘ Word,‖ Dr. Carman asserts, ―What 

Goat makes painfully evident is that the emasculation involved in being hailed into the deplorable state of 

faggotry (or the submasculine) doesn‘t end in twelfth-grade, but sadly persists into collegiate (and 

especially fraternal) environments‖ (3).   
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desperately desire to be assigned to the ―right‖ category—that of ―normative‖ 

heterosexual masculinity.  To be assigned oppositionally would, according to 

fraternity/hegemonic beliefs, empty the pledge of all potential male power.   

 Throughout Goat language informs, embodies, and constructs normative 

masculinity. It is by virtue of calling someone a ―goat,‖ ―pledge,‖ ―faggot,‖ ―pussy,‖ or 

―brother‖ that he is deemed hegemonic and powerful, or alternative and weak.  Because 

linguistic signifiers reveal norms through the structuring of meanings and assignment of 

categories, language constructs and polices social bodies.  Those deemed inferior 

experience what Halberstam calls the ―tyranny of language—a structure that fixes people 

and things in place artificially and securely‖ (359).  If the language of the norm does not 

fit, one is assigned the language—therefore construction—of the inferior other.  This 

strategy is further played out in an impromptu football ―game‖ in the fraternity‘s dorm: 

[. . .]  Dixon takes his time again and the ball makes a dull thump when it 

hits Kevin‘s head.  He doesn‘t pretend he‘s aiming somewhere else, he 

just looks right at Kevin and throws.  Kevin stumbles a bit, pauses, and 

then goes limp.  He drops down to his knees and slumps against the wall.  

Dixon calls him a pussy and tells us to keep moving and not to worry 

about our little bitch of a pledge brother and we keep going back and forth 

until I hear the ball smack something and the air behind me moves and I 

know that Will‘s hit the ground.  Ben Moore laughs behind us and he‘s on 

top of Will telling him to get his sorry goat ass up, get the fuck up, he 

says, what‘s wrong, your pussy hurt, huh, your fucking pussy hurt?  I keep 
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moving and don‘t look back because I‘m supposed to do what the brothers 

say.  (148-149) 

The pledges are not to cower or show fear though the men hurl footballs at them at close 

range—―Dixon says we better not fucking duck‖; ―Don‘t you fucking flinch‖ (147).  The 

brothers throw hard enough to make several young men fall to the ground.  The sadism of 

the brothers hitting and laughing points to the insensitivity they have and model for the 

pledges.  Such inhumane treatment is acceptable because the pledges are still goats, 

inferior to the brothers.  Some of the pledges show that they are not yet worthy to be 

brothers, because they are not men—they fall down, cower, and feel pain.  Stoicism, 

courage, and detachment are the masculine values ostensibly being taught.  The situation 

marks the typical power hierarchy as the robust brothers render Kevin ―limp‖ and Will 

prone on the ground.  Both Kevin and Will collapse from fierce hits and then are called 

―bitch‖ and ―pussy,‖ reinforcing that it is weak, and therefore feminine, to show fear or 

pain.  Goffman calls such words ―stigma terms‖:  words that encapsulate a person‘s 

inferiority according to prevailing ideology (132-133).  As is standard, the verbal abuse is 

rooted in misogynistic and homophobic slurs.   

 During this ―game,‖ Brad again models the behavior of the tough, unfazed male:  

he moves his body according to the prescribed form without faltering, and he does not 

look back when others are injured; he is the detached, unfeeling automaton.  The pledges 

are systematically being taught not only to disregard the mistreatment of others, but that 

it is acceptable to abuse those ―below‖ them in the patriarchal hierarchy—which they feel 

is everyone else; everyone who is not a virile white male.  Brad knows this manhood test 

requires a show of fortitude—he must demonstrate that he can engage in ―manly‖ games 
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without flinching.  Pleck and Pleck note the intense pressure for men to put on a show of 

bravado; they indicate that ―[a]ny kind of powerlessness, or refusal to compete, among 

men readily becomes involved with the imagery of homosexuality‖ (qtd. in Carrigan, 

Connell, and Lee 110).  In this game, unless physically hurt, the pledges acquiesce their 

bodies to the specious ―rules‖; they appear to be emptied of resistance—thus, initiation is 

doing its job.  Peggy Reeves Sanday, in her book Fraternity Gang Rape:  Sex, 

Brotherhood, and Privilege on Campus, reveals that ―becoming a brother is synonymous 

with becoming a man.  To this end the rituals ‗cleanse‘ the ‗pussy,‘ ‗nerd,‘ ‗sin,‘ and 

‗faggot,‘ from the bodies and minds of the pledges‖ (165).  These are precisely the types 

of association that Brad wants to jettison; the qualities that plague his masculine image.  

To change his image, he will have to pass these tests and be sanctioned by the masculine 

group:  ―Failure will de-sex the man, make him appear as not fully a man.  He will be 

seen as a wimp, a Mama‘s boy, a sissy‖ (Kimmel 185); accordingly, ―The fear of being 

seen as a sissy dominates the cultural definitions of manhood‖ (Kimmel 189).  Brad, as 

well as the other pledges, appears willing to do virtually anything in order to avoid the 

stigma of being cast as dis-abled, to avoid the crushing blow of a feminine and/or 

homosexual label.      

 Language is an important component of this labeling:  Brad the protagonist is 

unable to use the language of hegemonic masculinity, to narrate as an active and 

confident subject.  However, Land the memoirist uses language that resonates as assertive 

and dynamic.  Unlike the language usage of the brothers, Land‘s use of phatic phrases, 

especially in the form of lists and/or simple sentences have a complex and paradoxical 

undercurrent to them.  Land often uses a declarative sentence succeeded by a colon, 
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indicating that the necessary information follows, such as ―This is how it goes:‖ (3, 147, 

164); ―There you go‖ (7); ―This is what happens:‖ (42); ―This is what they say:‖ (172).  

The bald narration is presented as satisfactory in itself, without the need for supplemental 

commentary, in a way that indicates the meaning is self-evident, not open to reader 

interpretation and not requiring further explication.
18

  For instance in one of the sections 

in which the narrator compares Brad and Brett, the passage begins with a characteristic 

clause:  ―That‘s how it always goes‖ (7).  This reflects Land‘s ostensible air of objectivity 

and conveys a cavalier attitude toward his personal interaction with the material he 

presents.  In the way that the ―air around‖ Brett marks him as masculine and desirable 

and, likewise, marks Brad as unmanly and undesirable, that opening sentence designates 

the passage in a sweeping, ethereal way.  Land simply relays information, displaying his 

typical reticence to analyze or probe what the situation means to him.  This stylistic 

choice also imparts a tone that hints of arrogance:  his word is proof enough.  Such a 

positioning implies a wisdom that exceeds his years, that he has surveyed enough life to 

make such generalizations.  Interestingly, Land embraces a linguistic confidence in his 

position as writer that opposes Brad‘s weak body and fumbling narratives.  Paradoxically 

his distant stylistic choices also enact a type of detached masculinity that Land implicitly 

critiques throughout most of his memoir—the type of masculinity that eschews emotion 

and psychological depth.  Despite his stylistic and personal choice to withhold 

introspection and the psychological/emotional processes of his change, Land certainly 

does not cower in his revelation of the attitudes and behaviors of the other more virile 
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In an interview in Details,Land tells Timothy Hodler that ―more than a few frat boys were pissed off‖ by 

his memoir; ―Amazon had to remove 800 reviews [. . . ] because I got called, like, a ‗whiny pussy‘‖ (90).  

Such comments reflect the degree to which Goat was perceived as a hard-hitting social critique.   
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males.  Such a narrative change signifies Land‘s shift to a more self-possessed and 

articulate relationship with language.  The power of Land‘s memoir lies in its narrative 

exposé of hegemonic masculinity.   

 

Dehumanized to Humanized Body 

 What Brad experiences and what Land reveals is that the fraternity serves as a 

sphere for further abuse and personal terrorism.  Brad‘s pledge experiences provide a 

glimpse into the material reality of one of the few formal—along with the military, law 

enforcement, Boy Scouts, sports teams—ways that young males are ritually ushered into 

manhood in our society.  Fraternities are male-only clubs legitimized by historicity, 

tradition, culture, and the university system, and their initiation rites are generally steeped 

in secrecy.  The initiation rituals include a constant debasing of the pledges‘ manhood 

through physical and psychological abuse and humiliation by their would-be brothers 

who are initiated and, therefore, superior.  Sanday asserts that the fraternity initiation 

process ―includes a symbolic sacrifice of the self to a superior body that represents the 

communal identity of the house.  The sacrifice acts to seal a covenant between an 

individual pledge and the fraternal organization.  Reinforced by vows of secrecy, the 

covenant promises masculinity and superior power‖ (148).  The mystery and ritual 

aspects solidify the idea that the initiated members are special and united, part of a 

familial network poised to possess and wield power and privilege.   

 Land‘s pledge experiences demonstrate how a fraternity can operate as a site of 

male power positioned to spur and coerce men toward upholding the idealized masculine 

image.  Their version of masculinity is sustained by ―complex social structures that wed 
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masculinity to maleness and to power and domination‖ (Halberstam 356).  In this way, 

the brutish initiation process serves as a poignant context for the production of normative 

masculinity.  The brothers seek to eliminate traces of sensitivity and weakness and instill 

behaviors that closely mirror those sanctioned by traditional masculinity.  To this end, the 

fraternity brothers regularly grab, hit, and push the pledges, force them to avert their eyes.  

Brad recalls that during the first initiation episode a brother yells, ―Get on the goddamn 

floor with your pledge brothers.  [. . .]  Shoves me down.  I land on my knees, behind the 

line of pledges sitting cross-legged, their heads bowed toward their legs, their arms 

locked tightly together.  They bob like pistons of an engine.  They are bahing like goats‖ 

(116-117).  If a pledge does not follow orders—keep arms linked and head down, appear 

tough and tenacious—he receives further punishment, more and/or harder hits, increased 

humiliation.  The brothers venture to control the neophytes‘ physical movements and 

overwhelm their senses.  They subjugate the pledges‘ bodies to remind them that they are 

not yet men, that they are incapable of controlling their bodies and behaviors in a 

competent manner.  To further emphasize their debased status, the brothers compel the 

young men to perform as subhuman—they must ―bah‖ and bob like the lowly animals the 

fraternity deems them to be.  Land‘s fraternity initiation rests on the complicity of the 

pledges in their obedience to the brothers and the traditions of the fraternity.  

Furthermore, they are being positioned to visit these same rituals on next year‘s pledge 

class.   

 The cruelty perpetrated by the brothers includes that perverse combination of 

intimacy and hate that recalls Brad‘s earlier attackers.  The physical and verbal violence 

exists simultaneously with warm, soft breath and proximity that recalls a gentle kiss.  
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Brad relates that later in the episode he ―feels spit hit the back of my neck.  [. . . ]  

Someone whispers in my ear.  It is soft almost gentle and I can feel hot breath against the 

side of my face like someone is bending to kiss my cheek. [. . .]  I fucking hate you, he 

says, you hear me?  I hate every single one of you goat motherfuckers.  A hand slaps the 

back of my head‖ (117).  The recurrence of such a combination reveals the disturbing 

potential for virile masculinity to conflate intimacy, brutality, and manipulation.   

 Moreover, the pledges learn that they are to resist showing emotion—to show 

emotion is to show weakness.  Brad reflects that as the night goes on, ―Everything is 

beginning to blend together and everything sounds like a chant, the goat sounds, the 

yelling, the sway of the line.  Will crying next to me.  I can hear him whimpering.  I 

cannot cry.  I squeeze my knees around my head until it hurts‖ (117).  The pledge activity 

nears the desired peak of desensitization, in which the pledges are swept away by the 

imposed behaviors and abandon their own consciousnesses, although that does not 

completely happen, at least not for Brad and Will.  Land‘s passage demonstrates that Will 

is so upset that he is crying, and Brad fights not to cry.   

 The brothers‘ abusive actions reinforce that while emotion is not valued, coercion, 

strength, and physical violence are valued components of masculinity.  When that activity 

is over and the pledges are able to stop and look around, Brad sees that ―[a]nother pledge 

is missing one sleeve from his blue-oxford button-down, his belt is fastened around his 

neck like a noose.  Two other pledges, twins, have red splotched faces.  Handprints on 

their cheeks‖; a brother says to the group: ―Nothing happened, right?‖  (118).  The 

brothers are testing the pledges‘ manhood through their ability to withstand abuse and 

then deny its existence.  Yet, the brother‘s rhetorical question intimates that on some 
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level they know their actions would be deemed unacceptable and culpable by many in the 

outside world.  Richard Dyer writes about the Western value of physical suffering and its 

association with ―heroic‖ masculinity.  He contends that there is a general male 

appreciation of bodily pain and suffering that connect to male traits of power and 

discipline (263-264).  The physical abuse indicates a test of pledges‘ manliness through a 

necessary demonstration of their strength and courage; it is intended to exorcise traits of 

weakness and sensitivity that are viewed as detriments to masculinity.  Likewise, the 

brothers‘ ability to brutalize the timorous pledges confirms their own superiority and 

sociocultural power.  To earn their access to power, Brad and the other pledges need to 

prove that they are manly enough to withstand the initiation trials, with the implication 

that if the pledges can endure the abuse, they have become exemplary men. 

 Paradoxically, a process to determine masculine worthiness requires pledges to 

assume degrading and cowardly positions.  The brothers are positioned as the rulers of 

the abject goats—they physically and psychologically preside over the group:  the 

brothers stand, watch, defile, and ridicule while the pledges sit, cower, obey, and 

capitulate.  In the above scene, the compliant and anxious pledges contrast starkly with 

the aggressive and controlling brothers—this dichotomy produces the desire for 

emulation.  Sanday explains that the fraternity initiation ―ritual teaches young men how 

to control experience and manipulate consciousness‖ (160).  The pledge wants to access 

to this brotherly power—to be the one on top exuding virility and exerting control over 

others, to have his own masculinity affirmed by the obsequiousness and obedience of the 

other males.  The brothers‘ actions reinforce the importance of hierarchy through 
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discipline—if the boys clear this hurdle then they will earn the right to move up the 

ranks.  The desire to emulate is a calculated part of the process.   

 In his discussion of Freud‘s oedipal theory and the pursuit of masculinity, 

Michael S. Kimmel professes an analogous idea:  ―We become masculine by identifying 

with our oppressor‖ (187).  In Goat, we see Brad ostensibly embracing such a move, 

from one who seeks to avoid macho-type men (like Danny, Chance, and Dixon) to one 

who freely submits to a group of men who will subject him to additional abuse.  Brad 

already feels lonely and inferior, but if he could transform into a Brett, or even act the 

part, he could appear more like a ―normal‖ male.  Since the occurrences in Land‘s 

memoir generally remain unanalyzed, it is difficult to know Brad‘s exact motivations or 

intentions.  But, as previously discussed, the narrator clearly reveals both Brad‘s 

masculine insecurity and his desire to appear more conventional and anonymous through 

his association with the fraternity—he seeks homosocial acceptance to help fix his sense 

of himself as a broken man, to help guard against further violation.  Camouflaging 

himself in the trappings of the ―oppressor‖ seems a logical disguise—only dominant male 

approval can confer masculine power to him.  In a patriarchal structure, authority flows 

from the top down, and so it is to his ―superiors‖ that he must look for affirmation.  Brad 

hopes to identify with or become a ―manly man‖ in order to gain the male power, 

security, and social access that he has been continually unable to forge on his own.   

Kimmel‘s configuration of the oppressor under an oedipal rubric can logically 

transfer from the biological parents to the fraternal system, which enacts its own version 

of the familial structure.  The use of the familial appellation of ―brother‖ reinforces the 

sense of kinship, underscoring the mutual loyalty, reverence, and interdependence 
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expected of fraternity members.  Such familial signifiers play on our cultural image of the 

family as nurturing and united.  This relational aspect is further reinforced by other 

characteristics of the Greek system:  individual fraternities usually live in segregated 

houses or units; like the average suburban home, these houses are decorated with 

treasured mementos and framed pictures that feature brothers from current and past 

generations.  These markers reinforce the sense of fraternal lineage and the responsibility 

of new members to the traditions and history established by their predecessors. 

Moreover, like the father, these brothers, directly and by proxy, have the power to 

guide and authorize, or ignore and reject the eighteen-or-nineteen-year-old pledges who 

are at the bottom of the social and academic power structures.  The pledges rely on the 

leadership and endorsement of the initiated members.  These young men are, quite 

literally, dependent on their brothers for their manhood.  In ―Are You a Man or a 

Mouse?‖ Homi Bhabha discusses the stern reserve of the father in his function as 

controller, protector, and ruler who calls upon his son to aspire to a similar masculine 

state, one that emits a natural and not self-reflexive image.  The fraternity leaders serve in 

an analogous capacity—they lead the uninitiated pledges who are cast as sort of pre-

oedipal sons through a type of coming-of-age; a process where these helpless, abused, 

and desperate boys are promised power and security if they conform and obey.  And after 

the pledge subjects himself to this process, the elder-brother-turned-father will ultimately 

decide whether to bequeath power and status to the son-as-potential-brother or not.  

Bhabha cites Johann Fichte who speaks to this rather supercilious aspect of paternal 

endowment:  ―This is the natural love of the child for the father, not as guardian of his 

sensuous well-being, but as the mirror from which his own self-worth or worthlessness is 
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reflected for him‖ (59).  If a pledge receives a no vote, then his father-brother has 

disowned and marked him as contemptible; additionally, the son-pledge has voluntarily 

surrendered himself to abuse and degradation for no reason except to confirm his abject 

station.  The fear of negative judgment impels the pledge to fiercely crave fraternal 

approval and the concomitant legacy of power; this potential also propels the pledge to 

buy into the acceptability of the initiation process; after all he is following family 

tradition.   

 The behavior of these ―fathers‖ illustrates that powerful men are to be both feared 

and emulated, a lesson that reinforces those on top have a right to debase those below 

them.  Sanday also speaks to the perverted familial association forged during fraternity 

initiation:  ―In their group rituals they seek to re-produce the power of fraternity, a power 

that supports their purified male order.  The purification process requires them to abuse 

pledges in order to break bonds to one family and to break down gendered subjectivity 

that developed in this two-sexed family of father and mother‖ (178).  She expounds on 

this process:  

By manipulating the initiate‘s psychological states and bringing him 

through the ordeal, the brothers seize control of a power that parents or 

sexually and emotionally unresponsive girlfriends may once have had over 

them.  The pledges conspire in this process because by exposing their 

vulnerability to the group they prepare the way for rebirth as powerful 

brothers.  (Sanday 160-161) 

Fraternity initiation seeks to ensure the transfer of familial trust, love, and loyalty from 

the traditional bi-gendered family to the uni-gendered patriarchal family.  The fraternity 
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exploits the vulnerability of the young college male—it offers a powerful structure 

precisely at the chaotic time when young men are transitioning from the private ―boy‖ 

world to the more public ―man‖ world.  The public male world portrayed through the 

fraternity example is the version of masculinity that appropriates and controls all who do 

not fit that image  

 By modeling fierce behavior through an esprit-de-corps atmosphere of ritualized 

humiliation and violence, the initiates learn how the system—and patriarchy in general—

operates and which qualities elevate one to higher levels and status.  This modus is 

similar to the process that occurs in many groups that are historically or predominately 

male or male-only, such as sports teams, law enforcement, and the military.  Many of the 

initiation rituals occur within a ―party‖ atmosphere—young spirited men, alcohol, and 

music—and serve to build the pledges‘ loyalty to both the fraternity and each other.  In 

his book, Fire in the Belly:  On Being a Man, philosopher Sam Keen contends that 

admission into the military ―involves the same process of systematic destruction of 

individuality that accompanied initiation in primitive tribes.  [. . .]  The physical and 

emotional ordeal of boot camp, are meant to destroy the individual‘s will and teach the 

dogface that the primary virtue of a man is not to think for himself but to obey his 

superiors, not to listen to his conscience but to follow orders‖ (37).  Though fraternities 

and the military serve different primary purposes, they are both also involved in the 

production of virile masculinity.  Consequently, their initiation processes share many 

similar goals, such as evoking loyalty.  Allegiance is essential for maintaining their 

strength, solidarity, and authority; accordingly it necessitates the negation of individual 
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preoccupations.  One way to instill allegiance is to control or discipline any vulnerable or 

resistant faction, such subgroups potentially destabilizes and weakens the team.  

 The process of instilling such allegiance intensifies with Brad‘s formal initial 

rites.  During the initial event when the pledges are made to sit together with linked arms 

and mimic goats:  ―You better fucking hold on, faggot, a voice says.  I better not be able 

to tear you off.  I am holding tightly but Dave‘s arm slips through mine.  I will not look 

up.  Dave disappears and then slams back down next to me, sends me teetering into Will 

and we pull the whole line backward‖ (117).  Dave is unable to keep his grip and his arm 

slips loose; though this is the first official pledge activity, the other goats already 

disregard him and stay focused on their group task.  They quickly accept the lesson that it 

is more important to obey and attend to the overall brotherhood than an individual—even 

the sensitive Brad knows better than to help Dave or ―look up‖ at this time—he is not to 

make eye contact with the brothers or witness his friend‘s struggle.  Doing so would 

signal defiance to the power structure, show empathy for the weak, and implicitly 

confront the abuse.  Sanday speaks to this connection between abuse and bonding:  ―The 

abusive behavior strips the pledge of his individual identity so that he is ready to accept a 

group-defined identity‖ (148).  Moreover, such ritualized activities serve to inculcate a 

mob mentality that reinforces the adherence to group tenets and hierarchical, masculine 

lines.  In a desire to emulate the leaders and gain acceptance into the group, the neophyte 

is taught to neglect making conscious decisions about right and wrong or consider 

personal convictions in lieu of following the circumscribed crowd.  Simultaneously, these 

activities foster bonding among the pledges:  the candidates endure this ―hell‖ or ―boot 

camp‖ together and emerge feeling united on the most fundamental—systemic—level.  
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Another initiation scene underscores not only the heightened intensity of the 

pledge‘s required allegiance to the fraternity, but also the recklessness of behaviors that 

surpass the bounds of rationality and/or safety: 

[. . .]  A brother shoves a bottle into my hand.  The glass scalding 

hot because someone‘s heated it up and I can barely keep my fingers 

wrapped around it.  [. . .]  We play a game. 

One brother asks a question and points to a pledge.  The pledge 

answers and it is wrong.  We drink the heated-up beer without stopping 

and it burns our throats.  [. . .] 

After the third beer I feel as if I am going to vomit.  I look to my 

left.  Dave Reed doubled over retching onto the floor.  It splashes on a 

brother‘s shoe. 

[. . .]  He [the brother] raises his foot from the ground.  Gives Dave 

another beer.  He begins to drink but pukes again.  (123-124) 

The brothers assume a right to control, survey, and subordinate the bodies of the pledges.  

The heat, alcohol, chaos, abuse, and domination work to enact a psychological 

desensitization, to empty the pledges of any agency or prudence.  This helps to instill the 

desired stimulus-response mechanism, indicating the degree to which the initiates have 

internalized the authority and power of the brothers.  Earlier in the episode the narrator 

recalls that Brad‘s arms are split open by the force of being ―thrown against another 

[cinder block] wall‖ (123), yet he does not mention any pain or annoyance.  The brothers 

command the pledges ―to drink‖ and ―to play‖; thus, Brad ―drinks‖ and ―plays.‖  Land‘s 

grammatical construction of the brothers‘ imperatives and Brad‘s declarative responses 
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iconically reflect the pledges‘ brutal conditioning—they do not think; they react.  The 

implication is that the worthy pledges will be the ones to abandon their old inferior ways 

and assume the desensitized, physical, and controlling path of the brothers.  A ―real‖ 

man, a fraternity man, will uncritically adopt the fraternal mindset and behaviors.  

Initiation is a process of training the ―goats‖ to be ―manly men‖ who will wield power 

and control not only within the fraternity and on the college campus, but eventually in 

society generally.  Men who cannot embody the prescribed image are abnormal and 

rejected by the fraternity.   

Brad‘s Kappa Sigma Pledge Manual emphasizes the fraternity‘s clear distinction 

between those who are accepted as men by the brotherhood, and those who are rejected 

as less than men:  ―The Star and Crescent shall not be worn by every man, but only by 

him who is worthy to wear it‖ (73), and that the men are ―a group of friends‖ that ―share 

the same values‖ (128).  However, the manual also avers, ―Hazing is fundamentally at 

odds with the ideals of Kappa Sigma‖; hazing is defined as any act designed ―to produce 

or result in mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment, harassment, or ridicules‖ 

(129).  Land‘s decision to divulge secrets from the initiation process and pledge manual 

reveals the degree to which his disclosures are transgressive.  Land, the memoir writer, is 

no longer bound by such arbitrary codes.   Land uses the manual to illustrate the obvious 

hypocrisy of the fraternity and the degree to which such documents are merely 

performative and are not taken as seriously as guiding principles—the fraternity is 

symbolic, an empty vehicle pretending to enact decency and friendship.  The fraternity‘s 

primary function, as depicted in Land‘s memoir, is to perpetuate and safeguard a socially 

sanctioned, and diseased, version of virile masculinity, not about developing a respectful, 
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healthy, and sincerely intimate bond that the fraternity pretends to uphold and that Brad 

desires.
19

  Brad‘s decision to quit the fraternity is a clear signal that he no longer aspires 

to the pretence of group allegiance—as I discuss in this chapter‘s conclusion, his 

resignation explicitly demonstrates his move from relying on the illusion of normality 

and friendship to upholding the pursuit of the real thing.   

 

Marginal to Resistant Body 

The initiation rituals often contain homoerotic components that run in opposition 

to the brothers‘ overt disdain for homosexuality and their ostentatious demonstrations of 

their heterosexual prowess.  Such elements reinforce the brothers‘ right to control the 

pledge in every way and, also, their appropriation of the sexuality of all others.  Such 

behavior is apparent in following initiation scene, in which the pledges are taken to a 

remote cinder-block cabin:  

[. . .]  The floor is wet and sticks to my shoes.  Everywhere my 

pledge brothers are screaming like goats. 

They are shoved against walls. 

They are writhing on the ground.  [. . .] 

Fuck the wall, he says. 

I fuck the wall. 

Fuck the floor, he says. 

                                                 
19

DeWitt Henry asserts, ―The book‘s idea of brotherhood is to love, to feel for and with, and to envision the 

suffering of your kindred other‖ (1).   
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I fuck the floor.  [. . .]  I have to fuck the wall again.  Patrick is 

laughing.  His hands on my waist.  Shoves my hips into the wall again and 

again. 

[. . .]   

Dixon tells me to fuck my pledge brother.  I climb up but another 

brother sees me.  [. . .]  He pulls me off and says to sit down, that he 

doesn‘t want to see two pledges fucking.  Dave Reed sitting with his head 

bowed.  His shirt torn, one knee busted open.  A rose-colored bruise 

forming on his left shin.  (123) 

The homosocial frenzy includes many homoerotic elements, such as the brothers‘ 

voyeuristic enjoyment as they force the pledges to feign sex and swallow hot fluids 

(beer).  The brothers‘ supremacy is so complete that they control the pledges‘ sexuality; 

the pledges comply when they are ordered to ―fuck‖ the wall, floor, or each other.  Brad 

is only body, body propelled by the brothers.  He has ―to fuck the wall again‖—has to 

because his job is to comply with orders.  The most intimate of acts is displayed for the 

brothers‘ entertainment as the pledges are reduced to clownish mindless objects.  This 

activity reminds the pledges that they are not yet worthy of being considered full men.  

As discussed earlier, Brad‘s attackers also sexualize him—making a show of their 

potency and his impotency.  The impression is that control over the sexuality of others is 

the ultimate exercise of power.  Such control concomitantly increases the perpetrators‘ 

perception of their own power.   

 The brothers, as keepers of patriarchal power, construe normative sexuality as 

heterosexual.  As Sanday asserts, ―Brothers equate virility with heterosexuality‖ (136).  
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Additionally, she explains that ―[i]n most adolescent peer groups, a young male is 

expected to display his ‗hard-wired‘ maleness, lest he be thought of, or, perhaps, think of 

himself as homosexual‖ (12).  In the above example it is revealed that as soon as Dixon 

instructs Brad to ―fuck‖ another pledge, a brother quickly intervenes to pull them apart.  

This slippery line indicates that the homoerotic elements are acceptable when the brothers 

use sex as a tool of power, but the line is crossed if it enters a realm of explicit 

homosexual conduct.  Although the scene of all the undulating and gazing men is 

homoerotically-charged, it ostensibly is not homosexually-charged since the pledges are 

so fierce in their motions—they are the ―active‖ controlling partner in the necessarily 

heterosexual act.  Sanday discusses the paradox of the ingrained fraternal disdain of the 

homosexual given the homoeroticism that underlies many fraternity rituals and concludes 

that such activities reside in ―silencing the feminine‖ (12).  The feminine indicates either 

a woman or a womanly man; a feminized man is automatically cast as a homosexual or as 

a woman‘s body part, a ―pussy.‖ 

 There is a direct connection between hegemonic masculinity and the intense 

pressure to be adamantly heterosexual that has been explored by theorists, such as 

Adrienne Rich and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick.  Sedgwick notes that ―obligatory 

heterosexuality‖ is built into male-dominated kinship systems and that homophobia is 

necessarily a consequence of such a model (―Between‖ 2436).  In fact, she states, ―It has 

apparently been impossible to imagine a form of patriarchy that was not homophobic‖ 

(―Between,‖ 2437).  The closeness of male-only clubs such as fraternities demands a 

defensive posture to guard against charges of homosexuality.  Thus, the brothers must be 

vigilant in their representation of the homosexual as the despised other.  In fact they 
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render the homosexual beyond the possible categories—―he‖ is cast as a subaltern outside 

the only acceptable (hetero)sexual construction, and, therefore, does not even inhabit the 

Master/Slave dichotomy.  Sanday extends this idea:  ―Both homophobia and compulsory 

sexuality can be understood as strategies of knowledge and power centering on sex that 

support the social stratification of men according to sexual preference‖ (Sanday 42).  

Moreover, disability and queer theorist Robert McRuer, in his essay ―Compulsory Able-

Bodiedness and Queer/Disabled Existence,‖ uses Rich‘s term ―compulsory 

heterosexuality‖ to explore the rigid connection between heterosexuality and able-

bodiedness, noting the acute sociocultural mandate to be both.  The combination of the 

two terms and constructions combine to symbolize the baseline normative male 

subjectivity.  

 Land spends much more time in his book depicting the interaction between the 

brothers and pledges than the interaction between these college-age men and women.  

But the scenes and comments that he includes reveal the degree to which the women are 

objectified and appropriated by the men.  One of the fraternal ―selling points,‖ and a big 

part of its allure, as earlier demonstrated in the conversation between Brad and Will, is 

the sexual access to women.  One night Brad goes out with one of the brothers, Brett‘s 

friend Chance.  Chance confesses to Brad that he has already ―fucked‖ one girl that 

day—whose name he does not remember—and hopes his girlfriend does not find out (85-

86).  At the bar Chance makes out with another girl; this girl‘s friend, impressed when 

Chance says that Brad will be a ―Kappa Sig,‖ starts coming on to Brad.  Chance abruptly 

decides that he and Brad need to leave and refers to the girl he was kissing as ―that 

whore‖ (89-92).  He then tells Brad:  ―[T]hose girls just want a fraternity man.  Especially 
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a Kappa Sig. [. . .]  You pledge and you‘ll get it all the time‖ (92).  ―Next time we go out 

it‘s all the groupie whores you can handle‖ (93).  The narrator reveals that one of the 

other pledges ―was a model in New York before he came to Clemson.  Brett told me that 

even though he‘s a Yankee they let him in because he‘s a bitch magnet.  Because he can 

pull ass‖ (119).  These remarks underscore the sense of detachment, callousness, and 

conquest the males feel about sexual relations.  Moreover, there is a spirit of camaraderie 

and pride in this positionality.
20

  The woman herself is cast as immaterial; women are the 

available ―girls,‖ ―whores,‖ ―bitches,‖ ―groupies,‖ and pieces of ―ass‖—referred to by 

terms that are diminutive and disrespectful at best, odious and misogynistic in general.  

Additionally, the brothers talk about ―groupies‖ and ―bitches‖ in ways that inflate their 

own status—as if they are rock stars.  The impression is clearly that these females are 

bodies to be used, used up, by the entitled ―manly‖ bodies.  Carrigan, Connell, and Lee 

analyze this male disposition toward heterosexual interaction and assert, ―It is, for 

example, a fundamental element of modern hegemonic masculinity that one sex (women) 

exists as potential sexual object, while the other sex (men) is negated as a sexual object‖ 

(109).  They continue, ―It is, then, precisely within heterosexuality as it is currently 

organized that a central dimension of the power that men exercise over women is to be 

                                                 
20

Stephen Dunn, in his nonfiction meditation, ―Locker Room Talk,‖ reflects on the way men, in locker 

rooms and other male forums, talk and brag in graphic detail about their sexual exploits, noting that these 

discussions have always made him uncomfortable and seemed amiss.  ―It was clear how important it was 

for him [the random braggart] to impress his friend, far more important than the intimacy itself, as if the 

sexual act weren‘t complete until he had completed it among other men‖ (150).  Dunn asserts that the 

braggart ―was saying out loud to himself and to the rest of us that he hadn‘t succumbed to the greatest loss 

of power, yielding to the attractiveness and power of women, which could mean admitting he felt 

something [. . .]‖ (150-151).  Dunn concludes that men guard themselves against emotion and equality and 

mutual respect by shoring up the stereotypical qualities of masculinity—rationality, competitiveness, 

detachment—in order to keep their male power and privilege intact.  The actions and conversations of the 

fraternity brothers in Goat demonstrate analogous tactics and motivations. 
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found‖ (109).  Brad‘s pledge experiences reveal that the fraternity brothers display a right 

to oppress the sexuality of all others—women and feminized men.   

 Brad‘s description of and interaction with one of the brothers reveals several 

aspects of this paradigm:   

 This brother drinks bourbon in biology class.  He gets a Coke in a plastic  

bottle, pours out half, fills it back up with Jim Beam.  His eyes are always 

bloodshot.  The first thing he ever asked me was if I liked to eat pussy.  

You cannot trust a man who doesn‘t like to eat pussy, he said.  I said, yes, 

I like to eat pussy.  He smiled.  Licked his teeth.  (120) 

This alcoholic brother intimates that his sexual contact is about his whim and his 

satisfaction—he displays arrogance towards school and women, and even Brad, that 

shows he is enmeshed in his own sense of righteousness.  He embodies the virile model 

of masculinity that includes feeling an inherent entitlement to control others.  Land 

recounts that the first question the bourbon-drinking brother ever asks him was if he 

―liked to eat pussy‖; what is conveniently left out of that sentence is the subject or body 

that would possess the metonymic vagina, whether woman or a female animal.  

Separating the body part from the body objectifies women and emphasizes the male 

control over the act, the ―eating,‖ while avoiding any hint of mutuality.  ―Eating pussy‖ is 

mentioned in a careless, virtually animalistic, way, a way that one might discuss a 

drunken attack on steak or nachos, without any consideration that a living, feeling, 

thinking woman—hopefully one who has given consent—is party to or at least on the 

receiving end of the exploit.  It is that sense of possessiveness that emerges from this 

brother‘s smug and offhand manner.  The normal, able-bodied man is constructed to 
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sexually possess women in the manner and the means that he chooses, whether through 

hands, penis, tongue, or objects.    

 In contemporary culture, cunnilingus is a generally accepted and acknowledged 

aspect of sexuality, which casts it as a normative and expected sexual activity.  Though it 

is often  portrayed as more intimate and oriented toward the woman‘s pleasure, it—as all 

sexual acts— can still be appropriated.  If the oral sex is forced or unwanted, it is a 

violation and can heighten the male‘s sense of control, especially if the woman is forced 

to orgasm virtually against her will.  In this way the man could perceive himself as 

demonstrating masterful sexual behavior; he even ―ensures‖ that the woman climaxes.  

Also, the male competitive drive—to excel at everything—is especially intense in the 

sexual arena.  And so regardless of the alcoholic fraternity brother‘s motivations for 

―eating pussy,‖ he wants to perceive and talk about his prowess and skill, and, moreover, 

he wants to impress other men with tales of his exploits and expertise. 

 One of the ways that men bond and establish themselves as normative 

heterosexuals is through flaunting and comparing their sexual prowess.  In Land‘s text, 

the narrator recounts several instances in which Brett tries to usher Brad into the 

masculine realm by arranging a sexual encounter for him.  The opening scene of Land‘s 

book, which places Brad and Brett at a hometown party, illustrates such an occasion.  The 

narrator states that the young men are approached by two young females and ―[o]ne of 

the girls looks at Brett like she loves him already.  [. . .]  The other girl‘s standing beside 

her all bucktoothed and shaky.  [. . .]   I can tell she‘s drunk by the way her eyes wobble, 

the way she squints them against the porch lights‖ (3-4).  In this scene Brett flirts, 

instructs the women to kiss, enjoys the show, and prepares for sexual contact.  In short, 
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he engages in a typical hegemonic heterosexual attitude and appropriates the sexuality of 

the women and expects that their need for male attention will drive them to perform as he 

commands.  When the girls depart, they issue an invitation to meet later, after which Brett 

turns to Brad and proclaims, ―We should fuck these two girls‖ (9).  Brett‘s use of 

―should‖ resonates tellingly.  As hetero-normal young men, they ought to ―fuck‖ ―these‖ 

girls—that is their expected role.  Accordingly, Brett often reprises this socialized 

activity, but Brad does not.  This scene implies that Brett is trying to help Brad act like 

more of a man—seeking to pull him into the conventional male fold—intimating that, as 

a normative male, Brad ―should‖ engage in random casual sex with women; it is what 

men are expected to do.  However, Brad, as a broken and nonstandard male does not 

conform to this able-bodied mandate.  Thus, he reacts to the sexual invitation in a 

markedly different manner: 

 But then I remember that I can‘t because I don‘t do these things.  

Because when these things happen there‘s always this part of me that can‘t 

talk, this part of me that knows I won‘t be good at the sex, this part of me 

that stumbles and shakes around girls.  But Brett doesn‘t shake.  He does 

these things.  And right now my hands are shaking and I say I don‘t know 

(look around) and I try and think of an excuse [. . .]  Brett nods yeah but I 

know he wants this for me more than he wants it for himself, like it‘s a 

gift, but for some reason I can‘t take it or be like him [. . .].  (9-10) 

Brett performs the hegemonic confident, sexual, misogynist, entitled male.  He is the 

superior male seeking to model and initiate the more inexperienced, prodding him into 

the expected role.  He talks in forceful, active terms while Brad stammers and shakes.  
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Brad‘s body and language characteristically fail under the circumstances, characteristic 

signs of his failure to meet desired masculine standards.  While he makes excuses, he 

does not brave eye contact—likely such contact would show Brett‘s disapproval and/or 

disgust as well as Brad‘s shame and embarrassment.  Brett wants to give Brad this ―gift‖ 

of random sex, so Brad can play the male game, perform the male construction.  But Brad 

does not maintain that masculine control over his body—his body does not just possess 

another based on role expectations.  While Brad desires female company and sexual 

contact, he does not view sex as a matter of conquest or an impersonal sport, which yet 

again—according to masculine convention—places him in a more marginalized, 

feminized role.  While Brad clearly likes the increased sexual attention he receives as a 

fraternity pledge, his willingness to quit and leave that behind illustrates the beginning of 

a process of reclaiming his body.  He rejects sexual contact as a pursuit to impress other 

men or gain status as a normal male through gratuitous means.  He accepts the reality that 

he will need to approach others on his own terms, in his own skin that does not 

necessarily measure up to the conventional standards of masculinity.   

 

Conclusion 

 Eventually, the various extreme versions of masculinity imposed on Brad through 

fraternity initiation begin to wreck him; he cannot continue to deny the effects and 

perversity of these episodes.
21

  The violence of the pledge activities melds with the terror, 

helplessness, and cruelty of his earlier assault:  

                                                 
21

Taylor Clary, in ―Goat, a Hard-Hitting Memoir,‖ contends, ―His [Brad‘s] methods of coping with the 

pressures of pledging a fraternity are not enough to dispel his nagging conscience that repeatedly tells him 

he doesn‘t belong‖ (1). 
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That night I dream of shadows.  Nothing coherent, just this darkness at the 

doors and windows.  I wake up sweating [. . .]. heart pounding.  [. . .] I sit 

on my bed and stare at the colors and I know then that it was the smile and 

the breath I was dreaming about.  Or brothers.  Whichever.  But it doesn‘t 

really matter.  They‘re the same thing.  (137) 

There is insidious irony that the actions of ―brothers,‖ in their role as purveyors of a 

sanctioned and privileged institution, are now conflated with those of the strangers who 

viciously—and with gratuitous malice—brutalize Brad.  He is tortured and degraded by 

both the criminal and socially-accepted forms of violence.  This reality cripples him:  ―I 

shake all day.  On the way to class everything is livid.  [. . .]  I can barely walk and it 

hurts to look at things.  I keep my head down the whole way.  Stare at cracks in the 

sidewalk‖ (160).  Additionally, when he tries to tell Brett that he is falling apart, Brad 

experiences his typical aphasia and cannot talk through his shaking and crying.  

However, Land does depart from his usual detached posture and finds a way to utilize the 

present tense narration to give the reader a glimpse into Brad‘s emotional and 

psychological state.  The narrator reflects, ―I want to tell him that he‘s all I‘ve got left and 

I‘m terrified of being alone, that maybe these brothers are all I‘ve got, that I‘m scared of 

them but I‘m scared of what I‘ll become without them, but nothing comes out and I just 

sit there with my head bowed‖ (163).  In his internal monologue, the slippage between 

his biological brother and his potential fraternity brothers reflects his desperation for 

inclusion and companionship because neither ―brother‖ provides a healthy, supportive, or 

caring relationship.  After the broken conversation, Brett states that he will tell the 
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brothers that Brad is quitting, and cautions, ―Lock your door tonight [. . .] and don‘t 

answer if someone knocks‖ (163).  This warning reflects the eerie incongruity of the 

situation—typically such advice is given to women; also one customarily locks their 

doors to prevent entry and harm by maniacal strangers, such as ―the smile‖ and ―the 

breath,‖ not by ―family‖ members.  Brett‘s comment underscores the violence and malice 

lurking within this virile masculinity.  The brothers, ostensibly scorned by the goat, might 

have to enact a last violent lesson; they might need to punish this ―boy‖ again, as a 

reminder that they are real men and Brad is not; therefore, they have the power to 

discipline his inferior body.   

 The narrator reveals that after quitting, Brad‘s sense of stigma and fear actually 

increases: 

[. . .]  I still feel their eyes on me everywhere but now it‘s different.  It‘s 

fear and shame.  I‘m scared to see them, to see the look on my pledge 

brothers‘ faces that says you left you left us and the look on the brothers‘ 

faces that says pussy I knew you were a pussy I knew you couldn‘t do it.  

[. . .] 

 And my fears are right.  I have nothing without the fraternity.  

(165) 

He indicates that the ―judgment‖ he feels is different and worse after he quits; though 

initiation was horrid, it was a process that held out hope for potential acceptance.  Brad‘s 

failure to meet embodied standards for and expected abilities of the desired masculine 

image compels others to dismiss him as abnormal and dis-abled.  Men who fail to meet 

markers of masculinity are unaccommodated and rejected by mainstream sociocultural 
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systems.  This determination causes Brad intense despair and self-doubt, and provokes 

his physical and psychological victimization.  Land delineates the degree to which the 

desire and pressure to conform are so severe that Brad tries to pass as a ―manly‖ man—

engaging in activities that wreck and disturb him—in order to appear ―normal‖ and 

camouflage himself.  The goal was to be a brother and end-up ―normal,‖ on equal footing 

with the other fraternity members.  Such an accomplishment would, Brad and the pledges 

believe, legitimize their own masculinity.  Additionally, the brotherly violence against 

them would end.  As a ―quitter,‖ Brad is ostensibly trapped in his lowly, inferior, dis-

abled state.  He did not finish the fraternity process, so was not raised up.  He could not 

endure the violence and masculine tests, ostensible proof of his failure to be a man.  As 

Brad laments, the brothers view him as weak and feminine—―a pussy.‖  Brad quits, and 

according to masculine tenets, such action is acquiescence to failure.
22

  However, Brad‘s 

decision to quit the fraternity indicates his ultimate resistance to the compulsory able-

bodied dictate to conform to the dominant masculine image.  Brad, the substandard body, 

rejects the mythically superior, more powerful men.  Though he does not manifest as a 

model of masculinity, he is no longer a goat:  He refuses to contort his body into that 

image; he refuses to corroborate that story.  Throughout the text, Brad is unable to narrate 

himself in a strong or effective way—both Danny and the police are annoyed by his 

                                                 
22

While writing this part of my chapter, my ten year-old son interrupted to discuss football and mentioned 

Mike Ditka.  After that digression, an old Ditka quote kept swirling in my brain:  ―You‘re not a loser until 

you quit trying.‖  I think that such adages and attitudes are part of the cultural discourse that prompt men, 

like Brad Land, to forge ahead on established masculine paths though they know they are personally and 

culturally wrong and damaging.  Moreover, I recall Ditka being visibly irked during a press conference and 

stammering, ―I‘ve never been upset in my life.‖  As a man known for angry rants and punching lockers and 

walls, he has obviously been ―mad‖; however, the implication is that he is too macho to be ―upset,‖ which 

apparently connotes a weaker and more feminized emotion. 
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evasive and diminutive versions of the attack; Brad often has to choke back tears and is, 

thus, unable to express his emotions to Brett or Leah.  Yet, Land‘s memoir demonstrates 

his ability to expose in striking and potent language, a diseased and brutal version of 

masculinity that pervades our society.  Through the ―composure‖ of Goat, Land 

illustrates the pervasiveness of male-on-male physical, verbal, and psychological abuse in 

our culture and exposes the hypocrisy and arbitrariness inherent in the sanctioning of 

some forms while criminalizing other, similarly enacted, forms.    

 His experiences and book stand as cultural critique, implicitly raising questions 

about society‘s acceptance of ―typical‖ male behavior.  His disclosures serve as a critique 

that emerges as a counter-discourse to the grand narrative of normative masculinity.  

Throughout the memoir, men who embody various degrees of virile masculinity batter 

Brad, ambushing and abusing his body, senses, and emotions at shocking and intense 

turns.  Consequently, his story is livid and fragmented.  His experiences splash onto the 

page in a sensory overload of blood, breath, punches, chaos, and fear.  Land‘s 

phenomenological record of Brad‘s body acting within sociocultural systems depicts the 

hardship and compulsion men face in order to project the desired image of hegemonic 

masculinity.  The social pressure is so severe and pervasive that many men choose to 

mask their real feelings and values rather than be construed as dis-abled and face 

degradation and marginalization.  Prevailing conceptions of masculinity oppress not only 

alternatively constructed men, but potentially all ―others‖:  everyone who is not part of 

the dominant masculine scheme can be viewed as inferior and appropriated by the 

patriarchal gaze and episteme.  The ―masculine‖ men believe they have the power and 
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right to control all who are beneath them, all who do not fit the heterosexual, able-bodied 

schema.   

 Will‘s death and the end of Brad‘s tortured semester coincide in the last chapter, 

and neither Brad nor Brett returns to Clemson.  In the closing paragraphs of the book, the 

biological brothers—a year-and-a-half after Brad‘s carjacking and several weeks after 

Will‘s funeral—travel to the gravel road where Brad‘s attackers left him: 

We open the car doors and step out and beneath my feet I can feel the 

same sharp granite.  I bend to touch it, take one rock in my hand.  Black 

and gray with the sharp faces that catch the sun.  I look over at Brett.  He‘s 

bent down touching the rocks with a flat hand.  Picks one up.  Turns it 

over in one hand.  Looks up at me.  (207) 

Brad then empties all of the compressed contents of his pockets into the air:  ―And when 

everything else lands it is scattered and the wind comes through and holds the receipts the 

campus map the class schedule the movie stubs the matchbooks the crumpled cigarette 

packs the plastic leaf tosses them like bodies across the road‖ (208).  With the sun 

shining on Brad and Brett, this scene ostensibly reads as an epiphany, a cathartic moment 

cleansing Brad of his burden—as symbolically indicated by the emptying of his pockets, 

the easing of his load—and cleansing the hurt between the brothers as they share and 

conquer this painful location together.  Brad‘s survivor subjectivity is marked through the 

confidence, immediacy, and boldness of the narrative style and structure, and by his 

dismissal of the sanctioned path of masculinity—it is those markers which demonstrate 

his attitudinal, positional, personal, and narrative progress. 
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 While this scene does disclose a moment of connection between Brad and Brett 

that resonates as genuine and hopeful, overall it reads more like a contrived literary, than 

a convincing personal, conclusion.  Due to Land‘s reluctance to analyze in the text, which 

is likely impacted by the quick five-year turnaround between his experiences and 

composition of the text, his memoir—unlike Slater‘s and Kingston‘s—does not contain 

the degree of slippage between the voices of the protagonist, narrator, and writer.  Land‘s 

narrator remains consistently detached throughout the text, in an anonymous and 

omniscient voice that is nonspecifically rooted in space and time.  Given Land‘s literary 

choices involving present tense and personal distance, he necessarily needs to end on a 

scene that provides concluding force—he does not break with his decision to withhold 

explicit psychological and/or emotional reflection.   The book ends in a Hollywood-like 

teleological conclusion—a dramatic gesture of tossing burdens in the air as the wind 

carries them away and the gleams on the ―hero‖ and his elusive brother.  This resolution, 

however, resounds as artificial and forced; the urgency and heaviness of the rest of the 

text undercut this simplicity, leaving the conclusion inconsistent with the dominant mood 

and tone of the memoir as a whole.   

 Although on one hand Goat‘s concluding image easily lends itself to a 

teleological and transcendent reading, a closer examination of Land‘s figurative language 

reveals a more paradoxical and complex representation; one that subtly and 

metaphorically contradicts the simplicity of the protagonist who overcomes and resists 

one of the common literary tropes about the disabled character who, through individual 

fortitude, conquers his disability.  Though there is a calmness that reflects a stronger, 

more resolute survivor Brad, the weight of the rest of the text and the imagery of this 
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closing scene contain a resounding kick.  The suggestion that one intimate field trip and 

the symbolic dispensing of clutter could heal Brad, whose life—as revealed throughout 

the text—is filled with harrowing circumstances as well as emotional and psychological 

scars that haunt the protagonist, remains unconvincing.  Like the night of the attack, this 

concluding scene reveals a desolate path still ―sharp‖ with blaring ―faces,‖ potent 

reminders of danger and evil.  Land‘s narrator uses the word sharp twice within three 

sentences, reinforcing the way the memories and place still forcefully pierce the 

protagonist.  Land contrasts the images of casting off the past and freeing oneself—a 

teleological presentation—with latent and lingering vestiges of the demons, nightmares, 

and ghosts that have tormented his consciousness and reality.  Moreover, the narrator 

notes that the wind tosses these objects ―like bodies across the road,‖ juxtaposing the 

lightening of Brad‘s load with the heaviness of misused and nonstandard bodies; 

mistreated bodies, like Brad‘s after the assault and Will‘s dead in the ground, lie as 

helpless, perverse, and passive as bodies lying across a road.  This eerie and resonant 

phrase, the last five words of Land‘s text, underscores the danger and subjugation that 

threatens the alternative male—the dis-abled body—in society, nullifying the ostensible 

transcendent ending of the final scene. 

The next chapter examines Lauren Slater‘s Prozac Diary, which discloses a 

harrowing journey of a different sort:  that of a female protagonist who carries a history 

of mental illness, a condition that is, on many levels, widely recognized as socially 

unacceptable.  Unlike Land‘s Goat, Slater‘s book is rife with narrative analysis and 

reflection.  However, like Land‘s book, Slater‘s details the anxiety and struggle of a 

protagonist who does not fit into sociocultural designations; her experiences, while less 
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physically brutal than Brad‘s, are as emotionally and psychologically debilitating and 

distressing, and reflect the process by which the hegemonic discourse of mental illness 

marks her as deficient and dis-abled. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lauren Slater‘s Prozac Diary:  The Medical Model  

and the Suppression of the Patient 

 

 

 

Especially in the health care professions, where the patient may be referred to by 

symptom or diagnosis, narratives remind us there is a whole complex person with 

a life story [. . .] 

 

Carol Donley and Sheryl Buckley, What’s Normal? Narratives of 

Mental and Emotional Disorders 

 

 

Disability is a broad term within which cluster ideological categories as varied as 

sick, deformed, abnormal, crazy, ugly, old, feebleminded, maimed, afflicted, mad, 

or debilitated—all of which disadvantage people by devaluing bodies that do not 

conform to cultural standards. 

 

Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, ―Integrating Disability, Transforming 

Feminist Theory‖  

 

While the titles of Brad Land‘s memoir, Goat, and Maxine Hong Kingston‘s 

memoir, The Woman Warrior:  Memoirs of a Girlhood Among Ghosts, resonate as 

reclamations of their primary dis-abling struggles, the title of Lauren Slater‘s memoir, 

Prozac Diary, is not ironic or a reclamation.  The book‘s appellation ascribes agency to 

the medicine, instead of the protagonist, intimating Lauren as object not subject.  Goat, 

however, assigns agency to whomever the word metaphorically invokes—the protagonist 

Brad.  Likewise, The Woman Warrior:  Memoirs of a Girlhood Among Ghosts 

metaphorically attributes agency to a powerful woman, a warrior—one who conquers and 

rises above—such an expression teems with agency.  The second part of the title, 
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however, tempers the perhaps overzealous implication of subjectivity to note that the 

warrior does not conquer nations or other armies, but powerfully survives and 

reconstructs her fraught childhood among opaque images of truth, fiction, duty, and 

identity.  

Slater‘s title, in contrast, is not a reflection of the author‘s agency or tone.  In an 

interview with Alys Culhane, Lauren Slater unreservedly disparages the title of her 

second book, Prozac Diary (1998):  ―I hate the title.  It‘s not my title.  I‘m ashamed of it.  

It dogs me.  But I guess I‘ll have to live with it‖ (164).  Slater wanted to name her book 

―Half Life,‖ which is the title of the book‘s penultimate chapter, but the publisher insisted 

on Prozac Diary (Culhane 164-165).  Slater asserts, ―Random House wanted a more 

commercial title‖ (Culhane 164).
23

  Mirroring the public perception of the antidepressant, 

the title Prozac Diary casts Prozac as the impersonal author-agent who subsumes the 

individual patient and reconstitutes her life.  This title also implicitly privileges the role 

of the medicine over the perspective of the patient—Prozac is the primary actor.  This 

conflict epitomizes much of the tension between interior and exterior forces—medical, 

scientific, and popular—that run throughout her memoir.   

The Lauren Slater who emerges at the beginning of the memoir is a young woman 

whose life has been plagued with dysfunctional experiences and severe mental illness.  

When she begins taking the ―new‖ antidepressant Prozac, her debilitating symptoms 

diminish to such a degree that she is able to function in a much more productive and 

                                                 
23

It cannot be a mere coincidence that the title is so strikingly similar to the bestseller Prozac Nation by 

Elizabeth Wurtzel, which was published by a different publisher in 1994.   
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conventional manner.
24

  This change opens up possibilities for escaping an agoraphobic, 

suicidal, obsessive-compulsive life, one in which she cannot hold a job and avoids 

interaction with the outside world.  Yet, Prozac takes as it gives:  the medicine 

significantly flattens Slater‘s emotions, creativity, and sexuality.  Additionally, her 

doctor—rooted in a biopsychiatric context—discounts her individual needs, feelings, and 

life experiences in a detached, paternalistic manner.  His treatment protocols reside in the 

need to eradicate any tendencies that he views as signs of maladjustment or excessive 

emotionalism.  Her psychiatrist‘s approach stunts Slater—a functioning, but not fulfilled 

or cured, young woman.  In this way, Prozac provides Slater with a partial life, a half life.   

In contrast to Lauren‘s experience, the prevailing medical and popular discourses 

situate Prozac as the antidote to depression.  Such narratives laud the drug as a way to fix 

damaged systems and transform the depressed into ―normal,‖ productive citizens.  In 

these stories, the patient is typically reduced to mechanical schema, a hard-wiring 

problem, instead of being viewed as a person with a depression problem and history.  

Slater notes that psychiatrist Peter Kramer‘s book, Listening to Prozac, maintains an 

aloofness from the patient that impels her to write her book in response, a book ―from the 

perspective of a patient‖ (Culhane 165).
 25

  Additionally, speaking about her first book 

Welcome to My Country—a professional memoir about her work as a psychologist and 

her schizophrenic male patients—she expresses her hope that ―people look at [mental] 

                                                 
24

Lauren Slater begins taking Prozac in 1988, at the age of twenty six.  Her memoir spans the next ten years 

of her life on the medicine. 

25
Peter Kramer is a psychiatrist and author of bestseller Listening to Prozac (1993), which raises questions 

about medical ethics in what he sees as the indiscriminate prescription of antidepressants; he contends that 

Prozac makes many patients feel ―better than well.‖   He criticizes the use of antidepressants for ―cosmetic‖ 

reasons and coins the phrase ―cosmetic pharmacology.‖ 
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illness from a different perspective rather than being detached and judgmental‖ (Culhane 

163).   

Slater‘s above remarks about these books both muddy and clarify the perspective 

that threads throughout Prozac Diary.  She positions her response as that of a patient, and 

as such, the book chronicles many of her experiences and attendant reactions in a direct 

and personal way.  However, the book also clearly contains the knowledge and analysis 

of a more reflective, confident, and educated adult.  This adult is a woman with a 

master‘s degree in psychology from Harvard University and a doctorate in psychology 

from Boston University.  These credentials undoubtedly inform her recollected 

experiences.  Her divergent roles situate her as both patient and experienced 

psychologist, margin and center.  These dual perspectives work together to establish and 

solidify her disdain for a detached, generalized, and partial approach to mental illness and 

the mentally ill, one that fails to recognize patients as independent human beings with 

needs, desires, and an existence outside of their medical condition.   

Slater uses the power and form of her memoir to demonstrate her own survivor 

subjectivity, which entails reaffirming her right to narrate her life and participate in her 

own identity formation.  She recounts her tempestuous first ten years on Prozac, 

encompassing the beginning of her recovery process and her experiences as one of the 

initial Prozac takers.  She reveals the convoluted relationship that she has with the 

psychotropic drug:  she deeply appreciates the role it plays in her stability, but laments 

the sacrifice of other aspects of her identity.
26

  The composition of her memoir marks her, 

                                                 
26

In Christopher Lehmann-Haupt‘s review, ―Helping a Dissonant Psyche Sing,‖ he states that ―what makes 

her book most worthwhile is her discussion of the subtler perils of Prozac‖ such as losing her illness 

identity and her drive to write (8); he maintains that ―the chemistry of ‗Prozac Diary‘‖ is ―beautiful‖ (8).  
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at the period of its composition, as a self-selected survivor, implicitly ascribing intention 

to her life, attesting to the motivation to endure and contextualize herself as a vital and 

complex subject within the world.  Moreover, Slater‘s memoir establishes a counter-

discourse to the dominant public discourse—she interjects materiality into what are often 

essentialized and oversimplified myths about the mentally ill.  The public insertion of her 

marginalized voice is itself a bald act that disrupts and protests the hegemonic order.  In 

the only peer-reviewed critical study of Prozac Diary at the present time, Helen Buss in 

―Authorizing the Memoir Form:  Lauren Slater‘s Three Memoirs of Mental Illness,‖ also 

speaks to the powerful cultural work that Slater‘s memoir undertakes:  ―Memoirs like 

Slater‘s violate our sense of the clear binaries of disease and health, and violate too our 

cultural separation of personal confession, the unauthorized parole of the suffering 

individual, and the discourses of public discourse, the authorized langue of fact making‖ 

(43).  The articulation of her experience resists the unified story of normality, confers 

author-ity and generates empirical evidence from her liminal space.  As the ―insane‖ 

memoirist, Slater speaks from a marginalized site; like Land and Kingston, she speaks 

from a largely decentered position and bears witness—as an individual, cultural critic, 

other, protestor, and artist—to the lived experience, treatment, and dehumanization that is 

                                                                                                                                                 
Moreover, he asserts that Prozac Diary ―must surely be among the best ones [books] available on the long-

term effects of the drug, even superior to Peter Kramer‘s landmark ‗Listening to Prozac‘‖ (8).  In 

―Answering Back to Prozac,‖ Eve Leeman says that Slater is ―talking back‖ to Prozac in ―her chatty, sassy, 

and ultimately deeply moving memoir‖ (155).  In Andrea Freud Loewenstein‘s untitled review in the 

American Journal of Psychotherapy, she lauds, ―Prozac Diary is worth reading for the language alone‖ 

(133), and states that the book ―is full of startling metaphors that capture experience like lightning, with not 

a word extra or out of place‖ (134).  Moreover, Loewenstein asserts that Slater‘s structure allows her to 

avoid ―a more linear entity that might be more easily classifiable, but would lack the resonance of actual 

experience this form offers‖; this book ―portrays the experience of long-term Prozac use more accurately 

than any other now available‖ (134).   
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underwritten by prevailing sociocultural ideologies.
27

  Instead of privileging the mask of 

the able body, the productive performance, Slater‘s memoir endorses the process and the 

search.  She reveals the negotiations between the gaps and the seams—the required 

choices and sacrifices that make her not one thing or another, not cured or sick, but a 

marginalized work in progress.  She continually tries to merge her material reality, 

memories, personality, ambitions, needs, body, spirit, and mind into relative equilibrium, 

into a place where they are not all merely separate warring factions fighting for the 

metaphorical and real space of her.  As a fluid marginal subject negotiating a complicated 

life and world, some fragmentation remains, but such fragmentation reflects her 

materiality and imperfect humanity.   

Slater‘s text has an overarching chronological structure that opens with her initial 

appointment with Dr Koskava in which she first hears of the drug Prozac and receives her 

original prescription and ends with her reflections after ten years on the medicine, which 

marks the book‘s time span.  The body chapters spiral between diary entries, ―letters‖ to 

her doctor—which include fragments that mimic medical forms, and narrative chapters; 

most chapters contain scenes from her dysfunctional childhood, depressive episodes, 

euphoric early Prozac days, and moderated Prozac times.  Her juxtaposition of medical 

forms, scientific research, and conversations with her doctor highlights the difference 

between ―objective‖ and impersonal scientific language and the richer, more expressive 

figurative language.  The contrast suggests that scientific language fails to express the 

depth and complexity of depression or the human experience generally.  Unlike Land and 

                                                 
27

Leeman asserts, ―Slater movingly, even poetically, grapples with notions of meaning and authenticity, her 

individual story superimposed on one about neural circuitry.  Sadly, her psychiatrist does not accompany 

her in this struggle‖ (156). 
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Kingston, Slater‘s literary excess resides in her use of metaphorical language to 

emphasize the places that scientific language cannot reach.  

Slater‘s primary rhetorical choices—the use of past tense and analysis, multiple 

narrative levels, juxtaposition of textual material, proliferation of metaphor, concrete 

detail, and integration of ―official‖ documents—underscore both her ethos and the 

marked differences between her psychological states.  These differences reinforce the fact 

that she is a complicated and multifaceted person trying to sort out her life, potential, and 

subjectivity, not merely an abnormal, one-dimensional entity as many dominant 

discourses about the mentally ill suggest.   Slater‘s text grapples with the complexity of 

mental illness, identity, and epistemological change.     

As in the other two body chapters in this study, I structure my analysis of 

Lauren‘s transition from a marginal position to that of a more empowered survivor 

subjectivity around four arcs that delineate her journey.  The marginal to resistant body 

trajectory reveals the degree to which others perceive Lauren as marginal due to her 

mental illness background, predominately the medical model with its ableist, 

biochemical, and mechanistic paradigms that tie to capitalist interests and seek to render 

Lauren as less than human and primarily body.  Through her material experiences and 

direct confrontation of such positioning, she displays herself as resistant to such a 

deficient characterization.  Secondly, I investigate Lauren‘s move from an inarticulate to 

articulate body by examining the way her communication abilities are initially thwarted 

by her mental illness history.  The change in her discourse capabilities is underscored by 

the confidence and experienced nature of the narrator‘s voice as compared to Lauren, the 

more trusting patient who first approaches the doctor for help.  Additionally, I analyze 
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Slater‘s use of metaphors to delineate the depth and personal nature of her illness and 

recovery, especially in contrast to the hard and flat scientific discourse that her doctor, 

medical research, and popular discourse keep applying to her and her recovery process.  

Slater‘s memoir stands as proof of her powerful use of language and ability to narrate her 

own experiences.  Lauren also changes from viewing her body as foreign and treacherous 

to reclaiming it.  Because she has been rejected and dismissed as a crazy person, woman, 

and writer, she questions her own sanity and normality—whether she can function as a 

healthy and whole person.  While she does alter her self-perception in many ways, her 

ongoing dependence on Prozac, her continued reduced creativity, and her battle against 

stigmatization signal to her debilitating impairments.  The dehumanized to humanized 

body category traces her perception of her body as a vehicle to act out her distress, and 

her revised view of her body as an integral part of her self and vehicle to engage in 

pleasure and enhance intimate connection.  Her decision to remain on Prozac, however, 

impedes her sexual functioning and relationship with her partner; thus, her body persists 

as a fragmented and contingent aspect of her.  Overall, her liminality within these various 

modes allows her protean shape to squeeze into various breaks in the wall, granting her 

the space to write a text in which she can simultaneously reveal and resist, comply and 

protest.  

In Prozac Diary, Slater does not dispute that she suffers from mental illness, but, 

rather, she protests being treated as an illness.  Slater‘s criticisms parallel many of those 

proffered by practitioners of disability studies.  Her memoir reveals and critiques the 

medical model that posits mental illness characteristics as abnormal defects that can be 

wholly corrected by a biochemical fix.  A fundamental flaw of the medical model, 
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according to Tobin Siebers in his book Disability Theory, is that it ―defines disability as 

an individual defect lodged in the person, a defect that must be cured or eliminated if the 

person is to achieve full capacity as a human being‖ (3).  Expanding on this premise, 

Bradley Lewis, in his essay ―A Mad Fight:  Psychiatry and Disability Activism,‖ notes, 

―The logic of this medical infrastructure rests on notions of normality and the dichotomy 

between normal and pathological.  The able-bodied and the disabled, the valued and the 

devalued, become co-instituted cultural divisions which structure medical and cultural 

preoccupations‖ (340).  Accordingly, Lauren‘s designation as mentally ill marks her as 

untrustworthy and robs her of the privilege of self-determination and personal 

idiosyncrasies.
28

   

 

Marginal to Resistant Body 

When a person does not manifest as normal, s/he is marginalized as abnormal and 

unworthy.  In their Preface to What’s Normal? Narratives of Mental and Emotional 

Disorders, Carol Donley and Sheryl Buckley state,  

Like their physically abnormal fellows, those deviating from mental 

and/or behavioral norms suffer basic social reactions:  we expect them to 

be normalized through drugs and/or therapies; we use them for 

entertainment, as objects of jokes about the retarded or demented or crazy; 

or we expect them to be removed from sight—in jails or mental hospitals.  

(x)   

                                                 
28

From this point forward, I will use Lauren to indicate the protagonist of the memoir, Slater to indicate the 

writer, and narrator to indicate the narrator. 
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Lauren has been the person locked away; she has been the person whose comportment 

screamed ―crazy.‖  Her history of institutionalization and unemployment along with her 

various diagnoses—anorexia, obsessive compulsive disorder, borderline personality 

disorder, and agoraphobia among others—render her a marginal subject, one who does 

not live up to the ideal of normal.   

 In this way, Lauren‘s history of mental illness makes it acceptable—according to 

prevailing medical and cultural practice—to read her myopically, based solely on her past 

inability to conform to sociocultural standards.  This method begins to manifest itself 

during Dr. Koskava‘s reaction to her during their first meeting:   

[. . .] He made eye contact with the subject, meaning me.  But still, there 

was something about the way the Prozac Doctor looked at me, and the 

very technical way he spoke to me, that made me feel he was viewing me 

generally—swf, long psych history, five hospitalizations for depression 

and anxiety-related problems, poor medication response in past, now 

referred as outpatient for sudden emergence of OCD—as opposed to me, 

viewing me, in my specific skin.  (6) 

To underscore his (stereo-)typing of her, Slater parodies his assessment in the form and 

triviality of a personal advertisement—which also, in ironic complexity, likely mocks the 

detachment of a medical chart—with a person‘s history and personality largely reduced 

to a list of practical abbreviations.  But Slater's commentary serves the further, and more 

important, purpose of analyzing the impact of the Prozac Doctor's stereotyping.  Though 

he makes eye contact with Lauren, he does not see her.  Slater underscores this idea 

throughout the passage, with her repetitive insertions of ―meaning me‖ and ―me.‖  She 
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incorporates the linguistic equivalent of waving her arms, jumping up and down, and 

yelling ―see me, see me!‖ to echo Lauren‘s desperation at that meeting.  The narrator 

recounts the scene in a wry tone, reflecting the difference between a more naïve and 

desperate Lauren and the experienced, critical voice of the narrator.  This contrast 

emphasizes the raw and spurned innocence of the protagonist, who enters the office 

hoping that the doctor will gently and fully guide her out of her illness morass.  However, 

as a very sick young woman just embarking on this unprecedented chapter in her life, 

Lauren is ―the‖ subject, dependent, or object-of-an-experiment, rather than ―a‖ subject, 

agent, or fully-human being.  Thus, the doctor looks but does not comprehend Lauren—

in her ―specific skin.‖ 

In fact, it is ironic how quickly the focus turns to the body though Lauren seeks 

help for a psychological problem.  Slater‘s idea of ―specific skin‖ underscores the 

superficiality and generality of the meeting and echoes Sidonie Smith‘s exploration of 

skin and body in her essay ―Identity‘s Body.‖  Smith notes, ―Bodies seem to position us 

as demarcated subjects separate from others and to locate us in bounded temporalities and 

trajectories of identification‖ (267).  She continues, 

If it [the body] is only apparently continuous with our identity or 

identification as an individual, then the politics of the body can open up a 

space of contradiction, drift, homelessness, a gap through which a 

complex heterogeneity destabilizes our sense of any stable identification.  

[. . .]  The body is our most material site of potential homelessness.  (267) 

Smith asserts that the body is unreliable as the primary indicator of identity and reflects 

the essence of Slater‘s passage:  Lauren feels invisible or homeless because, though she is 
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seen corporeally, she is demarcated and viewed according to her narrowly focused patient 

history and medical file, which revolve around a monolithic list of symptoms that places 

her in a certain category of embodied abnormality, a female-with-mental-illness identity.  

Lauren‘s noted invisibility and linguistic (re-)insertions underscore the Prozac Doctor‘s 

fragmented and ideological reading of her: via her chart, her body is legible and 

ascribable as an abnormal entity.  Her intensely personal experiences of chronic 

depression, suicide attempts, mutilations, and hospitalizations are viewed as 

depersonalized notes and symptoms rather than real, traumatic, and complex life events.  

The dichotomy between Lauren‘s needs and the doctor‘s approach indicates the gulf 

between their respective views of normality and recovery.   

Slater again uses an embellished anecdote to illustrate the fissure between her 

holistic needs and her doctor‘s biodeterminist approach: 

 I wanted to tell the Prozac Doctor about my hands. [. . . ] I wanted 

him to touch my hands, not really an odd desire, the laying on of hands a 

practice as ancient as the Bible itself.  The Prozac Doctor was biblical to 

me.  I invited him to take on that role, the role every sick person needs her 

healer to play—not only technician, but poet, priest, theologian, and 

friend.  I know this was asking a lot, poor man, but few people are as full 

of need and desire as the patient. 

 Instead, he reached down, opened a desk drawer, and pulled out a 

sample pill packet.  He did not need to ask me many questions, as he had 

my entire chart before him. . . .  (7-8) 
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Slater‘s stark presentation of the Prozac Doctor compares to her fuller, more poetic 

presentation of Lauren the patient to illustrate the contrast between the humanistic, 

holistic need and the fractional coldness of the medical model.  She needs human 

connection, but finds a technician.  He believes that he already knows her through her 

file; he is acquainted with her type, her model number, and, as a mechanic, is set to 

impersonally ―fix‖ her.  The hegemonic Prozac script projects Lauren as defective and 

deficient, a body that needs converted to working order, to an able body that functions 

according to the conventional cultural script.   

The mechanistic view fits aptly into an already existing paradigm of the body as a 

machine.  Davis and Bradley state, ―[S]ince the time of Copernicus, one of the most 

powerful and persistent metaphors for human life has been an understanding of the body 

as a machine. [. . . ] the body can be seen as simply a collection of replaceable parts‖ 

(12).  Similarly, Lars-Christer Hydén maintains, ―Often, the view that the outcome of 

successful treatment can be presented as if applied to an ‗objective condition‘ is based on 

the use of body metaphors taken from the world of machines‖ (74).  The biopsychiatric 

discourse, mired in its mechanistic allusions, intends that once the affected parts are 

rehabbed or fixed, the patient is cured.  Thus, a repairman-doctor commonly pronounces 

a specimen broken/ill based on external manifestations, and, then, fixed/cured based on 

external manifestations after technical intervention.  The patient/person is ―fixed‖ when 

rendered functional enough to stay within prescribed social and behavioral boundaries 

and fulfill the role of a productive citizen.  Carl Elliott, professor in the Center for 

Bioethics and the Department of Philosophy at the University of Minnesota, contends, 

―Unless we think about meaning, we cannot take the measure of meaninglessness; [. . .] 
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unless we recognize the fact of the journey, we cannot take account of the person who is 

lost‖ (12).   

Like Slater, Elliott critiques the medical model and advocates a more holistic 

approach; however, his contentions also work to emphasize the way current 

biopsychiatric discourse and practice work to marginalize the mentally ill.  While 

reflecting on the current state of psychiatry, he invokes the myth of Sisyphus and asserts, 

―Any [psychological] strategy that ignores certain larger aspects of his situation is going 

to sound a little hollow‖ (11).  Though this example is exaggerated, it also maintains 

relevance.  While Sisyphus is condemned to the hell of perpetually performing a futile 

task, Lauren is consigned to her materiality—to admitting and trying to understand her 

past dysfunctional and destructive experiences; moreover, she needs to reconcile her past 

history with her current life and her various incarnations of self.  Elliott continues, ―One 

cannot simply escape culture and history.  One cannot simply create or discard the 

frameworks of meaning by which a life is judged meaningful, or failed, or wasted‖ (12).  

The pill cannot extirpate Lauren‘s momentous burden, just as it cannot alleviate 

Sisyphus‘s misery.  Despite the doctor‘s intimations and the popular conceptions of 

Prozac, the medicine serves as a provisional means, not an end.   

Slater‘s metonymic appellation of Koskava as the Prozac Doctor emphasizes her 

view of his method and participates in her resistance to him and his approach.  This 

sarcastic metonymy playfully defines his identity in the same manner he has defined her:  

To him, she is the insane-patient-type that must be fixed with Prozac; to her, he is 

synonymous with Prozac and biopsychiatry.  This metonymic relationship also 

paradoxically and implicitly evokes Lauren as the Prozac Patient, much in the same way 
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as the generic title Prozac Diary.  The medical model positions Prozac as the progenitor 

of Lauren‘s new/cured identity.  Slater‘s substitution of Koskava with Prozac, however, 

has no power beyond her own secretive use until she writes her memoir.  His metonymic 

designation of her, by contrast, actuates both of their roles, his as the authority who writes 

the script, and hers as abject other—the patient emptied of agency. 

Additionally, reading Slater‘s personal experiences against the various dominant 

ideologies surrounding mental illness and biopsychiatry reveals fissures in the dominant 

Prozac story.  Lauren‘s inaugural visit to the Prozac Doctor‘s office establishes the 

tension between her personal perspective and the popular apprehension of the drug‘s 

power: 

And that day was the beginning, the bare beginnings of a story very little 

like the popular Prozac myths—a wonder drug here, a drug that triggers 

violence there.  No.  For me the story of Prozac lies not between these 

poles but entirely outside of them, in a place my doctor was not taught to 

get to—the difficulty and compromise of cure, the grief and light of illness 

passing, the fear as the walls of the hospital wash away and you have 

before you this—this strange planet, pressing in.  (4-5) 

The narrator nods to two of the popular binary myths surrounding the drug—though the 

positive is more prevalent than the negative—to indicate outright her resistance to an all-

consuming conformity:  her Prozac story will not merge with the typical representations.  

Not that her drug experience does not share characteristics with some of the popularized 

ones, but because that is not her focus—she is not pursuing a generalized inquiry into 
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how the drug acts upon people, but a chronicle of her own individual experience on the 

medicine.   

Slater‘s narrator conveys the intensely personal transaction that occurs when an 

illness identity gives way to a drastically different approach to life: 

I was concerned that Prozac, and the health it spawned, could take away 

not only my creativity but my very identity.  And the answer to that—

although there had been ―no studies‖—was a certain yes.  I was a different 

person now, both more and less like me, fulfilling one possibility while 

swerving from another.  There is loss in that swerving.  And my 

experience on Prozac showed me how few there are who understand that 

loss or are prepared for its expression.  (49) 

The narrator acknowledges that this ―swerving,‖ will not follow a linear path.  Her 

transition from a cloistered and incompetent, to a more effectual and grounded, young 

woman, is something she always hoped and felt she would somehow accomplish.  But the 

swerve depletes other characteristics she feels are central to her sense of self, such as 

creativity and sexuality.  Lauren confesses that she is worried about losing her creativity 

and tries to communicate to her doctor that creativity is a key aspect of her identity—its 

absence makes her feel ―less like‖ herself, who she wants to be.  In his article, ―Prozac, 

Enhancement, and Self-Creation,‖ David Degrazia states, ―To some extent, part of the 

human endeavor is deciding and trying to become who we want to be‖ (34).  Identity ―is 

about one‘s self-conception, what a person considers most important to who she is, her 

self-told inner story‖ (37).  Lauren demonstrates her desire to be an active participant in 

her own recovery and identity formation.  Her doctor‘s repudiation of her efforts, 
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however, illustrates the medical model‘s tendency to disregard the patient as a full human 

being with agency, capable of speaking to her own needs and recovery process.  Lauren 

is marginalized within her own life and recovery effort.  However, her unwillingness to 

passively accept others‘ designation of her combined with her willingness to explore and 

alter her identity and to record her challenge in a powerful and confident voice marks her 

as a resistant body. 

Slater also reveals that the medical model, though disguised as cure, operates 

more as a stopgap or a splint, a measure that allows mobility, but does not eliminate the 

traces of the injury—the weakness—at the break site.  Elliott holds that for all the good 

psychopharmacology does ―the ills that they treat are part and parcel of the lonely, 

forgetful, unbearable sad place where we live‖ (8).  Biopsychiatry, the prevailing 

paradigm in the field of psychology, converges on the problems in the body‘s cellular and 

chemical make-up as the causes of depression and neglects the social and environmental 

aspects of mental illness.  Elizabeth J. Donaldson, in her article ―The Corpus of the 

Madwoman: Toward a Feminist Disability Studies Theory of Embodiment and Mental 

Illness,‖ states, ―In order to steer clear of the pitfalls of essentialism and biological 

determinism when conceptualizing mental illness as physical impairment, it is useful to 

begin with the understanding that bodies are not simply born, but made‖ (112).  Lauren 

carries a life history of deleterious and abusive experiences that contribute to her mental 

illness and sense of disruption; furthermore, she has a life filled with dysfunctional 

coping mechanisms.  Similar to Donaldson, Hydén complains that the biopsychiatric 

approach ―fails to take into account aspects of illness, treatment, recovery, and health that 

become a part of the individual‘s biography and thus acquire meaning within the context 
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of the individual‘s life narrative‖ (74).  Elliott, Donaldson, Hydén, and Slater all bristle at 

the notion that human beings are summarily reducible to their genetic code or that the 

sum of life experiences reflect mere genetic predisposition.  The medical model, which 

supports such a perspective, often neglects or minimizes the sociocultural aspects of lived 

experience.  Like most who suffer from severe depression, Lauren‘s past continues to 

haunt her present.  She continually wrestles with the lingering effects of her material 

reality, seeking a way to integrate them into her renovated life.   

Besides revealing and responding to the ways that the potent, ubiquitous Prozac 

discourse erects public and medical perceptions, and even, to varying degrees, medical 

protocols, Slater also draws attention to and resists the ways that capitalistic influences 

contribute to her marginalization.  The problem lies not only with the hugely profitable 

Prozac, the product, but especially with the systemic process of packaging and 

promotion.  Capitalist interests drive both drug and insurance companies to keep financial 

interests paramount compared to the patients‘.  Psychiatrist David Healy emphasizes that 

medical research and marketing departments construct medical paradigms, which, in turn, 

create diagnoses, labels, and demand for specific drugs (239).  Healy also specifies that 

drug companies‘ marketing departments or marketing consultant companies construct 

and promote the illnesses, ethos, and, largely, a body of published scientific discourse 

(232).  A Newsweek article ―admitted that corporate interests have encouraged 

psychopharmaceuticals over talk therapy‖ (Blum and Stracuzzi 277).
29

  With so many of 

                                                 
29

Blum and Stracuzzi reflect, ―Since its introduction in the U.S. market at the end of 1987, Prozac has 

attracted unprecedented media attention compared to other psychopharmaceuticals‖ (270).  They also 

provide the following information about Prozac‘s exceptional media exposure:  ―Prozac appeared on 

magazine covers and television news, talk, and entertainment programs.  The New York Times style editors 
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the interested parties invested in the financial success of the drug, it is no coincidence that 

the tendency, in biopsychiatric protocols, medical discourse, and popular culture, is to 

proffer the pill as a quick fix.  As Lewis contends,  

The emphasis on ―objective‖ data has created a preference for 

neuroscience and genetics at the expense of an array of cultural and 

humanistic styles of inquiry.  This new scientific psychiatry, working in 

tandem with pharmaceutical funding, has gone on to create today‘s 

dominant clinical model of psychiatry, ‗biopsychiatry‘—whose emphasis 

is almost exclusively biomedical style and diagnoses and pharmacological 

treatments.  (345) 

Such a system enables a revolving door, factory approach to mental health services.  It is 

not only more cost effective, but likely perceived as more measurable (especially in 

contrast to talk-therapy) to prescribe a pill.
30

  The capitalist system needs marginalized 

bodies in order to normalize them, in order to prescribe the drug (which patients pay for); 

so some bodies have to be marginalized.  The drug‘s continued existence relies on a 

quantity of ever-renewed marginalized bodies that need to be normalized. 

                                                                                                                                                 
named it among the ‗hippest‘ of advanced-technology products (Hayt 2000).  Memoirs Prozac Nation and 

Prozac Diary hit the best-seller lists, as did works by psychiatrists‖ (270).   

30
Lewis provides additional detail about Prozac‘s celebrity and public infiltration: ―The blockbuster 

medication, Prozac, gives a window into biopsychiatry‘s dominance.  Between 1987 and 2002 (the year 

Prozac came off patent), over 27 million new prescriptions for the drug were written.  Combined with the 

multiple ―me too‖ drugs it inspired [. . .] that total reached 67.5 million new prescriptions in United States 

alone (Aldred 2004).  That means almost one in every four people in the United States were started on a 

Prozac-type drug [. . .]‖ (345).  Such saturation tacitly implies that the pill and the patient are prey to 

construction via dominant cultural discourse.   
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Slater verifies the capitalistic current of the psychopharmaceutical system when 

she observes, ―The Prozac Doctor is a busy man.  He sees thirty, forty, sometimes fifty 

patients a day‖ (4).
31

  She continues, 

On the doctor‘s desk I saw a Lucite clock with the word PROZAC 

embossed across the top.  I saw a marble mount holding four pens with 

PROZAC etched down their flanks.  The pads of paper resting on his 

bookshelf were the precise size and shape of hors d‘oeuvre napkins, and 

all had PROZAC in fancy script across their borders, like the name of 

some new country club.  (5)   

Though they were gifts to the Prozac Doctor, what did he barter?  It is unsettling to think 

that someone‘s intimate and personal depression recovery is partially underwritten by a 

marketing strategy.  Yet, the incestuous relationship between the business and research 

interests cannot be denied.  Such a relationship undoubtedly predisposes particular 

semiotic readings of behaviors.  Slater demonstrates throughout the memoir how the 

doctor ―reads‖ some of her behavioral traits, such as worry and creative concerns, in such 

a way that higher levels of Prozac are the given treatment recommendation.     

One way Slater pushes back against capitalistic marginalization is by 

metaphorically partnering with Eli Lilly, by making them familiar—her friends, rather 

than her dictators.  The narrator acknowledges that Prozac fulfills its marketing promise, 

that the drug has considerable merits.  ―Life is easier thanks to my good friends Eli and 

Lilly‖ (181).  This tongue-in-cheek praise suggests quippy advertising testimonials and 

                                                 
31

In ―The Big Mac of Medicine,‖ D.T. Max notes that ―her psychopharmacologist [. . .] has no interest in 

the talking cure.  He is so psyched by Eli Lilly‘s then-new antidepressant that he has a Lucite Prozac clock, 

Prozac pen set, and Prozac stationery in his office‖ (13).   
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Academy Award acceptance speeches:  I owe my success to my longtime friends and 

supporters….  The wry and breezy hyperbole of ―easier‖ and ―friends,‖ plus the division 

of the company name Eli Lilly into two first names connotes intimacy and enthusiasm.  

The act of metonymically attributing success to a drug company underscores Slater‘s 

irony and the simplistic giddiness of advertising punch line promises.  Her endorsement 

acts as a woman-on-the-street testimonial:  I purchased the product, Prozac; it promises 

and delivers significant life improvement.  But here the narrator owns it by writing and 

directing the spot on her own terms. 

Prozac enables the medicated Lauren to engage in a responsible, practical life in a 

way that continues to signal a complicated relationship to capitalism.  She buys, and with 

help from a neighbor, sets an alarm clock (79-80); purchases her first ―solid‖ chair, a 

comfortable, sturdy glider—until then her basement apartment was furnished with lawn 

furniture (86-87); and as she explains, 

I have a literacy job—congratulations—and the head teacher likes me.  I 

make more than the minimum, which allows me to buy some snappy 

professional clothes, very blue and tailored.  I have made three new 

friends, none of whom know anything about my past.  Like a parachuter, I 

see how I can sculpt my direction by small shifts in weight.  I lean to the 

right and paddle above a fenced-in yard, where a family is grilling hot 

dogs.  Will I someday have a family?  How odd to think I might wind up 

conventional.  Sometimes, up here in the sky, I sing lullabies to myself.  I 

watch my medicated self drift down, and down, fearful of and longing for 

the ground.  (76) 
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Lauren learns to shift her weight and alter possibilities, possibilities new to her reality.  

She dresses professionally, excels at her job, and has friends—friends who do not know 

her story and, therefore, cannot reject her on the basis of her mental illness history.  

Prozac provides great relief that allows her to engage with and participate in the outside 

world.  For the first time, she entertains the option of being ―conventional,‖ normal.  Part 

of what the narrator reveals as normal conforms to hegemonic paradigms about 

capitalism and marriage:  buying goods—clothes, furniture, electronics—and having a 

nuclear suburban family—a house, fence, children.  She demonstrates that the hegemony 

of normalcy pulls hard, especially for those who have constantly been on the outside and 

felt inferior.  However, it is crucial to note that the narrator also attests to her control over 

the situation—she can sculpt her direction; she has the ability to resist.  While she wants 

to be more grounded, she, of course, does not want to crash.  She fears the possibility of 

Prozac‘s eventual failure to help.  The image of the narrator as a parachuter who is both 

inside and outside of her body, watching and assessing, challenges the medical notion 

that she is only body.  Slater packs her text of the marginalized patient with discourse and 

images of resistance.   

 

Inarticulate to Articulate Body  

Slater‘s narrator also uses imagery and metaphor to invoke her wish for a 

transitional space between severe depression and a more conventional life and to 

communicate her desire to speak, to find language that she has not yet accessed.  Like 

Kingston‘s narrator, Slater‘s professes desire for a respite—a bit of time and space 

beyond the chaos—and romantically invokes the notion of the rest cure and sanatoriums:   
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The old-fashioned convalescent homes, chairs stretched by the salty sea, 

isolated from the world and yet close on the cusp of it, acknowledged the 

need for a supportive transition, moving the patient incrementally from an 

illness-based identity to a health-based identity, out of the hospital, not yet 

home, hovering, stuttering, slowly learning to speak the sanguine alphabet 

again.  (37) 

Lauren yearns for a gentle and supportive shift, one that nourishes the patient, fortifying 

her for the real world.  Interestingly, she couches such a wish in terms of identity and 

language.  She denounces the cold immersion practiced by her Prozac Doctor.  She wants 

time to breathe the salt air and ease into new cycles before the dive into the real world.  

The sea represents a boundary, like the boundary between healthy and ill, sane and 

insane, normal and abnormal; thus, the imagery of convalescing near/on that boundary is 

compelling and fitting.  She wants to learn to ―speak the sanguine alphabet‖ before she is 

expected to perform it.  The narrator casts Lauren as one between illness and health 

identities—she is one who stutters, trying to move from the damaged narration of the 

patient to the more accomplished and expected narrative abilities of the typical 

individual.  Slater‘s use of the word sanguine is especially poignant here:  Lauren, at this 

point, is expressing her wish to move from her broken and bloody sanguine role, as one 

who pierces and slashes, to one who speaks a more sanguine, normal and confident, 

language.  Yet, despite her desire, her transition to a Prozac lifestyle is not the types she 

desires—smooth, gradual, natural; Prozac provides a swift and crude alteration.  There is 

not a place in the biochemical paradigm for the gradual acquisition of language, the 

learning to speak.  
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The abruptness that Lauren experiences as she moves between states of illness 

and health are also textually mirrored in the sudden, unexpected shifts between the 

different styles of communication—the different spoken ―alphabets‖—used in the 

medical and personal realms.  For example, her ―Letter to My Doctor‖ chapters open with 

a facsimile of a medical form or chart, in which she constructs the langue
32

and 

appearance of such a document; after a few paragraphs that form of discourse cuts off 

midstream and an italicized and personal parole
33

 intervenes, which is a much more 

metaphorical and impressionistic record of her memories and reflections.  This technique 

allows Slater to build her ethos through an appearance of objectivity—though it is 

unclear whether these are actual document replications or merely crafted documents that 

rely on her professional knowledge of such forms and discourse conventions.  Also the 

juxtaposition accents the difference between the scientific and figurative language.  For 

example she begins one such unnumbered chapter as follows: 

 Patient Name: Lauren J. Slater 

Patient Age: 26 

Evaluating Physician: Dr. Morris Koskava 

Date of Evaluation: May 22, 1988   

                                                 
32

Langue, as defined by Saussurean linguistics and structuralist literary analysis, is the language system, its 

rules of operation, syntax, and grammar, (i.e. its structure), and parole is the individual manifestations of 

those rules.  Thus, the rules or general principles of a discourse constitute its langue, while specific 

instances of that discourse in practice are examples of parole.  In this instance, the langue of medical 

discourse cannot account for the emptiness she feels; it lies outside of the permissible statements within the 

structure of the discourse, and so Slater is left to search blindly for a metaphor, and in so doing reveals the 

inadequacy and incompleteness of the medical discourse. 
33

Helen Buss, in her essay, ―Authorizing the Memoir Form: Lauren Slater‘s Three Memoirs of Mental 

Illness‖ argues, ―What Slater works at in Prozac Diary is finding a professional and public ‗langue‘ to 

authorize her ‗parole‘ (37).  Buss examines parts of this same chapter; however, our emphases and analyses 

diverge—she examines how the discourses establish Slater‘s authority, and I examine how they establish 

difference in approach and philosophy from the more impersonal discourse used by her doctor and in 

scientific/medical research.   
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1. Presenting Problem and History: 

Patient currently presents with symptoms that 

meet the criteria for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder [. 

. .]. (15) 

The ―record‖ then briefly recounts her various mental illness diagnoses and behaviors, 

and lists her hospitalization dates.  Ending that section mid-sentence, with a dash, Slater 

interposes italicized typeface that begins—―How do you describe emptiness?  Is it the air 

inside a bubble, the darkness in a pocket, snow? ‖ (16).  This personal and metaphorical 

construction grinds against the medical language in a way that emphasizes its detached 

and didactic character and underscores the rift between the impersonal and personal,  

imperceptible and perceptible Lauren.  It is impossible to visibly assess or understand 

from a chart Lauren‘s experience of emptiness or such implications within her life.  To 

get to the emptiness and air bubbles would require sustained inquiry and discussion, an 

active and interested dialogue. 

 She laments and impugns her doctor—and the contemporary biochemical 

approach overall—for disregarding the need for sincere communication.  The implicit 

irony is that the branch of medicine that has historically been most connected with talk 

therapy and analysis—the intimate practice based on working with patients who have a 

troubled personal history—has evolved into a rather impersonal science.  The narrator 

asserts, ―Psychopharmacology is the one branch of medicine where there is no need for 

intimacy; neither knives nor stories are an essential part of its practice‖ (11).  She further 

reflects that ―even‖ the surgeon knows that ―you must smooth the skin, that you must 

stop by the bedside in your blue scrub suit, that language is the kiss of life‖ (11).  The 
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surgeon is the doctor who cuts the flesh, the one widely considered most impersonal.  

Yet, the narrator notes that even the surgeon understands the need to make that 

connection, to communicate directly with the patient.  The implication is that 

psychology—with its disinterested posture—is more violent than surgery; it possesses a 

lack of humanity—of smoothing the skin, preparing the patient—and, thus, contains a 

silent and passive destructiveness.  In psychology, the value of language has been 

replaced by the value of the prescription.  The therapist no longer inquires into the 

knives—the stories of self-mutilation—that are so crucial to Lauren‘s past and present.  

Slater‘s text inserts the value of the personal experience into the Prozac arena in a way 

that challenges the biochemical-only discourse.   

Furthermore, Prozac Diary also continually critiques the detached technical 

discourse that abounds in Prozac literature.  Lauren spends much of her free time ―in 

those Harvard libraries [. . .]‖ researching Prozac and notes that ―Eli Lilly, Prozac‘s 

progenitors, plus a lot of other independent researchers and commentators, had written a 

plethora of literature that proclaimed, with the confidence of a trumpet‘s note, the 

underlying assumptions.  ‗Behind every crooked thought‘ [. . .] ‗lies a crooked 

molecule‘‖ (107-108).  And, ―We can conceive of the brain as a kind of computer 

software, and Prozac is the program that vitiates the virus‖ (108).  Such research 

information focuses solely on the body‘s chemistry and excludes the individual patient 

from the process.  The narrator also divulges research that contends, ―in light of these 

findings, the patient‘s past, the story of self, is no longer relevant.  We do not need to 

explain mental illness in the context of history.  We can place it, and its cures, firmly in 

the context of chemicals‖ (108).  In this technical scenario, consideration is not given to 
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the patient‘s history, distress, or confusion.  Accommodation is not made for the lived 

experience, human connection, or philosophical pursuits.  Such a perspective indicates 

that Prozac and the medical discourse swarming around it have spawned a field more 

concerned with addressing impersonal facets and controlling manifestations than 

facilitating patient growth or holistic healing.   

The popular Prozac discourse, which emanates from a proliferation of Prozac 

advertisements and magazine articles—replete with quotes from doctors and researchers, 

constructs an entangled and virtually monolithic public consciousness, one that presents 

mental illness as a hard-wiring, technological problem.  In their essay, ―Gender in the 

Prozac Nation:  Popular Discourse and Productive Femininity,‖
 
Linda M. Blum and Nena 

F. Stracuzzi note that the mechanistic imagery that dominates the popular discourse 

surrounding Prozac:  ―Sixty-six of our 83 articles [from popular magazines] (80 percent) 

relied solely or primarily on such explanations: circuitry ‗disregulated,‘ synapses 

‗misfiring,‘ and ‗neuronal hardwiring‘ developing ‗quirks.‘  We read of advanced 

visualizing technologies, magnetic resonance imaging, and positron emission tomography 

[. . .]‖ (274).  Such assertions sound more suited to an assessment of a jet engine than a 

person.  This technological approach connotes that psychology has strayed far from the 

couch and its roots, becoming reliant on a cocktail of biology and mechanical 

engineering.
34

  Blum and Stracuzzi also critique the dehumanizing characteristic of this 
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In her review of Prozac Diary, Dr. Loewenstein also remarks that ―many of us in the past ten years have 

moved from talking to drug therapy‖ [. . .]; ―one of the benefits of talking therapy was that [. . .] it meant 

having one‘s experience honored‖ (134).  She continues, ―Drug therapy [. . . ] as Slater wryly notes, takes 

away that nice personal quality.  If you are merely a body riddled with bad genes, and partially mended 

with a counter-chemical, your individual experience becomes far less interesting to anyone.  An unspoken 

admonition is to take the drug and shut up, already‖ (134)—it is such an attitude that Slater realizes and 

protests throughout her memoir.   
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discourse:  ―[W]e found that popular periodicals overwhelmingly employed the 

biodeterminist model.  Even where skepticism was voiced and ambivalent qualms heard, 

these were cast as resolvable through biomedicine itself, its inevitable progress and self-

correction‖ (283).  Such a biochemical model constructs mental illness as one-

dimensional with a direct and discrete causal relationship, one that can be normalized 

with a pill.   

In some moments in the text, Lauren appears to submit to the Prozac promises 

that her equipment can be rewired, which further silences her questions and experiences 

that suggest the contrary.  The narrator‘s stance during many of these moments, however, 

reveals a different tone and message.  The narrative posture reveals a place of resistance 

and change—Slater uses the nuances of a doubled tone to represent Lauren‘s growth and 

resistance.  In a sardonic tone, Slater‘s narrator mocks the biochemical stance; she notes 

that Prozac was her lover (103, 107) and spawned in her a religious ―conversion‖:  ―I 

slowly came to see Prozac‘s point of view, which posits God as a matter of molecules 

and witchcraft as a neural mishap‖ (107).  Here, the narrator is tracking Lauren‘s 

experiences about one year into her Prozac journey/experience, a time when she is still 

fairly in thrall with the medicine.  On that level, the narrator recalls Lauren in a mocking 

way, jabbing at her naivety.  Such a tone is underscored by the comparison of Prozac to 

God—the hyperbole emphasizes the sarcasm.  A few sections further in the text, Slater 

situates Lauren‘s visit to a natural history museum and studies the reptiles, bugs, and 

insects.  The narrator reflects, 

I felt like I fit right in. What, really, is the difference between a human 

being and a bug?  Two species separated only by an accident in evolution, 
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a mere bulge in the brain, but otherwise the same.  Both, all, everything, a 

maze of crisscrossing wires, neural blips.  It‘s hard to have solid self-

esteem with a view like that.  Prozac‘s view, and now mine, that history is 

meaningless, stories no more than convenient construction.  That the 

person, a mere concoction of chemicals, is programmed from birth.  Pure 

beast.  (113-114) 

Slater situates this section amidst Lauren‘s excitement and enthusiasm over 

returning to school, working an internship in a halfway house, moving into a new 

apartment, and falling in love with her new boyfriend—and later husband—Bennett.  

These are some of the first healthy and productive activities in her adult life; Lauren is 

just starting to feel confident and empowered.  Thus, the reflection in the above passage 

that ―[i]t‘s hard to have solid self-esteem‖ if you view life as just a wiring issue is telling.  

The whole reason she continues to take Prozac is the opportunities and evenness it helps 

provide.  She is making choices to assert agency and work toward who she wants to be; 

such decisions contradict the deterministic and mechanistic view.  Toward the end of the 

chapter Slater includes a section in which the narrator reflects on the word choose and 

espouses that the concept of choice is what separates ―humans from other life forms,‖ and 

―So long as I could choose anything at all, I was more than my chemicals, more than my 

cure‖ (126).  The tension between the cynicism of the narrator and the hope of the 

protagonist reveals the profound struggle that Lauren endures to find/secure/maintain 

some semblance of an individual identity and meaning in her life.  Despite the narrator‘s 

almost nihilistic outlook, Lauren continues to fight for and grasp at life.  Much of this is 

reflected in her use of language.  While the narrator deconstructs the human beast 
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dichotomy, she concludes that the differences are negligible, ―accidental‖; yet, Lauren‘s 

creativity, pleading to manifest itself, suggests a fundamental and significant difference 

between human and beast. 

Slater‘s use of metaphor continues when she contrasts her previous dis-abled state 

with her more productive state in her early days on Prozac.  Nevertheless, despite the 

costs, she ardently accedes that the reality of the change is amazing:  ―[. . .] understand, I 

had been sick my whole life.  I had been hobbled, and now I wasn‘t…‖ (111).  Slater not 

only invokes a metaphor of physical disability, but marks the adjective.  This iconic 

usage signifies, literally and figuratively, the stigma she associates with her ―sickest‖ 

years.  She draws attention to ―hobbled‖ to indicate the degree to which she felt both 

afflicted and stigmatized by her mental illness during her pre-Prozac years.  As Garland-

Thompson asserts,  

The self materializes in response to an embodied engagement with  

its environment, both social and concrete.  The disabled body is a body 

whose variations or transformations have rendered it out of sync with its 

environment, both the physical and attitudinal environments.  In other 

words, the body becomes disabled when it is incongruent both in space 

and the milieu of expectations.  (―Integrating‖ 267) 

Though Lauren‘s stigma was not primarily physical, it was no less burdensome or valid.  

In fact, Davis asserts,  

While mental illness is by definition not related to the intactness of the 

body, nevertheless, it shows up as a disruption in the visual field.  We 

―see‖ that someone is insane by her physical behavior, communication, 
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and so on.  Yet the fear is that the mind is fragmenting, breaking up, 

falling apart, losing itself—all terms we associate with becoming mad.  

(142) 

Slater‘s use of a handicap metaphor for her severe depression also underscores the 

unmarked/marked, normal/abnormal binaries perpetuated by the hegemonic ableist 

discourse.  During her darkest years, she perceived that she could not hide her difference 

nor could she escape the public pathologization of her.   

As a young woman with a history of deviant behaviors and institutionalization, 

the pre-Prozac Lauren lacked the ―normal‖ social markers, such as traditional work, 

school, familial, or social stories:  her lifestyle and history failed to meet social 

expectations.  And society will, as Eakin maintains, ―read narrative disorder as an index 

of identity disorder‖ (Living 44).  The hegemony of normalcy, to use Davis‘s phrase, 

exacts a powerful social construct, and the former Lauren was not able to convey herself 

suitably or tell the ―right‖ kind of story; failure to do either signifies abnormality.  Even 

Slater‘s more articulate voice, as evidenced by the growing confidence of the narrator in 

contrast to Lauren‘s lack of confidence, is qualified.  It reflects and ongoing and 

incomplete process of becoming articulate, the liminal space between being inarticulate 

and fully articulate.  She appropriates the language of medical discourse in order to mock 

it, which is a common method—using the language of the oppressor against it.  

Ultimately, Slater‘s memoir stands as proof of her powerful ability to use language and  

narrate her own experiences. 

 

Treacherous to Reclaimed Body  
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Conversations between Lauren and her doctor reveal the ways he views her as 

flawed according to the medical model, historic gender practices, and cultural 

designations of artistic temperament.  Lauren is so often diminished by her doctor and 

others that she also dismisses and questions herself and her own pattern of abnormal 

behaviors and history—she frequently perceives her body as entity that betrays her and is 

beyond her control.  Accordingly, both on and off medicine, she questions her own 

normalcy and wonders whether she is capable of functioning as a healthy and whole 

person.  While her self-perception changes in many ways, she continues to battle her own 

sense of stigma and impairment; this reality causes her to hide or mask facets of herself 

from others in attempt to escape further marginalization.   

Prozac‘s dulling effects cause Lauren considerable worry and grief—they make 

her feel she is losing important aspects of her identity.  She calls her doctor to discuss the 

situation, and simultaneously reveals her own lack of confidence to speak about and 

interpret herself: 

―I feel weird,‖ I said. 

―Weird,‖ he repeated.  ―Like how?‖ 

I paused, struggling to find the words.  ―I‘m worried.‖ 

―Of course you‘re worried,‖ he said.  ―You‘re an obsessive.  

Obsessives worry.‖ 

―No,‖ I said.  ―I‘m not obsessively worrying.  I‘m worrying 

unobsessively about the medication.  Do you think it can take away your 

creativity?‖ 
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―There have not been studies on that question,‖ the Prozac Doctor 

said.  ―But I doubt it.  I certainly wouldn‘t worry about it.‖ 

―I don‘t feel like me,‖ I said.  ―I mean, I feel more like me in some 

ways and less like me in others.  I‘m scared.  I‘m really worried,‖ I said, 

my voice rising with the memory of silence, company I could not reach. 

―I hear that,‖ he said.  ―Your worry indicates the presence of 

pathology.  We should think about upping your dose.‖ 

He told me to take two capsules a day instead of one [. . .] .  (48-

49) 

The Prozac Doctor dismisses Lauren‘s concern that a core part of her has gone missing.  

He greets her anxiety with an egotistical and presumptuous  ―I‖:  ―I wouldn‘t worry.‖  He 

does not express concern nor empathize with his patient, nor does he even acknowledge 

that she has a valid query; there is nothing to indicate that he does, in fact, contemplate 

how he would feel if a key component of his identity disappeared.  The doctor addresses 

her solely through the lens of a diagnostician—his objective is to keep his patient 

managed and normalized.  His appeal to medical research underscores the basis of his 

approach; moreover, it heightens his rationality and expertise.  Such a rhetorical position 

casts Slater, via her trivial worry, as irrational.  His paternalism is underscored by the 

superciliousness of responding as the subject when a patient with a history of debilitating 

mental illness calls to discuss her distress.  Because she is not ―normal‖—as a formerly 

institutionalized mental patient—her concerns can be disregarded, regardless of the fact 

that she views creativity as a crucial and consistent aspect of herself.  From Koskava‘s 

position, which mirrors society‘s perception of the mentally ill, Lauren is not competent 
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to speak to her own condition.  Additionally, his response brims with condescension and 

simplistic, linear logic:  he refers to her by one of her medical labels, ―You‘re an 

obsessive.  Obsessives worry,‖ and nods to scientific research, ―There have not been 

studies on that question.‖  Moreover, he increases her dosage:  in their short conversation 

he perceives something that indicates amplified pathology.   

His reaction also reflects the medical model‘s historic control over women.  He 

disregards the personal needs she struggles to convey and deciphers her mental state in 

spite of what she called to say.  He relies on external manifestations of emotional 

language and rising vocal pitch to provide a telephone diagnosis.  Something about her 

presentation troubles the doctor, suggests she is falling short of desired markers.  Lewis 

notes that patient advocacy groups insist that ―mainstream psychiatry over exaggerates 

psychic pathology and over enforces psychic conformity in the guise of diagnostic 

labeling and treatment [. . .]‖ (339).  Instead of hearing her concerns about negative side 

effects, he reads her worry over them as the problem, possibly a sign of too much 

emotion, possibly a sign of covert hysteria.  Dr. Koskava‘s pathologizing of Lauren‘s 

emotions marks a link to the medical establishment‘s historic project to control women‘s 

bodies and emotions.  Blum and Stracuzzi assert that psychiatry continues to ―recast 

women‘s responses to subordination as disorder, hysteria, or madness‖ (271).  They note, 

however, that gender bias is more disguised in the current Prozac era than previously and 

attribute this to the fact that biopsychiatric discourse necessarily evolves with culture and 

currently reflects the ―demands of the New Economy‖ (269); the contemporary version of 

the ―story is of equality and accomplishment, but with a latent message that women still 
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need help or rewiring‖ (283).
35

  Blum and Stracuzzi reflect that Valium was the leading 

psychotropic when ―most white, middle-class mothers were still at home full-time.  The 

sleepy, slightly euphoric, ‗ambition-thwarting‘ feelings the drug induced both reflected 

and helped reproduce this normative femininity‖ (271).  In contrast to Valium, Prozac 

does not induce drowsiness or lethargy, but does manage to moderate the patient; as 

Slater attests, ―Prozac is a drug of cool and calm‖ (98).  Koskava‘s treatment of Lauren 

certainly follows several historic patriarchal paths by participating in an effort to diminish 

her emotional responses and dismissing her personal concerns and needs.   

Additionally, his strategy of increasing the amount of Prozac mirrors Peter 

Kramer‘s pronouncement that ―Prozac clearly is used to desensitize‖ (qtd. in Blum and 

Stracuzzi 280).   The doctor‘s increase in dosage implies that Lauren is indeed displaying 

an abnormality, too much emotion.  Prozac is the contemporary manifestation of the 

long-historied attempt to dull female ‗hysteria.‘  Moreover the drug and its lauded effects 

of cooling and calming, of docility, are opposed to the uncontrolled, unfettered 

emotionalism that are associated not just with female hysteria, but with mental illness 

generally.  Blum and Stracuzzi cite a widely circulated example from Kramer that 

                                                 
35

Blum and Stracuzzi reveal that Prozac, and psychotropic medicine in general, is prescribed significantly 

more for women than men (271, 283).  This disproportionate use is not surprising given the marked body 

associations and considering that ―[. . .] depression, with its loss of voice and anger turned inward, is 

feminine typed and, according to professional sources, found among twice as many women as men 

(American Psychological Association 1999)‖ (Blum and Stracuzzi 271).  Blum and Stracuzzi‘s work also 

shows that the dominant cultural discourse lauds Prozac‘s success with female users in terms that revolve 

around embodied consumer culture goals, such as enhancing the female ability to attain and maintain a trim 

and fit body, an unemotional and balanced demeanor, and an efficient and ambitious comportment.
35

  These 

privileged traits reinforce a superficial reading of women‘s progress.  Prozac, though not approved for 

conditions other than depression, is at least tacitly prescribed to treat predominately female conditions such 

as ―eating disorders, PMS, postpartum depression, and pregnancy depression‖ (Blum and Stracuzzi 275).  

Such results typify the triviality of the Prozac discourse and the patriarchal cultural values that surround 

female achievement:  keeping women‘s emotional and bodily presentations under control.
35

  Blum and 

Stracuzzi‘s findings underscore the ongoing primacy of exterior over interior manifestations; the interior 

aspects need to be quelled in pursuit of upholding social ideologies.   
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privileges many of the same characteristics as the above interaction between Lauren and 

Koskava.  Kramer recalls a patient who Prozac transforms from a ―‗weary, lonely‘ 

businesswoman [. . .]‖ someone who was ―easily tearful to someone ‗altogether cooler‘‖; 

she ―not only began happily dating, but her managerial style became ‗more 

confrontational,‘ [. . .] as she enjoyed ‗lessened sensitivity‘‖ (280).  This discursive 

double-standard reflects Blum and Stracuzzi‘s assertion that ―Prozac, in our analysis, 

offers to enhance this manipulative ability and more masculine-typed emotional 

detachment‖ (273).  As Lauren repeatedly attests, emotions and passion are not 

something she wishes to exorcise or deaden.  However, since she continually conforms to 

her doctor‘s increased dosages, she implicitly admits her uncertainty about her own self-

assessments, despite that such measures continue to suppress characteristics she 

privileges.   

The disregard of the internal reveals, as Blum and Stracuzzi contend, that 

Prozac‘s ―popularity has renewed the conviction that the mind is primarily of the body‖ 

(270)—such a presumption holds that the marginalized and socialized woman‘s identity 

can be read through and as body.  It is no small coincidence that Garland-Thomson, in 

her discussion of the intersection of feminist and disabilities issues, voices a similar 

contention: ―The gender, race, and ability systems intertwine further in representing 

subjugated people as being pure body, unredeemed by mind or spirit.  This sentence of 

embodiment is conceived of as either a lack or an excess‖ (―Integrating‖ 261).  

Koskava‘s emphasis on her conventional representation discounts Lauren‘s interiority 

and casts her as an embodied object, one he perceives through his own perspective.  
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Lauren as a particular person is not an essential part of the picture.  Again, the primacy of 

the external is held as the normative ideal. 

Though ―normal‖ people worry and think about identity, Lauren‘s history as a 

female mental patient elides her right to worry normally:  her worry indicates 

restlessness, and restlessness often works in opposition to socialization.  Many medical 

sociologists ―conclude that psychiatric and biomedical modes of categorizing and treating 

individuals oppressively conceal underlying social causes for problem behavior‖ (Blum 

and Stracuzzi 272).  Society in general views crazy people as illegitimate and often seeks 

to curb and control many facets of their personality that are actually legitimate.  As Slater 

reveals throughout her memoir, Koskava‘s determinants of her success are primarily 

rooted in markers of the ―exterior world‖—her participation in conventional pursuits.   

While Prozac clearly brings Lauren to a new level of functionality, it also causes 

her creativity to flatten.  The dwindling of her imaginative writing ability surfaces early 

and remains a persistent problem:  she stares at the blank page and cannot retrieve her 

vibrant and metaphorical language and images.  The narrator attests, ―Writing had always 

been essential to me, not the academic stuff of school, but the looser and loftier stuff of 

stories and poems‖ (48).  Interestingly, she privileges imaginative writing over more 

objective/rational composition that Koskava sanctions.  Therefore, Lauren‘s situation as 

an aspiring artist reflects a double crisis:  the medical discourse denies the significance of 

her creativity, while the medicine itself deadens her creative impulse.   

In Western tradition, writers and artists have long been associated with madness; 

Plato himself would banish poets from his ideal Republic because of their madness and 

lying.  Lewis maintains, ―Madness has a legitimacy of its own which is erased by medical 
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model approaches that can only pathologize it‖ (343).  The view that associates madness 

with creativity implies an excess of an internal impulse, a renegade tendency.  Donaldson 

contends that historically ―severe mental illness‖ might invoke ―a notion of the 

inescapable predominance of interior vision, an interiority that threatens to separate the 

self from the exterior world‖ (108).  As Andrea Nicki asserts in her article, ―The Abused 

Mind: Feminist Theory, Psychiatric Disability, and Trauma,‖ the terms mental illness and 

craziness ―denote extremity, intense passion, or a lack of accessible meaning‖ and that 

such qualities infer a person is incompetent and incapable of being trusted to make her 

own judgments (86).  Along those lines Siebers maintains that ―identifiability is tied 

powerfully to the representation of difference‖ (17).  In the above exchange, Koskava 

judges Lauren‘s behavior as different from the desired result, the Prozac norm that he 

wants her to meet.  According to dominant cultural narratives, he needs to keep her voice 

even and words moderate in order to deem her socially fit.  It is likely that the Prozac 

Doctor also reads Lauren‘s creative impulses as a signal of dysfunction. 

During a follow-up visit with the Prozac Doctor, Lauren continues to advocate for 

her internal and creative interests; in fact she contends that she wants off the medicine—

she is ―so damn relaxed.  I can‘t get anything really creative done in this state‖ (77).  Dr. 

Koskava responds by asking what she accomplished ―in her previous state?‖ (77).  Upon 

her hesitation, he sardonically answers his own question: 

―Well,‖ he said, jumping right in, ―you are not getting as many 

crises done.  You are not accomplishing as many hospitalizations.  You 

are not accomplishing as much unemployment, given that you report to me 

you have, for the first time, a steady job as a teacher.‖ 
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 ―But,‖ I said, ―now that I am well I haven‘t written a story or poem 

in six months.  And worse, it doesn‘t even bother me that I haven‘t.  I am 

only bothered by not being bothered.  I found myself reading Glamour the 

other day, and I now enjoy shopping at Ann Taylor, which is pretty pitiful 

because, I‘ll tell you, it goes against my sense of social—‖  

 ―So go off,‖ he said, suddenly interrupting me.  He took his 

prescription pad then, picked it up from where it lay on his desk, and 

dropped it into his drawer.  ―No script,‖ he said.  ―No script today.‖ 

 ―You,‖ I said, suddenly furious and clear in a way I had never been 

before.  ―You are misusing your power.‖ 

 ―Research indicates,‖ he said,‖ that Prozac helps people become 

more assertive in their daily interactions.  ―Perhaps,‖ he said, 

―assertiveness is something you are accomplishing now.‖  (77-78) 

The Prozac Doctor engages in tactics that can be viewed as dubious according to ethical 

and humanistic standards.  In this excerpt he reprises his paternalistic performance—this 

time treating Slater as a toddler in the throes of a temper tantrum—going so far as to 

place the prescription pad in a time-out of sorts.  He verbally bullies and emotionally 

manipulates her by threatening to refuse medication, clearly (and correctly) expecting her 

hostile reaction.  Despite her qualms, he knows that the specter of severe depression 

looms as a devastating proposition.  His questionable professional strategy of ―calling her 

bluff‖ is geared toward illustrating the point that her anticipated assertiveness, her 

outward display, is in line with the medicine‘s ―improved‖ behavior expectations.  Dr. 
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Koskava again tenders the sanctity of scientific research, this time to underscore that 

Slater‘s behavior is corresponding to Prozac‘s desired social effects.   

This positioning also works to cement the desired doctor-patient hierarchy; he is 

the authority, not a partner or facilitator.  Lauren‘s inquiry and anguish are derided, and 

then rejected, the tacit directive being that as a patient she does not have the authority or 

ethos to speak about her personal recovery needs as long as her symptoms and ability to 

live a ―normal‖ life are improving.  Even her attempt to participate in her identity 

formation backfires because the doctor turns her assay at agency into a device of his 

power:  if she is too insistent about her own needs, needs that he finds superfluous, he 

may deny her crucial help.  Sadly, in her role as mental patient, Lauren‘s voice is of little 

consequence—she is pushed to the periphery of her own recovery and life.  Sidonie 

Smith warns that discursive ―fields continue to essentialize categories, such as women, 

blacks, lesbians, gays, situating these monolithic Others in difference at the margins of 

culture.  Inside these webs, the subject is subjected as a passive, overdetermined pawn of 

large forces‖ (―Self‖ 16).  The Prozac Doctor continually slots Lauren as the negligible 

insane woman unworthy to speak for her own recovery and personal needs.  He only 

perceives her within his biopsychiatric framework.  Thus, at the conclusion of the 

appointment, Koskava issues, without explanation, a prescription with another increased 

dosage.  Lauren does not question the change—she is a patient-in-training.   

Koskava also conscripts her protest into his own narrative about Prozac and 

assertiveness.  In this scene, Lauren becomes increasingly angered by his bullying and 

threats to withhold medicine, and, ultimately, she challenges him.  While Koskava 

typically derides Lauren‘s emotional displays, in this conversation he applauds her show 
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of assertiveness.  His response might initially appear contradictory, as if she is being 

encouraged to have an emotional outburst; however, this example follows his pattern of 

embracing historic gender stereotypes.  He invokes a socially-constructed, perceived 

gendered difference between male and female emotional demonstrations.  Koskava 

tacitly upholds masculine emotion as aggressive, strong, active, and outward, while he 

disparages feminine emotion as meek, weak, passive, and internal.  The masculine-

assertive type that Koskava privileges here is motivated by an external stimulus, which 

seems to be a more worthy impetus than an internal one.  While men are constructed to 

be less emotional, they are likewise construed to be more forceful and volatile, especially 

when challenged.  This type of reaction is viewed as competitive and aggressive and is 

often associated with positive male characteristics, unlike being upset, screaming, or 

crying, which are pigeonholed as weak, feminine states.  As I illustrates in my previous 

chapter, Brad Land delineates a hierarchy that privileges a masculine assertion, which 

exercises control over others, as opposed to a feminine assertion, which involves venting 

one‘s feelings and/or losing control of one‘s composure.  

In the above scene Lauren also protests some of the ―new‖ aspects of herself:  she 

does not aspire to be a woman who shops, a woman who is passive or deadened.  She 

wants to live an active, not reactive, life.  She desires to fervidly create.  She seeks to gain 

perspective on her life experiences and psyche.  Like her above assertiveness, Lauren‘s 

newer superficial markers reflect normative and historically conditioned performances of 

gender, such as languor and preoccupation with fashion.  These gender markers also 

intersect with consumerist culture ones, such as boutique-shopping.  The Prozac Doctor 

views these standard cultural signs as evidence of success, of movement toward ―cure.‖  
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She is ―presenting‖ as more conventional, according to gender, consumerist, and Prozac 

narratives.  This gap points to the notion of what Garland-Thomson terms the ―complex 

relationship between the seer and the seen‖ (Extraordinary 136).  Likewise, Dr. 

Koskava‘s emphasis on Lauren‘s conventionality echoes Lennard Davis‘s assertion that 

normalcy ―is part of a notion of progress, of industrialization, and of ideological 

consolidation of the power of the bourgeoisie‖ (Enforcing 49).  Clearly, Lauren is now 

functioning at a stable and socially acceptable level.  She fulfills daily responsibilities and 

meets cultural expectations for a young middle-class woman.  Yet, while Lauren is 

unsatisfied by her ―progress,‖ the Prozac Doctor himself is not satisfied either.  However, 

his concern is that she has not progressed far enough on the continuum to normality.   

Though Lauren is unreservedly grateful to have her extreme illness symptoms 

suppressed, which allows her not only relief but to hold a job and be out in the world, she 

does not esteem those facets as more important than her history, aspirations, emotions, or 

identity.  Moreover, she feels an additional stigma due to her reliance on Prozac and 

worries that she has traded one dysfunctional identity for another: an organic illness-

identity for a socioculturally-controlled synthetic addict-identity (183).  Prozac provides 

Lauren with many of the necessary pieces she needs to appear able.  On Prozac, she is 

now read by what she can do—go out in public, hold a job, dress appropriately, and tell a 

cogent narrative about her present life.  This new manifestation of self, moored in 

external performance, brings the potential for social acceptance and provides a sense of 

relief because she is no longer automatically judged inferior and relegated to minority 

status.  Because she is ostensibly in line with the ableist program, she can ―pass‖ with all 

the freedom and privacy that confers.  Simi Linton, in her essay ―Reassigning Meaning,‖ 
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states that ―passing may be a deliberate effort to avoid discrimination or ostracism,‖ and 

that ―the attempt may be a deliberate act to protect oneself from the loathing of society [. 

. .]‖ (166).  For Lauren, to feel masked is, paradoxically, to feel unmarked.
 36

  Lauren 

passes because she can now conceal her life history that marks her as crazy—her body 

and narrative no longer screams it.   

Thus, in addition to all of her potential stigmatizing baggage, Lauren also views 

her Prozac usage as an additional sign of her incompetence, both her daily need for a 

large dose and due to its reputation as an unnatural enhancement.  The narrator asserts, 

―Drug dependency carries its own shameful stigma, but the stigma deepens, I think, if the 

substance upon which one relies is considered potentially bionic‖ (186). Her 

metaphorical masking, via Prozac, allows her control over who knows about her illness.  

After being seen as abnormal/dis-abled for so long, Lauren, the fledging recuperating 

subject, relishes the new judgment because it ostensibly assigns her a place of normalcy.  

When she works at a halfway house, Lauren continually worries about random drug 
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Lauren‘s situation calls to mind Lucy Grealy‘s exhilaration in her memoir, Autobiography of a 

Face, when she is temporarily able to mask her disability.  Diagnosed with cancer at age nine, 

Grealy undergoes rounds of chemotherapy, surgery to remove part of her jaw, and then many 

plastic surgeries to try and make her face appear ―normal.‖  During her sixth grade year, she feels 

well enough on Halloween to go trick-or-treating.  She dresses as an Eskimo and ventures out 

with her sister and neighborhood friends:  

[. . .] I felt wonderful.  It was only as the night wore on and the moon came out 

and the older kids, the big kids, went on their rounds that I began to realize why I 

felt so good.  No one could see me clearly.  No one could see my face.  

 For the end of October it was a very warm night and I was sweating in 

my parka, but I didn‘t care.  I felt such freedom: I waltzed up to people 

effortlessly and boldly, I asked questions and made comments the rest of my 

troupe were afraid to make.  I didn‘t understand their fear.  I hadn‘t realized just 

how meek I‘d become, how self-conscious I was about my face until now that it 

was obscured.  My sister and her friends never had to worry about their 

appearance, or so it seemed to me, so why didn‘t they always feel as bold and as 

happy as I felt that night.  (119-120) 

Like Grealy‘s literal masking, Lauren‘s metaphorical masking, via Prozac, allows her control 

over who knows about her illness.   
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testing that would reveal her Prozac usage.  She listens to the patients discuss how to 

―scam on urine tests‖ (106).  The narrator confides her comfort with the ―boozers,‖ but 

not the other staff members.  In ―Stigma: An Enigma Defined,‖ Lerita M. Coleman 

asserts, ―[T]he stigmatization process is indeed a powerful and pernicious social tool‖ 

(Coleman 143).  She feels she would again be ostracized or lose her job if her drug use 

were discovered.  Though Lauren still feels internally unsettled—fragmented, uncertain, 

and confused—she now has the ability to conceal such parts of herself.  Her decision to 

pass—to hide the ―truth‖—confirms the hierarchy, artificiality, and compulsion of 

hegemonic grand narratives.   

  

Dehumanized to Humanized Body  

Lauren‘s adjustment to a more conventional life compels her to view and 

experience her body in a different way; she has customarily used it as a site to mark her 

inner turmoil and sense of defectiveness by binging, cutting, and starving.  Prozac causes 

her to reconsider her body in complex and pleasurable ways and to negotiate the 

Cartesian split between body and mind that dominates the medical model and her past 

history.  The narrator‘s account of Prozac‘s effects on her life is certainly not simple or 

designated as only negative:  when the medicine kicks in, she stops cutting herself, 

walking backward, being agoraphobic, and engaging in obsessive-compulsive behaviors.  

Her immediate Prozac-euphoria initiates a type of adolescent sensual indulgence:  

In the month that followed, I began to range farther and wider, getting 

reckless, hungry from all the time I‘d lost to illness.  [. . .] I had a special 

fondness for Faneuil Hall, where men and food thrived side by side.  [. . .] 
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I tried lemon ices and raspberry tortes and wedges of cake blistered with 

nuts.  I bought a frozen piña colada at an outdoor bar—the first time I‘d 

ever ordered from a bar—and, feeling supremely sophisticated, I toted the 

frothed concoction around, delicately sipping through a crinkled straw.  

(39-40) 

This interlude signals a significant departure from Lauren‘s pre-Prozac punishment of her 

body.  Here Lauren revels in an almost a breathless appreciation of the physical, as 

underscored by the serial use of ―and,‖ as well as the many gustatory references.  She is 

―reckless‖ in her desire to respond to her bodily desires, to explore sensual possibilities.  

She visually samples men while she physically indulges in food and drink.  The passage 

sounds more like an adolescent‘s sexual awakening and first taste of freedom than the 

reflections of a twenty-six year old who has lived on her own for years.  Slater clearly 

draws this dichotomy to emphasize the seductive difference Prozac initially provides.  

This ecstatic phase passes quickly, however, and in its place, a significantly dulled, yet 

practical, Lauren emerges.  It is interesting to note that the narrator delineates Lauren in 

terms of body here, but in a different way than the Prozac Doctor—as a body that 

experiences sensual pleasure.  Her depressive history had forced her to dwell on her inner 

life and despair, using her body as a vehicle to manifest it not as a conduit to pleasure.  

However, thinking of herself primarily in terms of body turns out to be fleeting and 

unsatisfying—―I didn‘t know when to stop‖ (39); ―my body tanked on sugar and dough, I 

wanted to cry‖ (40); ―the lights‖ and ―the odors‖ started ―spinning‖ and were ―strong, too 

strong‖ (41).  In the same way that her doctor‘s detached medical perspective often 

disturbingly reduces her to all body—her own reduction is dissatisfying as well.  
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Ultimately, she has to find a way to negotiate and meld her internal and external 

characteristics. 

The narrator focuses on the way that Lauren‘s depressive history is inscribed on 

her body, in a chapter entitled ―The Third Person,‖ which, of course, Slater writes about 

Lauren—her earlier incarnation of self—from a third person point-of-view: 

Once her arms were bandaged.  [. . .] [I]f you look very closely you will 

see a mesh of small scars all up and down, forearm, shoulder, wrist.  Her 

suicide attempts were never very impressive, but the cutting she did with 

passion and intention.  [. . .]  A well-meaning friend once suggested she 

have cosmetic surgery to erase the marks.  The idea upset her.  [. . .]  

Every day she takes pills whose purpose is to hide her history.  She needs 

some sign, some inscription.  Even if no one can see it, the truth is there.  

Her writing is on the wall.  (136) 

Slater‘s narrator intimates that it is artificial for a person to try and erase or deny her 

materiality —not that it is necessarily a problem to change and aspire to a healthier, fuller 

life, but that it would be fake to reject or ignore a major component of one‘s own history 

and identity.  As discussed above, Prozac helps Lauren hide her mental illness behaviors 

and dysfunctions from others, which is presented as understandable and positive; yet, the 

above passage cautions against forgetting or hiding the truth from herself.  Thus, she 

needs her scars—she ―needs some sign, some inscription.‖  The implication is that she 

needs to acknowledge or incorporate all aspects of herself in order to grow and negotiate 

her identity.  In fact, Slater‘s use of third person reinforces the degree to which both the 

younger Lauren who self-mutilated and this newer more functional Lauren seem distant 
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to the protagonist—yet she needs to reconcile them.  This chapter opens with Bennett 

proposing marriage and babies to the revamped Lauren.  The thought of stopping Prozac 

for pregnancy panics Lauren, causing her to question her own functional reality and 

Bennett‘s true grasp of her potential for insanity—she is overcome by the precariousness 

of her current state.  Thus, she needs the scars to remind herself and offer proof to others 

that her sanity is tenuous—she cannot hide such facts from herself or Bennett with whom 

she desires to have a healthy and honest relationship.   

 The narrator‘s reflection that ―[e]ven if no one can see it, the truth is there‖ recalls 

elements from both Land‘s and Kingston‘s texts.  In Maxine‘s identification with Mu 

Lan, she shares the weight and impact of the wrongs that Mu Lan‘s parents tattoo on her 

back—though Maxine does not actually have inscribed tattoos, she still carries the weight 

and meaning of cultural and familial offenses with and in her.  Additionally, the notion of 

the invisible weight evokes, in a different way, Brad and his family‘s refusal to give a 

specific or meaningful name to his assault and, thus, try to deny it.  Though they 

endeavor to resist it by their refusal to call it into language, the heaviness and impact is 

relentless and tangible.  The way these three texts portray these crucial components 

reflects the author‘s customary manner of rendering material:  Land withholds and 

refuses to process or explore; Slater relies on an excess through figurative language and 

point-of-view; and Kingston employs an excess through fantasy.  However, true to form, 

they all persist in presenting themselves as physically marked and stigmatized. 

In various ways, Lauren‘s recovery exacts an insidious compromise:  the sacrifice 

of her personal, sexual, and narrative climax for the removal of her debilitating symptoms 

of mental illness.  The narrative voice testifies, ―To stay on the drug would mean, and 
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continues to mean, that I accept myself as a less sexual being‖ (153).  The verb tense shift 

in this passage signifies the narrative voice melding with that of Slater, the writer, and 

diverging from the narrative persona.  The writer, ten years into the drug, still struggles 

with sexual dysfunction, and indicates this through her straightforward declaration and 

change of tense.  Such a disclosure points to yet another way Lauren‘s body remains 

abused, yet, this time it is the process of recovery that confers the punishment.   

Possibly the cruelest reality of all is that Prozac does not take away her longing 

for the fierceness of passion.  Most intensely, she desires sexual fulfillment through her 

intimate relationship with Bennett.  Her inability to climax creates frustration and tension 

between them.  They try many tactics to address the problem, including using his 

expertise as a chemist to concoct a variety of aphrodisiacs, but nothing works.  The 

narrator states that ironically the medical field generally believes that a healthy adult 

carries a ―fully functioning sexuality, a sexuality that is not suppressed, repressed, or 

otherwise damaged‖ (154).  Additionally, she notes that a skim of the DSM (Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders) ―reveals that loss of libido and sexual 

dysfunction are serious symptoms of several psychological diseases‖ (154).  ―[I]t is as 

though,‖ the narrator attests, ―I have been [. . .] injected with Novocain at a very specific 

spot.  I want to weep‖ (150).  Lauren questions the Prozac trade-off that interferes with 

the most intimate relationship she has ever had.  This struggle marks yet another paradox 

of her Prozac recovery.     

 Additionally, Lauren considers the possibility of denying sex and her body as a 

way to handle her dampened sexuality; along these lines, she accompanies a friend on a 

research excursion to underground baths frequented by ―female eunuchs.‖  These women 
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have followed a course of mutilation in order to transcend patriarchal categories of 

gendered sexuality.  While there, Lauren encounters a woman who is very white, but has 

a red dot on her forehead; the woman says, ―I am not Indian, [. . .] nor am I American.  I 

exist outside of categories‖ (168).  She also reveals that she is outside of gender identity 

because she had her ―labia and clitoris surgically removed‖ (168).  She contends that 

these measures allow her to access her mystical powers.  This woman feels the need to 

permanently and physically disfigure—dis-able—herself in order to access spiritual 

power and resist social constructions.  In one way, this woman‘s surgical alteration 

assigns more power to superficial embodied judgments—the categories are so powerful 

that she mutilates her body in resistance.  There is something too radical about this for 

Lauren—though she feels like a metaphorical eunuch, she does not want to make 

anatomical changes.  Like the ―eunuch,‖ Lauren experiences a psychological absence of 

her sexuality; however, hers results from the side effects of Prozac, which she needs to 

function on other levels.  Unlike the ―Eunuch,‖ Lauren fervently desires to access her 

female sexuality in a fuller way, not to exorcise it.   

The narrator also discloses an intensely personal bathtub episode that entails 

Lauren exploring her sexuality.  In this scene, she tries to conceive of herself as a eunuch, 

but, instead she again reclaims her body: 

And so, sometimes, I practice.  I fill the tub at home with water and lower 

myself down.  I pretend there is nothing between my thighs, which, you 

would think, given my situation, should be quite easy, but it is not.  For 

there is, most definitely, something, and the more I try to make it 
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disappear, the more it insists on making itself known, with itches and little 

fitful sparks.  (171-172) 

Her desire, though buried, still sputters.  She desperately wants to be sexual, wants to be a 

sexual woman capable of orgasm, and the fact that she sparks at all gives her hope and 

makes her continue to pursue orgasm with Bennett.  All three of her sexual endeavors add 

to the anxiety she feels about the loss of her sexual capability.  Being a sexual woman 

constitutes a significant part of her self-conception.  This lack serves as one of the 

primary barometers of the compromise she makes on Prozac—the cost of living a 

functional life.  But she does not accept this condition wholesale; she continually seeks a 

way to access her suppressed sexual abilities.   

During one of her illness episodes, Bennett says, ―‗You‘re obsessing‘ [. . .]  ‗A 

blip in the serotonin system.‘  But unlike Prozac,‖ the narrator reveals, ―[H]e can speak 

outside of this language.  He can speak with his hands.  He comforts me.  He takes me to 

him, and in his touch I feel how I am human‖ (128).  Though she ostensibly talks about 

the bodily exterior, his hands on her body, her body is a conduit to something greater; 

something that is not solely measured on a chemical map.  His touch generates a sense of 

comfort and completeness.  Unlike the Prozac Doctor, Bennett recognizes Lauren as a 

full being.  Though he, like the Prozac Doctor, diagnoses Lauren, tells her she is 

obsessing, he does not do so condescendingly or in order to dismiss her.  Bennett gently 

reminds her that her illness taking over—he initiates a holistic process of comfort; he 

reaches for her in a sexual way that recognizes her wholeness.  He reassures her that she 

is not alone.  These emotions travel through their bodies, they are not merely of the body.  
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In general, it is not the diagnosis that causes Lauren to bristle.  It is being treated 

as a technical problem, as an illness, instead of a fully humanized being.  On the day 

Lauren ingests her first Prozac dose she recalls, ―I thought of yeast and how it works, 

bubbles of fermentation, little spheres of oxygen that must be kneaded, how maybe every 

good rising is a combination of chemicals and touch‖ (13).  Unlike Prozac and her doctor, 

which only repair the body chemically, Bennett caresses her to communicate and reassure 

love; he touches her skin in order to soothe her combined mind, soul, and body.  It is 

certainly not that Lauren wants the doctor to touch her erotically—there is no hint of such 

a desire; instead the Prozac Doctor is initially cast as a symbol of the platonic ideal of a 

healer in her hyperbolic fantasy:  ―The Prozac Doctor was biblical to me‖ (10).  

Tellingly, she identifies him as ―not only technician, but poet, priest, theologian, and 

friend‖ (10).  But, her exaggeration of him calls to mind the binary—the doctor as 

indifferent, cold, and technical—it is that ―half‖ healing approach that she critiques. 

In ―The Third Person,‖ the ―she‖ melds into ―I‖ when Bennett caresses her scars: 

He pulls me even closer to him, and for the first time ever studies 

the other scars as well, the raised white wisps of tissue that will not be 

blended, will not be bronzed.  ―These are the old marks,‖ he says with 

great deliberateness, ―from another time, and I know they are there, 

Lauren, I really do.‖ 

 And then he is not talking anymore; he is touching those places, 

tracing the old, closed cuts with his fingers, following their undulations, 

reading them with his eyes shut [. . .].   (145) 
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This passage illustrates the intimate connection and trust between them.  And unlike her 

mother, father, or doctor, Bennett wants to know the full, complex Lauren and 

acknowledges that to do so involves looking beyond Prozac and the functional person he 

sees.  To fully know and understand her, he must appreciate and integrate her past and 

present, which means admitting Lauren‘s instability and pain.
37

   

 

Conclusion 

In the penultimate chapter ―Half-Life,‖ the narrator tells us, ―Ten years have gone 

by now since I started the drug‖ (177).  Such a specific temporal disclosure marks a 

change in the narrative voice, shifting from the anachronous one that dominates the text 

to a specifically time-bound one that coincides with the final stages of the book‘s writing 

process; this voice appears sporadically throughout the text and supersedes in the last 

several chapters.  These moments signify points in which the tacit time and space 

difference between the narrator and writer becomes slippery.  At one of such juncture the 

narrator confesses, ―On a good day I am 70 percent.  On a bad day, the repetitions and the 

grief cannot be counted‖ (128).  Such revelations underscore the ongoing difficulty of 

living an abnormal identity; even though Lauren‘s identity has ostensibly shifted from 

mental illness to antidepressant dependence, which is culturally positioned as the 

antidote, she remains dis-abled by her history and ongoing struggle with mental illness, 

her life as a drug addict, and the medicines serious side effects; she still fails to meet and 

manage according to socioculturally designated standards.  She would prefer to live 
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Leeman reflects that Slater needs ―her husband to recognize the scars on her wrist and to acknowledge the 

‗madwoman‘ beneath the chemical cure‖ (156).  
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without being dependent on medicine and considers her Prozac dependency a ―shameful 

stigma‖ (186), especially in light of claims by Kramer and others who assert that Prozac 

is ―cosmetic pharmacology‖ (188).  The idea of a life on ―psychic steroids‖ or a 

―substance that imparts unfair advantage‖ gnaws at her:  she wants to be responsible for 

her own success, and not subsist on medicine.  However, each time she stops Prozac, she 

relapses (179-180).  And because she wants to function, she is willing to bear the stigma, 

artificialness, limitations, and worry of a life on Prozac.   

The book‘s conclusion bears witness to the fact that Prozac allows her a practical 

―half-life,‖ a life of baseline functioning and productivity.  As Slater‘s narrator discloses 

early in the book, ―Cure is complex, disorienting, a revisioning of the self, either subtle or 

stark.  Cure is the new, strange planet, pressing in.  The doctor could not have known.  

And that made me, as it does every patient, only more alone‖ (9).  This particular 

reflection absolves Dr. Koskava more than most—the narrator says that he could not have 

known, implying that only a patient can.  The emphasis here is on the convolution and 

isolation of the Prozac journey.  Both mental illness and long-term Prozac treatment 

involve a sacrifice and a ―revisioning‖ of self, a journey outside the mainstream that 

prompts sociocultural judgment and intolerance.  Throughout the memoir, Slater‘s 

narrator emphasizes that Prozac is not a consummate miracle or cure—it is an exacting 

compromise.  The reader on this autobiographical exploration with Lauren is aware of the 

fractional, contradictory, and anesthetized aspects of her improvement.
38

  Prozac does not 
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Reviewers generally view the ending as depicting a cured protagonist, though a few note a more 

contingent or uncertain conclusion:   Christopher Lehmann-Haupt states that the reader is left ―with the 

sense of a void about Ms. Slater‘s future, which is particularly distressing because her book is so involving‖ 

(8).  D.T. Max asserts that Prozac Diary reveals that the book shows ―what it‘s like to be cured by 

America‘s pre-eminent selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor‖ (13).  The Newsday reviewer holds that 
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merely bestow a ―better‖ identity; it gives new improved qualities and blights other 

treasured ones; it enables a more balanced and productive life, while exorcizing passion 

and creativity.  At one point, in one of the narrator‘s more disparaging passages, she 

reflects that ―the cure called Prozac doesn‘t fill your mind so much as empty it of its 

contents and then leave you, like a pitcher, waiting to be filled‖ (81).  This metaphor 

emphasizes the utilitarian nature of Prozac—the medicine provides function and duty, but 

drains fire, energy, and juiciness; such an image casts a rather cold and hollow shadow.  

And so while it is true that this narrator mourns and fights for qualities that Prozac 

suppresses—passion, creativity, memory, and sexuality—ironically, she would not be 

able to even glimpse other aspects that offer potential fulfillment—intimacy, healing, 

stability, and perspective –without it.  This is the complex, anti-climatic, and 

nonteleological resolution of book.  Slater‘s narrator interjects such reflections 

throughout her text and, likewise, ends on that ambiguous stance.   

As someone who suffers and has suffered greatly, Lauren knows that her life 

experiences impact her life trajectory, that she is more than an amalgamation of 

chemicals and wires.  She works to assemble the pieces of her life, to understand their 

role in her mental illness and identity, and to attest to the relevance and primacy of doing 

so.  The narrator testifies, ―I still need my stories‖ (127).  In ―Material Selves,‖ Sidonie 

Smith probes the complexity of the process of identity formation and its conflagration of 

biology, chemistry, and physiology:  ―The materiality of our bodies, the sense we have of 

                                                                                                                                                 
―[m]aking the transition to wellness with Slater is a small dose of miracle for her lucky reader.‖  Rebecca 

Ascher-Walsh states, ―The poetically told tale becomes not merely about Prozac and the author‘s journey to 

health, but the journey to finding oneself.‖  Whereas Loewenstein reflects that Slater ―wonders what it 

means to accept a permanent dependence on a mind-altering drug, and questions repeatedly whether she 

has lost some essential part of her self‖ (134).   
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ourselves as centers of consciousness, and the stories through which we learn and choose 

to make our experiential history meaningful, all conjoin, so that bodies, selves, memories, 

stories cannot be understood independently of one another‖ (108).  Lauren longs for a 

way to cobble together the pieces of her life into a somewhat coherent, though 

fragmented plot—a plot that reflects her life, consciousness, and identity—―bodies, 

selves, memories, stories.‖  She embraces the idea that Smith proffers, ―[N]arrative is 

identity is embodiment is narrative‖ (94).  One of Slater‘s journal-entry passages in the 

book attests, ―Perhaps this journal represents my first attempts to love language 

differently, to write at lesser levels of arousal‖ (92).  This book demonstrates a woman 

endeavoring to integrate various deficient narratives, identities, and bodies together—to 

meld her emergent language of self with her old one—such a change is a negotiation that 

involves pain and pleasure, reward and sacrifice, body and soul.  This paradoxical result 

of this is embodied throughout Prozac Diary.   

 My next chapter examines Maxine Hong Kingston‘s The Woman Warrior, in 

which the protagonist, Maxine, also endeavors to fuse disparate languages into a story 

that can accommodate her as a worthy subject.  Like Brad and Lauren, Maxine is 

dismissed according to various sociocultural codes that label her as incompetent and 

inferior; additionally, she probes relevant aspects of American culture to find a way to 

mediate hegemonic and nonhegemonic tensions into a livable version of her subjectivity.  

Unlike Land and Slater, she explores ancestry and myth in search for a way to 

incorporate a concept of herself into her familial and cultural narratives and her familial 

and cultural narratives into a rendering of herself. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maxine Hong Kingston‘s The Woman Warrior:  The Spectacular Subjugation of the 

Dually Oppressed and Dis-abled Body 

 

 

 

And in my struggles and survival, I become a part of the memories of 

those who have yet to face their own journeys toward individual and social 

transformation. 

 

Kelli Zaytoun, ―New Pathways toward Understanding Self-in-

Relation: Anzalduan (Re)Visions for Developmental Psychology‖   

 

 

The disabled constituencies, individuals, and groups structurally 

handicapped by social, attitudinal, and architectural barriers and 

biomedical discourses and practices are also claiming their agency and are 

reclaiming themselves as cultural assets, as social beings and as complex 

individuals. 

 

Pushpa Naidu Parekh, ―Gender, Disability, and the Postcolonial 

Nexus‖ 

 

 

As bodies deemed deficient and deviant, the protagonists of Brad Land‘s Goat, 

Lauren Slater‘s Prozac Diary, and Maxine Hong Kingston‘s The Woman Warrior are 

subjugated by others who symbolize the desired and dominant sociocultural positions.  

As subjects who are marginalized, they face various degrees of oppression and 

mistreatment.  One of the most devastating effects of such exploitation resides in their 

sense of abjectness, of not having the power or competence to resist or challenge those in 

control.  Throughout a significant part of their journeys, Brad incessantly internalizes 

others‘ perception of himself as ―weird‖ and inferior; Lauren continually accepts her 
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doctor‘s mandate to increase her Prozac dosage; and Maxine regularly refrains from 

asking her mom to help her sort truth from fiction, which causes her great confusion and 

anxiety, and continues to accept punishment and censure for her inability to speak 

English in a socially acceptable manner.   

Throughout The Woman Warrior, Maxine Hong Kingston weaves the theme that 

passive and dominated bodies are tragic.  Near the end of the ―White Tigers‖ chapter of 

The Woman Warrior, Fa Mu Lan, the hero of the tale, conquers the evil baron.  As she 

liberates his castle, she breaks down a door and finds ―cowering, whimpering women‖ 

(44).  Mu Lan continues, 

I heard shrill insect noises and scurrying.  They blinked weakly at me like 

pheasants that have been raised in the dark for soft meat.  The servants 

who walked the ladies had abandoned them, and they could not escape on 

their little bound feet.  [. . .]  These women would not be good for 

anything.  (44) 

Mu Lan discovers these women locked away.  Their bodies have been contorted into an 

unlivable small space without light or movement; their feet are, of course, bound.  They 

are stowed in a closet like last season‘s clothes, waiting to be called forth.  Their function 

has been to serve the whim of the ruler, to be used according to someone else‘s 

determination.  By virtue of their degradation, these women are unprepared for entry into 

the world—they cannot walk or comprehend their environment; Mu Lan reflects that they 

―would not be good for anything‖ and that even their parents refuse to claim them (44).  

Their abuse and subjugation have rendered them abject—the treatment of their bodies 

subsuming their minds and potential.   
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 The above scene reinforces a key claim that resonates throughout Kingston‘s 

memoir:  that bodies unable to actively negotiate the dictates of their environment lack 

both purpose and value within that environment.  This tale, along with others such as the 

No Name Aunt story, reinforces historic ideas about the devaluation of female bodies in 

Chinese culture.  The fact that the women are stuffed into the closet illustrates that bodies 

deemed unimportant by society are subject to neglect and abuse.  The abuse and 

appropriation of the marginalized body haunts Maxine
39

 throughout the text.  As a young 

girl, she exists on the margins of both Chinese and American societies, mediating a 

barrage of conflicting cultural messages about how she should comport herself.  

Moreover, her ―failure‖ to meet these dictates is perceived by various others as evidence 

of her inherent personal defects.  An analysis of the text demonstrates that she is 

ultimately able to push back against some of the behavioral prescriptions that cast her as 

incompetent and unworthy.   

Throughout her memoir, Kingston reveals Maxine‘s body as one that is 

denigrated and outcast by sociocultural dictates of two disparate cultures.  She is caught 

between the oppressive and confounding misogynistic Chinese history and customs, on 

one hand, and the equally inaccessible American culture—with its unrelenting 

assimilation demands—on the other.  These multifarious narratives situate Maxine as a 

double outsider who, paradoxically, also operates as a partial insider within both systems.  

Yet, both cultures seek to conscript her body.  At home, the Chinese sociocultural 

messages are the primary, controlling ones:  they promulgate silence and obedience, the 
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Henceforth I will use Maxine to indicate the protagonist of the memoir, Kingston to indicate the writer, 

and narrator to indicate the narrator.   
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worthlessness of girls and their fates as wives, slaves, or outcasts.  In her quotidian life, in 

school or at work, the American hegemonic myths dominate, insisting on Standard 

English and American conventions of behavior and appearance, such as appearing 

―American feminine‖ or speaking confident and unbroken English.  Her situation evokes 

Anne Anlin Cheng‘s concept of double malady: ―The condition of having to incorporate 

and encrypt both an impossible ideal and a denigrated self‖ (72).  Accordingly, Maxine‘s 

ethnic and racialized body stands in stark contrast to mainstream cultural standards for a 

properly assimilated female-citizen and reveals the extent to which many of the cultural 

dictates are distant and untenable for the young Maxine.   

Gender and ethnicity are unquestionably primary issues in this text, and, 

consequently, literary critics often interrogate the book in terms of those issues.
40

  Along 
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According to Katherine Hyunmi Lee, ―The Woman Warrior is hailed by critics as an exemplar of Asian 

American literature‘s subversive nature as well as an emblematic feminist Bildungsroman‖ (Lee 19).  

Shirley Geok-Lin Lim echoes Lee‘s assessment with one important qualification:  ―The Woman Warrior 

can be approached as a book about growing up, a kind of female bildungsroman or novel of development.  

However, […] it is not chiefly about a sensitive young individual‘s identity in conflict with a corrupt social 

and adult world.  In the opening chapter, Kingston‘s protagonist protests against many values of her 

parents‘ emigrant Cantonese society, particularly the notions that degrade girls as inferior and that punish 

women‘s sexuality through rape and ostracism‖ (―Growing‖ 274).  Lim continues:  ―Yet, paradoxically, she 

also finds in the same culture counter-values that present women not merely as victims, but as agents‖ 

(―Growing‖ 274).  Thus, Lim concludes, to reduce the memoir to the category of Bildungsroman divests it 

of its complex, paradoxical, and dynamic qualities that defy a teleological reading or a single generic 

classification. 

Yuan Shu asserts that from a feminist critical perspective, The Woman Warrior embodies 

Kingston‘s ―sense of female subjectivity [that] points to an alternative to the version of individualism in 

Western autobiography‖ (Shu 204).  Removing the memoir from the constraints of interpreting it as simply 

a female Bildungsroman, feminist discourse focuses primarily on the ―mother-daughter relationship and 

matrilineage‖ (204).  According to Shu, ―Kingston‘s work has most commonly been read as an exposure of 

misogyny in Chinese culture‖ (206).  However, as valid and pervasive as such readings are, according to 

Katherine Hyunmi Lee, feminist discourse itself also unduly limits the range and complexity of The 

Woman Warrior; for, she argues, ―Kingston‘s narrative undeniably disrupts dominant ideologies regarding 

race, gender, and nation‖ (Lee 22).   

Shu points out the double-edged sword of the popularity of the first chapter of the memoir, ―No 

Name Woman.‖ On the one hand, it provides an introduction to Asian-American literature for Western 

readers that is accessible and compelling; on the other hand, as an extract from the memoir, it disrupts the 

integrity of the entire text, leading to and reinforcing a skewed and uninformed perception of both the 

Asian-American experience and Chinese culture.  This decontextualization of the chapter, Shu argues, 

leads ―uninformed Western readers‖ to ―construe the story in terms of the American cultural imagination of 
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these lines, Deborah Madsen, in her essay ―The Body as Icon in the Writings of Maxine 

Hong Kingston,‖ states that the women in Kingston‘s book are ―guilty of two kinds of 

difference:  sexual and racial‖ (238).  However, I assert that close scrutiny of the text 

reveals that Maxine‘s struggles exceed her visible minority status and are mired in her 

inability to meet American cultural standards for embodied normalcy.  While she is 

intensely haunted and confused by Chinese conventions for females, she does not seek to 

meet those gender prescriptions.  In fact, she actively works to be deemed unfit as a wife 

or slave—what Cheng terms a ―denigrated self.‖  She wants to speak effectual English 

and be considered intelligent and capable; however, such tasks present huge stumbling 

blocks for her.  Maxine‘s difficulties to speak Standard English are viewed by others—

teachers, clerks, employers—as failures and evidence of her innate incompetence, 

estimations that undoubtedly intersect with gender and race prejudice.  But, because of 

her failures, she is deemed defective and, also, perceives herself as abnormal and inferior.  

                                                                                                                                                 
China . . . and thus confirm the US Orientalist construction of China as misogynist and irrational‖ (Shu 

207).  Thus, some critics observe an ―Orientalist disposition‖ in The Woman Warrior.  Essentially, what 

they mean is that Kingston reifies Western Stereotypes of Chinese, and indeed all Asian, peoples.  Shu 

synthesizes this critical observation succinctly:  ―Jeffrey Chan, Benjamin Tong, and Frank Chin, among 

others, accused Kingston of distorting Asian American reality on the one hand, and catering to the demands 

of the dominant culture for exoticism and stereotypes on the other‖ (200).  In response, Kingston herself, 

according to Shu, ―contends that her work has many layers and should be read as such without being 

subjected to any singular vision or dimension of Asian America‖ (201).   

The multi-faceted and complex text is itself a paradoxical and sometimes contradictory narrative 

that resists resolution and teleology.  So it is not surprising that The Woman Warrior is both hailed as a 

brilliant work of feminism and criticized as a betrayal of feminism, classified as both a memoir and a work 

of fiction, praised as an accurate portrayal of the Asian-American experience and damned as a reification of 

Orientalist stereotypes.  Nor is the predominately accepted mood of the text, subversive and resistant, 

universally agreed upon.  Lee implies that scholars who accept and promote this prevailing interpretation 

bully alternative perspectives.  Thus, she writers, ―Asian American scholars have been reluctant to discuss 

… [aspects of The Woman Warrior] associated with dominant cultural complicity rather than resistance‖ 

(Lee 19).  In the final analysis, The Woman Warrior is a shifting, critically unstable text that defies a single, 

uniform, or consistent interpretation.  Lee provides a brief and accurate summation: ―The Woman 

Warrior’s distinct blend of fact and fiction reveals the dizzying array of cultural narratives that bombard 

the young Maxine‖ (Lee 19).  This dizzying array of cultural narratives continues to bombard scholars and 

readers as well. 
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For the purposes of this study, I employ a disability studies lens to demonstrate that the 

embodied standards of normalcy significantly restrict and afflict Maxine, causing her to 

perceive her body as an anomolous signifier. 

While cultural and literary critics have extensively studied The Woman Warrior, 

there is a dearth of criticism under the purview of disability studies.  This is not only the 

case for Kingston‘s text, but for ethnic literature in general, as noted by MELUS editors 

Jennifer C. James and Cynthia Wu in their Introduction to a 2006 special issue on ―Race, 

Ethnicity, Disability, and Literature‖:
41

  

[T]here is very little work that addresses the ways in which the categories 

of race/ethnicity and disability are used to constitute one another or the 

ways that those social, political, and cultural practices have kept 

seemingly different groups of people in strikingly similar marginalized 

positions.  (4) 

While this chapter considers the intersection of ethnic/racial and gender discrimination 

with that of disability, my larger dissertation examines the ways in which the very 

different subject positions of Brad Land, Lauren Slater, and Maxine Hong Kingston are 

marginalized by similar sociocultural determinations of normality.  The disability studies 

approach works to dismantle underlying doctrines of normalcy, especially with respect to 

how such ideologies write and conscribe the body.  Tobin Siebers, in Disability Theory, 

speaks to how such deconstruction of power can extend minority studies:  ―Minority 
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Included in the MELUS special issue, Jeehyun Lim contributes an essay entitled ―Cutting the Tongue: 

Language and the Body in Kingston's The Woman Warrior,‖—the only essay on The Woman Warrior that 

specifically applies a disability studies lens to a component of the text; I discuss my points of intersection 

and divergence with J. Lim‘s essay later in this chapter.   
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identity discovers its theoretical force by representing the experiences of oppression and 

struggle lived by minority peoples separately but also precisely as minorities, for 

attention to the similarities between different minority identities exposes their relation to 

oppression [. . .]‖ (16).  I apply a disability studies approach to The Woman Warrior in 

order to show how the dominant ideology seeks to position Maxine as a dis-abled and 

deficient body in order to constitute her as an abject body.   

 Throughout the memoir, Maxine fears losing her self to the abyss of cultural 

dictates—or perhaps more accurately, she dreads never being able to gain her self:  the 

realities that await a disobedient daughter in China, combined with the quotidian 

struggles to speak and act as a vital person within America, threaten to swallow her 

before she can cultivate her own sense of self.  Thus, Maxine spends her childhood and 

teenage years floating in a marginal space in which she fights to envisage and create a 

place for herself.  In this chapter, I analyze the ways in which Maxine‘s silence and 

assault on the Silent Girl, Maxine‘s cut frenum, Moon Orchid‘s madness, and the Fa Mu 

Lan legend demonstrate that ideals of embodied normalcy construct Maxine and cause 

her to consider herself dis-abled.  Each examination reveals underlying expectations 

about normality, language, and the body within that sociocultural context.  Moreover, I 

structure my analysis around the way that each installment functions as a move, or 

narrative arc, that participates in Maxine‘s journey from abject marginalization toward 

her survivor subjectivity.
42

  Maxine‘s survivor subjectivity excludes being a bully like her 

                                                 
42

By this term I mean someone who survives not only the spiraling disturbances that cause her/him to be 

marked as abnormal, but also the ordeal of living a minority existence.  Moreover, through the process of 

negotiating her fraught material reality, she is able to carve out a livable liminal life, one in which she is 

both complicit and resistant to various sociocultural dictates and embraces the contingency of identity.   
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mom—she does not want to purposely scare or confound others—but includes finding a 

way to connect with her; likewise, such an identity excludes being dependent, weak, or 

insane, but includes being independent, competent, able to express herself and mediate 

her own story.  As revealed through the text, the journey exacts an ongoing physical and 

psychological toll on her.   

It is within the resulting fissures, the liminal spaces between the totalizing and 

particular that Kingston works to forge her own subjectivity.  This process of identity-

work or self-rescue mirrors the experience of another Asian-American memoirist, Shirley 

Geok-lin Lim:  

[I]t is not these systems but their intersections that offered me points of 

escape. . .   My cultural world was not monological but multilogical.  

Given the multiplicity of cultures, the extraordinary subjective feature 

remained that none of them offered the girl-child a stable, established, 

supporting society.  Each system, oppressive alone, became interrogative 

and subversive in the matrix of multiculturalism.  (―Asians‖ 246) 

Kingston‘s recalled experiences also interrogate the ―multilogical‖ hegemonic narratives 

that batter against her individual experiences, values, and aspirations; through her text, 

she probes, illuminates, and challenges the various sociocultural formations that 

stigmatize and debase her.  Ultimately Maxine‘s endeavor illustrates that the social 

systems, not she, are defective.   

The Woman Warrior, published in 1976, employs stylistic techniques such as 

fragmented structure, integration of fictional aspects, and recreated dialogue; the fact that 

many of these methods still spark controversy, as discussed in my introductory chapter, 
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speaks to the innovative character of the book.  Kingston‘s book unfolds in an episodic, 

non-linear, fragmented manner, which allows diverse experiences and perceptions to 

crash up against one another in iconic ways.  Kingston weaves dreams, mythology, folk 

tales, life experiences, memories, and Chinese and American conventions in interposed 

sections throughout her chapters.  She saturates her book with the stories of her 

matrilineal relatives, some dead, some alive, some in China, some in America.  Each 

chapter revolves around a different Chinese female relative or mythological figure to 

illustrate her potential role models; however, for various reasons, each functions as an 

inadequate example.  The faultiness of each example is revealed primarily through their 

juxtapositions with Maxine‘s reflections and material experiences.  Her use of past tense 

allows her room on the page to muse and analyze her perceptions of events.  Kingston‘s 

ambitious scope—spanning space and time, including multifarious stories—covers a 

more expansive frame than either Prozac Diary or Goat.  Her vast scope indicates the 

comprehensiveness with which she approaches her textual search for subjectivity.  Not 

surprisingly, then, we find in The Woman Warrior a shift among the various ―I‖ narrative 

positions that exist within the text.  The narrator is usually close to Maxine, the 

protagonist, in her more naïve and less-reflective, state; while at other times, she is more 

allied with Kingston, the author, who writes the text.
43

  This complex narrative slippage 
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In Phyllis Hoge Thompson‘s interview with Maxine Hong Kingston, ―This is the Story I Heard: A 

Conversation with Maxine Hong Kingston and Earll Kingston,‖ Kingston refers to her narrator in The 

Woman Warrior as a ―narrator girl‖ (6)—I consider her comment reflective of the general narrator‘s 

younger persona.  The following critics note the multiple and fluid nature of the narration in The Woman 

Warrior, but do not analyze textual examples of the slippage:  In ―No Lost Paradise:  Social Gender and 

Symbolic Gender in the Writings of Maxine Hong Kingston,‖ Leslie Rabine notes that the narrator is 

double voiced (477).  In ―Chinese American Women‘s Life Stories,‖ Shirley Geok-Lin Lim states that The 

Woman Warrior‘s ―plural and shifting pronouns create a constant stream of narrator‘s ‗subjectivities‘‖ 

(―Chinese‖ 257).  Lee Quinby, in ―The Subject of Memoirs:  The Woman Warrior‘s Technology of 
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reflects the complicated and enduring issues that confront both the character and the 

writer. 

 

Treacherous to Reclaimed Body 

  Maxine‘s American life is primarily mediated by her struggle with language, and 

she realizes she will have to accede to various tenets of American culture in order to meet 

markers of success, in both her own and cultural terms.  American cultural precepts mark 

both her ethnic/racial body and broken English as signs of her inherent inferiority.  

Throughout her childhood Maxine also absorbs this perception.  I agree with Betty 

Bergland, who states in her analysis of The Woman Warrior, ―silence and talk become 

prevailing metaphors throughout the autobiography [. . .]‖ (―Representing‖ 84).  Kingston 

mediates her own self-perception through her association of agency and language:  

language stands as the prerequisite for agency.  Lee Quinby, in her essay ―The Subject of 

Memoirs:  The Woman Warrior‘s Technology of Ideographic Selfhood,‖ also speaks to 

the central role language plays in this text:  ―Throughout The Woman Warrior, language, 

both oral and written, is one of the ‗invisible presences‘‖ (303); however, I diverge from 

Quinby‘s viewpoint and hold that in language is a crucially embodied, not an invisible, 

phenomenon.  Along the same lines, I also take issue with King-Kok Cheung‘s assertion 

in her essay ―The Woman Warrior versus The Chinaman Pacific:  Must a Chinese 

American Critic Choose between Feminism and Heroism?‖: ―The real battle that runs 

                                                                                                                                                 
Ideographic Selfhood,‖ reflects that the ―‘I‘ is multiple and discontinuous‖ (299).  Betty Bergland in 

―Representing Ethnicity in Autobiography:  Narratives of Opposition‖ also speaks to the multiple and 

shifting ―I‖ (84-87).   
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through the work is one against silence and invisibility‖ (181).  I believe the battle is 

deeper than that—Maxine fights against silence, invisibility, and visibility—the visibility 

of being a defective body.  All of these aspects are read on her body.  Her nonstandard 

language issues through her mouth and face, confirming the deficiency of her nonwhite, 

female body.  Lennard Davis, in his essay ―Bodies of Difference: Politics, Disability, and 

Representation,‖ also upholds the materiality of language: ―Language usage, which is as 

much a physical function as any other somatic activity, has become subject to an 

enforcement of normalcy, as have sexuality, gender, racial identity, national identity, and 

so on‖ (100).  Since Maxine is already multiply-signified by permanent identity markers, 

more pressure is placed on her competency skills, such as language, in order to 

compensate for her already presumed defects.   

Maxine‘s ordeal with language starts with her public school socialization.  

Though Kingston places these episodes in the final chapter of her memoir, I analyze them 

first because they are essential components for Maxine‘s struggle with language.  The 

formational chapter on language provides the foundation for Kingston to end her book on 

the idea of coming into language.  Such a conclusion—which, as I will discuss later in 

this chapter, I do not view as the ending—is poetic because it leads the reader directly to 

the close of the book, to realize the scope and impact of the book, written in perfect 

English, and the journey of its writer.  In ―A Song for a Barbarian Reed Pipe,‖ the 

narrator reveals that for three years, Maxine refuses to speak in public school.  At first 

she enjoys the silence and declares that ―it did not occur to me I was supposed to talk or 

to pass kindergarten‖ (166).  Kingston initially renders Maxine in a posture of oblivious 

contentment; she initiates a type of passing through anonymity—if she can keep quiet 
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and make herself invisible, maybe no one will notice her weak English skills, maybe she 

can protect herself from criticism or marginalization.  However, when Maxine realizes 

that speaking is required, the silence is no longer innocent and enjoyable:  ―It was when I 

found out I had to talk that school became a misery, that the silence became a misery‖ 

(166).  The expectation and requirement in Maxine‘s American public school is that 

students will speak English and participate accordingly.  The American assimilationist 

ideology proffers that it is incumbent on immigrants and other ethnic subjects to learn 

English as expediently as possible.  And when she is no longer silent, her broken or 

―abnormal‖ English marks her as a deficient other.  This circumstance exemplifies that 

language is not a silence or invisibility issue, but an embodied issue. 

The narrator discloses that most of the Chinese-American girls have similar 

trouble speaking aloud in public school, yet do not have such difficulty in their evening 

Chinese school.  This behavioral departure points to problems in the American cultural 

standards and school system, not inherent disabilities in the Chinese-American students.  

She discloses Maxine‘s trouble translating and reconciling the demure seven stroke 

ideograph of the Chinese ―I‖ with the confident three-stroke American word (166-167); 

also, she notes that some Chinese students abstain from singing, ―land where our fathers 

died‖ because they fear triggering potential Chinese curses (167).  Patti Duncan, in her 

book Tell This Silence:  Asian American Women Writers and the Politics of Speech, 

provocatively reclaims silence as a strategy of resistance in Asian American women‘s 

writing.  While Duncan acknowledges the complexity involved in such matters, she 

asserts that Maxine‘s refusal to speak the patriarchal ―I‖ signifies defiance, a refusal to 

participate in her own victimization (18-19).  However, against this scene, Kingston 
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juxtaposes information about the material consequences of such refusal:  often the 

Chinese-American girls are remanded for speech therapy and left out of activities.  

Additionally, the narrator reflects, ―The teacher, who had already told me every day how 

to read ‗I‘ and ‗here,‘ put me in the low corner under the stairs again, where the noisy 

boys usually sat‖ (167).  Such revelations emphasize the shame and powerlessness that 

serve as potent consequences for their failure.  Maxine‘s inability to speak properly 

emphasizes her marginal status within the classroom and school system—she is not seen 

as important or useful.  Moreover, she notes that after the kindergarten period, ―some of 

us gave up, shook our heads, and said nothing, not one word.  Some of us could not even 

shake our heads.  At times shaking my head no is more self-assertion than I can manage‖ 

(172).  These reflections illustrate images of defeat, not power: some of the girls ―give 

up‖ and demonstrate this through their silence and/or head shaking; they no longer have 

the strength to exert futile effort and acquiesce to their incompetent construction.  She 

continues, ―Most of us eventually found some voice, however faltering‖ (172).  The 

impression is that a faltering voice, though not ideal, is preferable to silence—it is 

―some‖ voice, on the trajectory toward capability.  As the above excerpts demonstrate, 

Kingston switches between ―I‖ and ―we‖ and ―us‖ in this section; the fluidity in narrative 

point-of-view underscores that at this point she alludes to experiences shared by ―We 

American-Chinese girls‖ (172) and, simultaneously, to the potential Chinese-American 

female reader.  She concurrently expresses a unique and a representative experience.  The 

materiality of Maxine‘s, and the other girls‘, silence is delineated as a site of oppression 

not a strategy of resistance.  Kingston depicts Maxine and the other girls demeaned as a 

consequence of their inability to read or to participate as vital members of the class.   
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The above episode reinforces the intersectionality between ideologies of gender 

and ethnicity and disability—she is not grouped apart merely because she is a girl or 

Chinese American, but because her teacher views her as uncooperative and incompetent.  

She is viewed as a noncompliant body, one who does not conform to prescribed school 

procedure.  Because Maxine does not manifest appropriate ―normal‖ behavior, she is 

placed with the other ―bad‖ bodies—bodies literally transported to a physical borderline 

space under the stairs.  Maxine‘s teacher judges her exterior performance against cultural 

standards of ―normal‖ behavior and, perhaps subconsciously, finds her deficient.  

Therefore, she is grouped with other entities that disrupt the system and lack potential.  

However, neither the teacher nor the school system seeks to effectively accommodate the 

ongoing language difficulties of the Chinese-American girls because they are not viewed 

as important enough for investment; the narrator notes that speech therapy does not help 

the problem (172).  Maxine‘s muteness clearly originates in her cultural insecurity and 

confusion, not in intellectual deficiency, as the dominant ideology contends and 

supposedly affirms by the fact that her first grade school record denotes ―a zero IQ‖ score 

(183).   

Such an association reveals a complicated intersection between race and ethnicity 

and disability.  By virtue of Maxine‘s visible ethnic and racial markers, such as the color 

of her skin and the shape of her face and eyes, she functions as an essentialized text, and 

is, therefore, automatically read by normates as inherently inferior.  Thus, because these 

markers contrast so overtly with prevailing images of American normalcy, the differences 

are intensified.  Sociologist Rubén G. Rumbaut underscores that ―to study the 

‗assimilation‘ of persons and groups in American life is, among other things, to examine 
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the modes of incorporation of periphery to core [. . .]‖ (505).  Additionally, a study by 

sociologists Lloyd Warner and Leo Srole from their book The Social Systems of 

American Ethnic Groups, published in 1945—the time period in which Kingston would 

have started her American schooling—states, ―The factor of race, or rather the strong 

negative evaluation of it by American society, is sufficient to explain most if not all the 

difference in ranking…it is the degree of racial difference from the white American 

norms which counts most heavily in placement of the group and in the determination of 

its assimilation‖ (qtd. in Rumbaut 486).  Yet, disability studies holds that the prejudices 

against the ethnic-racial body are predicated on ableist ideologies surrounding 

constitutions of normalcy and able-bodiedness.  Thus the dominant ideology conflates the 

inability to assimilate with being dis-abled generally.  Disability theorists David Mitchell 

and Sharon Snyder assert that ―stigmatized social positions founded upon gender, class, 

nationality, and race have often relied upon disability to visually underscore the 

devaluation of marginal communities‖ (qtd. in Siebers 5-6).  Rosemarie Garland-

Thomson also reinforces this idea:  ―Female, disabled, and dark bodies are supposed to be 

dependent, incomplete, vulnerable, and incompetent bodies.  Femininity and race are the 

performance of disability‖ (―Integrating‖ 261).  These theorists underscore that cultural, 

racial, and gender prejudices are based on a notion that such bodies are inherently 

incapable of being a useful and valued member of society.  Both assimilation and 

disability theories interrogate the relationship between the periphery and the core.   

Maxine‘s initial muteness and then ineffective speech in school confirms her 

assigned uselessness and adds yet another weakness to her repertoire, both through the 

teachers‘ and her own perception.  As discussed above, what was originally active 
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resistance on Maxine‘s part is appropriated by and reinterpreted through the dominant 

culture.  To not speak English and not conform in school is to behave abnormally and 

badly, to be socially and intellectually inept.  Maxine confesses, ―I did not speak and felt 

bad each time that I did not speak‖ (166).  Erving Goffman notes that when individuals 

are stigmatized, ―shame becomes a central possibility, arising from the individual‘s 

perception of one of his own attributes as being a defiling thing to possess [. . .]‖ (133).  

Kingston clearly presents Maxine as ashamed of her inability—she wants to talk and 

achieve, but just cannot make the words flow.   

Kingston‘s narrator reports that many of the ―Chinese girls‖ who remained quiet 

in American school ―got over it sooner than we [Maxine and her sister] did‖ (166).  That 

is ―except the one girl who could not speak up even in Chinese school‖ (172).  This Silent 

Girl infuriates Maxine:  ―I hated the younger sister, the quiet one.  I hated her when she 

was the last chosen for her team and I, the last chosen for my team.  I hated her for her 

china doll hair cut.  I hated her at music time for the wheezes that came out of her plastic 

flute‖ (173).  One day Maxine corners and bullies her in the deserted school restroom—

the year that Maxine ―was arrogant with talk‖ (173) and that particular day she had been 

running and playing hard.  Maxine‘s ―footsteps rang hard against the cement and tile 

because of the taps I had nailed into my shoes‖; yet the Silent Girl‘s ―footsteps were soft, 

padding‖ (175).  Maxine‘s noise underscores the other girl‘s perpetual silence, which 

Maxine despises—along with her presumed passivity, incompetence, and appearance.  To 

Maxine everything about the girl conveys ineptitude.  She asserts, ―I hated fragility‖ 

(176).  ―I hated her weak neck‖; ―I wanted a stout neck‖ (176).  Maxine tries to force the 

girl to talk: ―I am going to make you talk, you sissy-girl‖ (175)—she pulls her hair, 
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insults her, pokes and pinches her, and screams at her (172-181).  This girl is picked last 

for teams, is teased as weak and feckless, shuffles behind the other Chinese-American 

girls, and, like Maxine, stands at home plate until walked—the implication being that she 

is too passive and paralyzed with the fear of failure to swing.   

Maxine views her as the stereotypical passive and silent Chinese female.  

Moreover, she hates and fears that their superficial similarities could mark them as 

similar.  In her book The Melancholy of Race, Anne Anlin Cheng eloquently asserts, ―For 

the Kingston narrator, the disgust provoked by the other girl bespeaks an anxiety about a 

racial body that is also her own.  What the narrator dreads in both the other girl and in 

herself is that ineluctable compliance of the visible…what the narrator sees as the girl‘s 

vulnerability to the Asian female stereotypes‖ (74).  Pushing Cheng‘s insight further, I 

contend that Maxine reacts with such hostility toward the Silent Girl, and views both the 

other girl and herself as deficient, because she has absorbed the ideologies that mark her 

as defective and dis-abled.  In this scene, Maxine, through her own extracurricular 

bullying and brashness, seeks to prove that she is not a weak passive girl; moreover, she 

resents that her obvious gender and racial markers and language difficulties could 

connote her as such, could mark her as abject as she views the other girl.  Maxine‘s child 

logic indicates that if she could force the Silent Girl to speak or protest aloud—especially 

in the presence of a solitary Chinese-American schoolmate—it could reinforce her own 

sense of value and potential.  Maxine rails at her and, thus, at herself: 

Do you want to be like this, dumb (do you know what dumb means?), 

your whole life?  Don‘t you ever want to be a cheerleader?  Or a pompon 

girl?  What are you going to do for a living?  Yeah, you‘re going to work 
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because you can‘t be a housewife.  Somebody has to marry you before you 

can be a housewife. And you, you are a plant.  Do you know that?  That‘s 

all you are if you don‘t talk.  If you don‘t talk, you can‘t have a 

personality.  [. . .]  You‘ve got to let people know you have a personality 

and a brain. [. . .]  (180) 

This scene illustrates more than a just a moment of psychological projection, but the 

degree to which even as an elementary school girl, Maxine has already inhered adult 

ideas about American femininity and sociocultural expectations:  She castigates the Silent 

Girl with idealistic American femininity markers, such as cheerleader and pompon girl.  

She invokes Chinese and American conventions about marriage.  And, moreover, she 

acknowledges language as the mechanism to show both personality and a brain—

language is the key to participating in one‘s own identity formation: ―you are a plant [. . .] 

if you don‘t talk.‖  An identity will be readily attributed to the silent, as Maxine‘s 

experiences, actions, and words complexly illustrate.  She also paradoxically reifies the 

ableist perspective:  she judges the other girl‘s intelligence and fitness for life based on 

her visible manifestations of inferiority—the very type of criterion Maxine resents.  

These revelations demonstrate Maxine‘s own mounting anxiety, and the realization of the 

power of the dominant culture and its language.  To have opportunities and to be viewed 

as more than a wretched ―plant,‖ she will have to accept and perform some aspects of the 

dominant culture.   

Thus the Silent Girl is both a doppelganger for Maxine—they are the last ones 

chosen for their respective teams on the school playground—and her foil—she represents 

too much of what Maxine (and American culture) hates in herself and desires to jettison.  
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However, her abusive treatment of the Silent Girl reveals even more than self-loathing 

because Maxine has largely, by her own admission, gotten over her complete silence and 

passivity, however slowly.  The description of Maxine‘s assault reveals a dynamic 

relationship between silence and noise, on the one hand, and aggression and passivity on 

the other.  Maxine, as the aggressor, alternates between making noise and violent 

outbursts:  she insults Silent Girl, then pulls her hair; she screams at her, then pokes her; 

she taunts her, then pinches her.  But this dynamic juxtaposition of noise and violence 

does not rest with Maxine‘s actions alone; for at least in part, Maxine is provoked to 

further violence against the Silent Girl because of her silence, her passivity.  When she 

refuses to react to verbal assault, Maxine turns to physical assault.  And the soft, weak 

footsteps of the Silent Girl reflect a dull silence that contrasts markedly to the cacophony 

of the intentionally noisy tap-steps coming from Maxine‘s shoes. Even the imagery of 

Maxine having nailed the taps into the shoes is violent.  In the Silent Girl, Maxine sees a 

shadow of herself that she partially believes is worthy of abuse because of her weakness, 

a pattern we see repeated many times in my third chapter that analyzes Brad Land‘s 

memoir Goat.  The Silent Girl possesses a ―defective‖ body, and Maxine, in an effort to 

deflect attention from her own ―defective‖ body, perpetuates the ableist position and 

inflicts violence upon her.  These two forces of noise and violence converge in the 

repetition of the word hate throughout this passage:  this one word represents Maxine‘s 

fear and anxiety about her own capabilities and society‘s perceptions about her own 

body.  She wants the Silent Girl to prove she can speak—if the most abject Chinese-

American girl can utter aloud an English word or two, then there is definite hope for 

Maxine.   
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The scene closes with Maxine crying and admitting she was ―bad‖ to perpetrate 

such cruelty (181-182).  She realizes that making gratuitous noise—physically or 

verbally—will not bring her closer to her notion of competence and worth.  Her 

admission and remorse indicate her transition from viewing her body—demonstrated 

through her attack of the Silent Girl—as treacherous and defective to reclaiming it, even 

with its limitations.  After the attack, Maxine is mysteriously ill and bedridden, and 

though Kingston devotes only a paragraph to the symptom-less invalid period, she 

directly connects it, in placement and words, to the attack:  ―The world is sometimes just, 

and I spent the next eighteen months sick in bed‖ (181-182).  The anxiety and fear she 

feels over her failures and dis-abled body reach a fever pitch and she snaps, attacking her 

reflection, acting out in violence.  After that, she needs a pause to regroup— 

paradoxically, she fully dis-ables her own body in order to normalize and mediate herself; 

this step serves as a transition in her process of self-reclamation.  Though the narrator 

typically recoils at the abject position, this girlhood version offers her temporary respite; 

this invalid period also marks the point when Maxine stops seeing her body as solely an 

entity of betrayal and starting to acknowledge it and figure out how to negotiate a 

meaningful subjectivity in her body.  After Brave Orchid deems her illness over, she 

returns to school, junior high this time, and has to learn to talk in school again.  This time 

her language skills seem to follow a linear progression—however plodding and fraught—

which intimates a commitment to work through her difficulties with English as well as an 

acceptance of some of the sociocultural standards that oppress her.  

The narrator‘s rumination that her illness is the world imposing justice is ironic 

because at the end of the same paragraph, the narrator reflects, ―It was the best year and a 
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half of my life‖ (182).  The former reflection sounds like the younger and more naïve 

voice of the primary narrator who is closely allied with Maxine—she espouses a common 

cause-and-effect platitude as fact while she recounts the plot.  It hardly fits that a just 

punishment for terrorizing a timid schoolmate would be a period of joyful leisure.  

Additionally, the idea that the time the world chooses to be just is in punishing a little girl 

rings as ironic, instead of choosing to spare the lives of the No Name Aunt or little 

innocent Chinese baby girls.   Moreover, the contrast between the words sometimes and 

just underscores this irony because justice randomly imposed is not justice at all, but 

caprice.  The latter expression, however, contains more distant perspective of a voice 

placing the episode into the context of her life—the writer‘s position.  The paradox 

between the voices illustrates Kingston‘s rejection of simple truths and teleological 

conclusions; she continually reveals life and ―the world‖ as complex and ambiguous.   

Such a stance also reflects her simultaneous complicity with and appropriation of 

normality and abnormality. 

 

Dehumanized to Humanized Body  

Maxine‘s mother, Brave Orchid, is the primary purveyor of Chinese culture.  Her 

stories serve as the indicators of Chinese sociocultural standards, supplying Maxine with 

her impressions of conventional expectations and tacitly reinforcing the danger of being a 

subjugated other within a cultural system.  Paul John Eakin, in his essay, ―Relational 

Selves, Relational Lives: The Story of the Story,‖ states, ―It is the family that makes 

culture talk, training the young child to speak the discourses of the self‖ (72).  Brave 

Orchid‘s powerful ―talk-stories‖ function in this way; they reveal that female bodies in 
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China are marked as ubiquitous and dispensable:  dead, abandoned, and oppressed girl 

bodies abound.  There are rampant clichés about the inherent inferiority of girls, bloody 

tales about bound feet, and stories about the infanticide of girl babies and deformed 

babies—essentially viewed as the same.  Brave Orchid tells Maxine about the Chinese 

practice of placing a box of ashes by the ―birth bed in case of a girl.  ‗The midwife or a 

relative would take the back of the girl baby‘s head in her hand and turn her face into the 

ashes.  It was very easy‘‖ (86).  Garland-Thomson discusses the historic tendency to 

equate ―femaleness and disability, understanding both as defective departures from a 

valued standard.  Aristotle, for example, denies women as ‗mutilated males.‘  Women, 

for Aristotle, have ‗improper form‘; we are ‗monstrosities‘‖ (―Integrating‖ 260).   Maxine 

fervently hopes that her midwife mother did not engage in such a terrible birth practice, 

but she remains uncertain. 

Throughout The Woman Warrior, Kingston details how the Chinese gender 

compulsion to normalcy is instilled through the various discriminatory and sometimes 

brutal punishments for nonconformity:  No Name Aunt‘s illegitimate pregnancy prompts 

the villagers to raid and destroy her family‘s home as punishment for violating 

conventions around female sexuality and having sex outside of marriage; consequently, 

the outcast aunt kills herself and her newborn baby.  Moreover, the family views the 

suicide aunt as a curse and her existence is denied.  On Saturdays, Maxine‘s uncle would 

come to her house to take the kids on excursions, exclaiming, ―Come, children.  Hurry.  

Hurry.  Who wants to go out with Great-Uncle?‖  When the girls excitedly called out, he 

would say ―No girls!‖ and they were left behind while the boys returned with ―candy and 

new toys‖ (47).  This treatment strengthens the Chinese belief that males are the ideal, 
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worthy ones, while girls are unwanted and unworthy.  These stories refuse Maxine the 

mooring of community and feelings of value, even within her own family, through her 

own mother.  Kingston illustrates Maxine‘s resentment and internalization of such 

customs.  It is this monstrous Chinese view of femaleness that Maxine receives and 

rebels against.  Given both China‘s and her family‘s history of betraying and oppressing 

daughters, Maxine doubts whether she can even trust her own family to love and protect 

her.  Images of her mother buying girl slaves and possibly killing babies spin in her head.  

All of these scenes disturb and haunt her, their presence fuzzy, but not entirely unreal—

like most of the figures from her mother‘s talk-stories.  Though Kingston delineates 

Maxine as a rebel—challenging and disobeying her parents; refusing to be a ―good 

girl‖—she is also portrayed as a worrier.  She intently fears that when her family returns 

to China, they will punish her bad behavior and sell or ostracize her and, then—just as 

her No Name Aunt—her very existence will be denied.  

Likewise, Brave Orchid‘s American stories implicate Americans as ghosts (taxi 

ghosts, sales ghosts, ghost druggists, and ghost teachers) who intend to harm and enact 

policies that cheat and deny resources to Asian-Americans.  These stories also frighten 

and confound Maxine, adding to her uncertainty about what is truth and what is fiction.  

Such constant perplexity inserts itself into her worldview and fledgling identity and is 

reflected in the integration of both fact and fiction in her memoir.  Brave Orchid‘s stories 

saturate Kingston‘s text, along with her childhood.  Sidonie Smith, in her essay ―Self, 

Subject, and Resistance: Marginalities and Twentieth-Century Autobiographical 

Practice,‖ notes that in The Woman Warrior ―the storytelling returns to her mother as the 

source of her own victimization and liberation‖ (21).  As a child, Maxine carries the 
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victimization with her.  She cannot reconcile the contradictory messages of her mother‘s 

stories and life examples, such as Brave Orchid‘s tendering of both the vital and 

empowered Fa Mu Lan and the debased and dependent slave girls; nor can she resolve 

Brave Orchid‘s own nonconformist and active adventures as a ghost killer and medical 

student with the dictates that Maxine and her sisters should be dependent and obedient 

wives and slaves.  The reinterpretation of her mother and her stories, the understanding, 

arrives later.   

Maxine‘s ongoing struggle with speaking English and uncertainty about what her 

mother wants for her in life causes her to agonize over the fact that her mom cut her 

frenum when she was a baby.  As a child, Maxine interprets the frenotomy as a violent 

and mean-spirited act.  The narrator states that ―all during childhood I felt sorry for the 

baby whose mother waited scissors or knife in hand for it to cry—and then, when its 

mouth was wide open like a baby bird‘s, cut‖ (164).  The young Maxine carries an image 

of a sinister parent lying-in-wait for her innocent babe to cry and reveal its vulnerable 

spot, only to be sliced by its trusted caregiver.  The harshness of the recreated image is 

intensified by Kingston‘s structure and diction—the set-up of sympathy for the helpless 

baby with the untrustworthy parent lurking with a weapon—and then a quick comma and 

the short harsh word ―cut.‖  The syntax and rhythm of the sentence itself mirrors the 

unsympathetic and quick use of the weapon:  the short, curt strings of prepositional 

phrases and relative clauses establish a deliberative rhythm and pacing that build to a 

climax with the word ―cry‖ and leaves no pause for emotion.  This representation typifies 

the continual suspicion and confusion with which Maxine views her mother‘s actions.  

Maxine interprets this act, as she does her mother‘s behavior in general, in conflicting 
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ways.  Sometimes she is bothered by the violence and superstition behind it, but 

sometimes she feels ―proud that my mother committed such a powerful act upon me‖ 

(164).  She is further confused because one of her mother‘s favorite traditional Chinese 

sayings claims, ―a ready tongue is an evil‖ (164), implying that a more restricted tongue 

is preferable to a free one.   

Brave Orchid‘s belief that cutting Maxine‘s tongue would enable her language 

ability is based in the medical model of disability—that a disability is a problem requiring 

medical intervention—and highlights the embodied notion of language performance.  It is 

also likely that Brave Orchid‘s medical training predisposes her to such measures.  In 

―Cutting the Tongue: Language and the Body in Kingston's The Woman Warrior,‖ 

Jeehyun Lim observes that Brave Orchid‘s actions reside in a flawed adherence to the 

medical model:  ―Her resort to frenotomy is based on a cause-and-effect relationship that 

she construes between a dysfunctional tongue and flawed English.  In the mother‘s mind 

the social norm for standard English has been transferred to the idea of a biological norm 

for optimal linguistic performance‖ (59).  Moreover, J. Lim researches the medical 

history of frenotomy and further discredits the medical model:  ―Today identifying the 

cause of ankyloglossia, or being tongue-tied, as a biological malformation has been 

discredited‖ (57).  In general, J. Lim focuses on debunking the notion of frenotomy and 

examining Brave Orchid‘s misplaced trust in the procedure in order to critique the 

medical model of disability.  Her analysis is rooted in the last chapter of the text, ―A 

Song for a Barbarian Reed Pipe,‖ and examines the tongue-cutting and how its violence 

resonates with the term ―barbarian.‖  I, however, apply a social model of disability 

critique to the overall text—such an approach focuses on seeing flawed standards of 
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embodied normalcy as a problem with the sociocultural structure.  Despite the differences 

in our respective emphases, J. Lim and I both use a disability studies perspective to 

emphasize that Maxine‘s struggles with speaking result from sociocultural, not 

biological, processes.  The fact that she struggles with being tongue-tied throughout her 

life indicates that her language difficulty did not reside in an abnormal frenum—her body 

did not need fixed.   

Though Brave Orchid‘s faith in the medical model is flawed, her motivation for 

cutting Maxine‘s frenum is significant.  Eventually, in response to Maxine‘s questions, 

Brave Orchid says, ―I cut it so you would not be tongue-tied.  Your tongue would be able 

to move in any language.  You‘ll be able to pronounce anything.  Your frenum looked too 

tight [. . .]‖ (164).  This disclosure is one of Brave Orchid‘s most direct statements in the 

book and illustrates that she does not want her daughter prepared only for Chinese culture 

and Chinese female roles—if she did she would not have freed her tongue so she could 

―speak languages that are completely different from one another‖ (164).  Maxine‘s 

mother wants her to be able to effectively negotiate different cultural systems; she does 

not want her to be held back by her body, her tightly anchored tongue.  Paradoxically, her 

mother‘s disclosure also indicates her realization that sociocultural potential and language 

ability are closely bound—something she often seems to disregard during Maxine‘s 

childhood.  Accordingly, Maxine‘s understanding of her mother‘s motivation functions as 

an act of liberation in their relationship.  Maxine no longer views the frenotomy as an act 

of calculated violence, but as an act designed to empower her American-born daughter.  

Maxine‘s reinterpretation of her mother‘s motivations helps transport her from a 

dehumanized to humanized body—instead of seeing herself as a victim of physical abuse, 
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she sees herself as a daughter of a mom who goes to extremes—however misguided—in 

order to offer her a chance to succeed.  As a result, she feels more empathetic and tender 

toward her mother.   

While the medical model seeks to blame biology or bodily defects for social and 

behavioral problems, Kingston‘s text demonstrates the opposite:  the overwrought and 

discriminatory sociocultural processes actually mark her body instead of the reverse.  

Throughout her childhood, Brave Orchid has Maxine, as the oldest American-born child, 

conduct business, run errands, and speak on behalf of the family in situations that require 

English.  These tasks torment Maxine and leave her mouth ―permanently crooked with 

effort, turned down on the left side and straight on the right‖ (171).  These revelations 

illustrate the reverse of ableist cause-and-effect presumptions:  the effort and anxiety of 

her sociocultural interactions actually construct a visible impairment on her body.  Unlike 

the frenum, Kingston‘s mouth disfigurement is directly related to her language difficulty, 

but the pressure of cultural expectations constructs her abnormality; the abnormality is 

not an a priori marker of incompetence.    

A revelation at the end of the main section about the frenotomy marks another 

place where the narrator merges with the I-writer—the older, more reflective writer—

than the I-protagonist—the younger, more naive voice that typically appears closer to that 

of the protagonist.  This narrative voice further testifies to the enormous emotional and 

physical toll it causes her to speak English:  

A dumbness—a shame—still cracks my voice in two, even when I want to 

say ‗hello‘ casually, or ask an easy question in front of the check-out 

counter, or ask directions of a bus driver.  [. . .]  A telephone call makes 
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my throat bleed and takes up that day‘s courage.  It spoils my day with 

self-disgust when I hear my broken voice come skittering out into the 

open.  (165) 

The shift to present tense and a more distant point of reflection exists in this paragraph 

which begins, ―When I went to kindergarten and had to speak English for the first time, I 

became silent,‖ then transitions to the next sentence ―A dumbness—a shame—still cracks 

my voice in two [. . .]‖ (165).  The change and distance in narrative perspective is further 

indicated by the deictic use of still, which points to the ongoing nature of the 

circumstance.  The fact that she still—at the ―now‖ of the writing—feels ―dumbness‖ and 

―shame‖ indicates her ongoing internalization of stigma and her sense of her disability.  

Therefore, the above passage serves as profound testimony to Kingston‘s ongoing trials 

with speaking English to negotiate her quotidian life.  As an adult, she knows that her 

flawed language performance means that the bus driver or sales clerk can read her as a 

dis-abled body.  The emotional cost and performance anxiety are so overwhelming that 

her throats bleed and her energy is drained by her language efforts.  

 

Inarticulate to Articulate Body.   

 The Moon Orchid section further demonstrates the urgency which Maxine 

associates cultural norms about language performance:  a failure to meet conventional 

language standards not only shows incompetence, but can also signify insanity.  An 

analysis of this episode reveals that Maxine attributes Moon Orchid‘s spiral into madness 

to her inability to negotiate the language dictates of American culture.  Moreover, the 

delineations of other madwomen in the text further emphasize Maxine‘s own fears about 
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her sanity—she worries that her own unconventional language and behavior might mark 

her as crazy.  All of the various madwomen are institutionalized, reflecting an extreme 

subaltern position that Maxine rejects.  And because language use and fluency are 

markers of this position, her rejection reflects her commitment to move from an 

inarticulate to an articulate body. 

The ―At the Western Palace‖ chapter focuses on Brave Orchid‘s transplantation of 

Moon Orchid, her sixty-four year-old sister, from her leisurely life in Hong Kong to the 

United States.  Brave Orchid plans to ―help‖ her sister reunite with her long-estranged 

husband and claim her rights as first wife.  However, instead of a tale of reunion and 

reclamation, this episode reveals a woman so unequipped to assimilate into American 

culture that she lapses into madness.  Moon Orchid‘s inability to speak English or adapt 

to new American ways not only marginalizes her, but actually breaks her.   

Moon Orchid interprets the girls‘ comportment as inappropriate and is therefore 

unable to relate to or understand them, even beyond their language differences.  Upon her 

arrival she is confused about cultural differences.  She believes the children are ―savages‖ 

because of their contrary and assertive behavior that runs in opposition to the appropriate 

deferential and subdued behavior of Chinese children.  Maxine and her sisters freely 

accept compliments, which Moon Orchid interprets as vanity (134).  Additionally, the 

girls make direct eye contact when they speak to their aunt, which prompts Moon Orchid 

to ask her sister, ―Why didn‘t you teach your girls to be demure?‖ (133).  Her judgment 

indicates that she has internalized an alternative set of behavioral expectations from her 

native China and ironically sees herself as normal and the girls as transgressors.  This 

situation underscores the constructed and somewhat arbitrary nature of socially 
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sanctioned terms of embodied normalcy and also, eventually, reinforces the power of the 

dominant ableist and patriarchal culture.   

On the other hand, Brave Orchid and her family find Moon Orchid overly reticent 

and unequipped for American life.  Brave Orchid holds that the way her sister 

communicates reveals a faulty way of thinking:  when Brave Orchid suggests that Moon 

Orchid displaces her husband‘s second wife, Moon Orchid says that she ―won‘t mind if 

she stays‖ (130).  Moreover, when Brave Orchid talks about confronting her estranged 

husband, Moon Orchid seems to listen ―too readily—as if her sister were only talking 

story‖ (131).  Brave Orchid interprets Moon Orchid‘s communication style as a failure to 

think according to opportunistic or first wife customs and, thus, judges her as 

unintelligent and weak— it occurs to Brave Orchid that ―her sister wasn‘t very bright‖ 

(130).  She reflects that her sister is ―the lovely useless type‖ (128) who needs to 

―toughen up‖ (127).   At this point it is hard to know how much of Moon Orchid‘s 

manner is due to her sheltered upper-class life in Hong Kong, her Chinese background, or 

her sense of dislocation in America, but Brave Orchid and the children read her bearing 

as indication of subpar mental acuity and diminished personal worth.   

As time wears on, Moon Orchid‘s incapacity or unwillingness to adjust to her new 

environment crystallizes—she does not work effectively, and is ineffectual around the 

house and with her nieces and nephews.  When Brave Orchid coerces her sister to 

confront her well-assimilated and remarried doctor-husband, Moon Orchid is 

overwrought:  ―[. . .] sure enough, her voice was fading into a whisper.  She was 

shivering and small in the corner of the seat‖ (150).  The sisters stage a ruse to bring him 

to their car, but he does not recognize them and calls them ―grandmothers,‖ which 
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distances them in age and culture.  When he realizes who they are, he demands of Moon 

Orchid:  ―What are you doing here?‖ ―What do you want?‖ (152).  When he speaks (in 

Chinese), Moon Orchid ―cover[s] her face with one hand and motion[s] no with the 

other‖ (152).  He continues, ―You can‘t belong.  You don‘t have the hardness for this 

country.  I have a new life‖ (153).  He turns to Brave Orchid and says, ―‘Look at her.  

She‘d never fit into an American household.  I have important American guests who 

come inside my house to eat.‘  He turns to Moon Orchid, ‗You can‘t talk to them.  You 

can barely talk to me‘‖ (153).  Other than eking out a small, sad ―What about me?‖  

Moon Orchid remains huddled, downcast, and silent throughout the meeting (153).  In 

her demure posture, Moon Orchid is viewed by her Americanized doctor husband as 

incompetent.  She is supposed to be confronting her husband; however, her physical 

bearing is contrary to a confrontational position.  She expresses no clashing opinion or 

demands, nor does she demonstrate hostility or defiance, in keeping with an American 

definition of confrontation.  According to the husband‘s ableist viewpoint, he reads her 

hunched body and virtual inability to speak, even in Chinese, as signs she is unable to 

assimilate, incapable of meeting any social expectation, and, thus, one who would be an 

embarrassment and detriment to his life.  In these recurring ableist and assimilationist 

paradigms, she‘s abnormal, unfit for the mainstream.  

Moon Orchid cannot communicate or interact in an acceptable way in her new 

context.  She is unable to speak English and unwilling, perhaps incapable, of negotiating 

the other new and foreign cultural signs, and her resulting epistemological crisis spins her 

into madness.  Following the scene with her husband, Moon Orchid becomes increasingly 

paranoid that ―Mexican‖ ghosts are trying to kill her.  She begins ―creeping along the 
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baseboards and peeping out windows‖ (155).
44

  Ultimately, she cannot negotiate her 

circumstances in a practical or safe manner and is institutionalized, a body conscripted by 

nonconformity.  While the implication is that Moon Orchid was not insane in Hong 

Kong, she quickly becomes so in America.  Moon Orchid‘s identity fluctuation marks the 

role of materiality in identity formation—even in matters such as mental illness that are 

often cast as biochemical, as I discuss in the next chapter on Lauren Slater.  Moon 

Orchid‘s body is swallowed by the American culture she could not effectively negotiate.   

Moon Orchid‘s decline illustrates a problematic reality for the voiceless self; from 

the beginning of her time in America, Moon Orchid‘s family views her as 

inconsequential largely because of her failure to communicate effectively, a sign of her 

overall ineptitude.  This verdict is ostensibly reinforced by the fact that an out-of-touch 

Moon Orchid is ―happy‖ in her new environment—removed from the pressures and 

responsibilities of ―normal‖ life.  She is institutionalized with other women and tells 

Brave Orchid, ―[W]e understand one another here.  We speak the same language, the 

very same.  They understand me, and I understand them‖ (160).  Thus, the ability to 

communicate and be understood creates a livable environment for her, transports her 

from a haunted spectacle to an animated woman.  Moon Orchid is no longer pressured to 

contort herself into foreign shapes—she exists in her leisure, away from the mainstream 

pressures and systems.  Kingston‘s narrator reflects, ―But, surprisingly, she was happy‖ 

(160) and her usage of both ―but‖ and ―surprisingly‖ indicates that she would not 
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This image is ominously reminiscent of the female narrator in ―The Yellow Wallpaper,‖ the story of yet 

another creeping repressed woman who succumbs to madness.  Both Moon Orchid and the narrator of ―The 

Yellow Wallpaper‖ are forced into circumstances they cannot abide.  Unable to cultivate agency in their 

respective sociocultural situations, they both ultimately lapse into irrational and paranoid behavior. 
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consider the institution to be a place in which a person would find happiness.  Moreover, 

this rumination indicates that Moon Orchid is acting outside the realm of expected, 

sanctioned sane behavior.   

Moon Orchid dies not long after her move to the asylum, and Brave Orchid 

blames her sister‘s husband for her downfall—I assume in an attempt to deflect her own 

role in her sister‘s demise.  Consequently, ―Brave Orchid‘s daughters decided fiercely 

that they would never let men be unfaithful to them.  All her children made up their 

minds to major in science or mathematics‖ (160).  This rather sketchy passage helps 

establish the degree to which the daughters do not view madness as a viable option.  The 

threat of institutionalization drives Maxine, as implicated in the plural words ―daughters‖ 

and ―all,‖ to profess a trajectory she usually rejects:  that of wife and math or science 

student.  Having just witnessing their aunt‘s sad downfall, they are temporarily, yet 

firmly, committed to an oppositional path—far from senseless ramblings and 

movements—that positions their bodies in rational and conventional configurations.   

I agree with Pin-chia Feng who, in The Female Bildungsroman by Toni Morrison 

and Maxine Hong Kingston:  A Postmodern Reading, contends that the story of Moon 

Orchid ―communicates the hazard of ill adjustment to American reality‖ (117).  To push 

Feng‘s reading further, I contend that is the function of all the madwomen stories 

included in the text.  Additionally, their stories reflect the threat of madness which 

Maxine perceives as palpable and her fear of being relegated to an abject position.  Like 

the other primary female models that circulate throughout Kingston‘s memoir, these 

women serve as other untenable female examples.   
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Many feminist scholars have conducted important and impressive work to 

demonstrate the ways in which the madwoman figure can represent a feminist site of 

resistance and empowerment—a calculated refusal to participate in patriarchal 

determinations of appropriate feminine behavior.
45

  Mary Zeiss Strange in her essay, 

―Treading the Narrative Way Between Myth and Madness: Maxine Hong Kingston and 

Contemporary Women‘s Autobiography,‖ contends that the madwomen in The Woman 

Warrior ―become heroines of a sort‖; ―in their very refusal to be what society says they 

must be, they achieve the status of martyrs for women‘s antipatriarchal cause‖ (26).  

While Moon Orchid could perhaps be read independently as such a figure—especially 

based on her obvious relief, contentment, and loquacity in the institution—I contend that 

Maxine reads her and the other madwomen she encounters as corrupted constructions, 

not positive models of resistance.  I concur with Elizabeth J. Donaldson‘s assertion in her 

essay ―The Corpus of the Madwoman: Toward a Feminist Disability Studies Theory of 

Embodiment and Mental Illness‖:  ―However it is romanticized, madness itself offers 

women little possibility for true resistance or productive rebellion‖ (101).  Throughout 

the text, Maxine illustrates her own struggle against cultural domination, against being 

cast as a deficient and dependent other, one who is relegated to the outskirts of the 

mainstream.  Thus, as my analysis reveals, Kingston does not depict or interpret these 

women as empowering or viable role models.   

These madwomen who are unable to meet the functional demands of society are 

eventually appropriated and dismissed from the mainstream.  Madsen reflects that Moon 
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Several primary studies that position the madwoman as a figure of resistance:  Phillis Chesler, Women 

and Madness; Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, The Madwomen in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the 

Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination; Elaine Showalter, The Female Malady: Women, Madness, and 

English Culture, 1830-1980. 
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Orchid and the other madwomen ―experience a dislocation between mind and body‖ 

(246), which is also a disjuncture that harasses Maxine throughout the text.  This 

dichotomy is especially poignant since sociocultural narratives assume that a failure of 

the mind is written on and broadcast through the body.  Maxine locates the ability to 

communicate in an effective and conventional manner as the primary gateway to such an 

effectual identity.  She directly associates the failure to narrate with insanity:  ―I thought 

talking and not talking made the difference between sanity and insanity.  Insane people 

were the ones who couldn‘t explain themselves‖ (186).  Maxine continually illustrates 

her effort to negotiate a space between body and mind, a space in which she can be 

viewed beyond her racially and ethnically marked body, as a competent body—an 

identity which would allow her usefulness, perspective, and insight to emerge.  As 

Madsen asserts, Kingston is ―dedicated to the purpose of discovering a way to live as a 

useful and worthy woman‖ (237).     

Paul John Eakin addresses the importance of narrative to social notions of sanity 

and normality.  In his book Living Autobiographically:  How We Create Identity in 

Narrative, Eakin asserts, ―The working of the system becomes visible, however, when 

memory fails and narrative competence collapses, or when self-narration is deliberately 

refused.  Then the link between identity narrative and normality becomes manifest‖ (23).  

If one cannot narrate appropriately, society assumes that both body and mind are 

seriously impaired; consequently, the value of that person is depleted.  Eakin notes that 

we all self-narrate throughout life and there are serious consequences for presenting a 

nonnormative ―model of personhood‖ (43).  In The Woman Warrior, Maxine‘s 

delineation of ―half a dozen crazy women and girls, all belonging to village families‖ 
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(186) bears out Eakin‘s point:  Her next door neighbor‘s insanity is characterized by 

alternating states of verbosity and stoic silence.
46

  After a lengthy institutionalization, she 

returns home to her husband and a ―new‖ illegitimate son.  Kingston reveals that she was 

sometimes abused by her son, but ―died happy, sitting on the steps after cooking dinner‖ 

(186).  A neighbor girl, Crazy Mary, ―growls, laughs‖ and cannot learn English; she 

hallucinates, has food on her face, and wears her clothes askew; she is also admitted to 

the asylum where she lives the rest of her life (187).  Maxine declares that the mad 

―witchwoman,‖ Pee-A-Nah, is ―the village idiot, the public one‖ (188)—she raves, 

exudes ferocity, chases children, and dresses like an unkempt Halloween witch; 

eventually she disappears, probably ―locked up in the crazyhouse too‖ (189).  Kingston 

depicts the wide differences in the women‘s behaviors, ranging from domestic disruption 

to public disturbance, from pliant to savage.  Though the women have different 

manifestations, they are all deemed unfit and expelled from the public realm.  The 

common thread that runs through Kingston‘s various descriptions of the women is that 

they all are unable to communicate in a publicly acceptable manner:  they talk too much 

or not enough; they talk to invisible entities or communicate in subhuman sounds; they 

cannot conduct themselves in orderly or appropriate manners.  Because of these 

deficiencies, they are feared and abused, and ultimately, they are wards of the state—they 

are regulated by the state because they cannot regulate themselves.   

The depictions of Maxine‘s insane female neighbors illustrate that madness often 

includes reckless behavior, boisterousness, and contentiousness.  At various points in the 
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It is not surprising that Kingston knows so many madwomen.  Donaldson asserts that ―psychiatry [. . .] 

unfairly pathologizes women‖ (Donaldson 100); a point I discuss in the next chapter on Lauren Slater.   
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text, Maxine‘s own behavior demonstrates such qualities.  At home she purposely throws 

tantrums and acts rebellious in order to defy Chinese gender dictates—she thrashes on the 

floor in response to offensive clichés about female bodies (46) and breaks dishes to rebel 

against being a wife or slave (47, 190).  She also has ―messy, hair tangled and dirty,‖ and 

suffers from a ―mysterious illness,‖ and talks to ―adventurous people‖ in her mind (189-

190).  These traits cause her to worry that she could be her family‘s ―idiot‖ or crazy 

woman (189-190).  Though these parallels give her pause, it is the role communication 

plays in madness that most occupies and worries her.  Her ongoing issues with speaking 

English are not done purposely, but reflect her continual struggles with language.  In the 

text, Kingston reflects that even the tone of her voice, its timber, is itself ugly and 

deficient.  The rich Chinese woman from their village describes Maxine‘s voice as that of 

a ―pressed duck,‖ a wheezing quack coming from the drying carcass of a duck hanging in 

a window (192).  This woman notes that Maxine‘s voice must be fixed—―improve that 

voice‖—in order to render her fit for marriage (192).  Maxine‘s mother and the rich 

woman read her body according to their traditional Chinese standards of femininity.  

However, Maxine‘s anxiety does not revolve around her voice rendering her an 

undesirable wife.  She is distressed because, once again, the form of her utterances is 

beyond her control and deficient, marking her words as irrelevant.  This realization is 

magnified by her comprehension that madness is associated with defective forms of 

communication.  Her language defects stand as further proof that her body is a 

treacherous entity working against her.   

The text continually shows that Maxine is ambitious and intelligent; the fact that 

her words are twisted and bottled up impedes her from demonstrating this to others and 
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makes her continually doubt herself.  She seeks to do something ―big and fine‖ (46), 

which runs contrary to the passive and dominated position of madness.  In order to do 

such a thing Maxine will have to be perceived by at least some others as capable and 

intelligent.  She articulates her aspirations in terms that resonate with conventional 

markers of American success:   When she eventually explodes at her mother—yelling her 

built up grievances—she says, ―I may be ugly and clumsy, but one thing I‘m not, I‘m not 

retarded.  There‘s nothing wrong with my brain‖ (201).  She notes that her teachers say 

she is smart, that she now earns A‘s, that she wants to attend college, that she does not 

want to get married, that she can take care of herself (201).  Maxine‘s tirade demonstrates 

decidedly American agency—as emphasized by the ―I‖ sentences, she talks about her 

own wants and needs in a way that contradicts Chinese notions of collectivity, 

dependence, and humility.  Soon after this airing, Maxine leaves her parents‘ house and 

goes to college.  Her successes illustrate that, on many levels, she moves from an 

inarticulate to an articulate body.  To do this, she had to demonstrate her abilities to some 

within the American system—she had to move beyond a zero IQ score and dismissal by 

her teachers.  Ultimately, Maxine‘s teachers help her apply for scholarships and 

college—her commitment, intelligence, and avidity has elevated her from the girl pushed 

to the margins of the classroom to a young woman encouraged by her teachers to aspire 

toward American markers of superior achievement—especially for a woman in the late 

1950s.  

 

Marginal to Resistant Body 
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In contrast to the stories and examples of the madwomen and doomed female 

bodies, Maxine is inspired by Brave Orchid‘s story of Fa Mu Lan.  In the much-debated 

―White Tigers‖ chapter, Kingston presents a story loosely based on the Chinese legend of 

Fa Mu Lan.
47

  Fa Mu Lan is a powerful warrior and swordswoman who disguises herself 

as a man and fights in place of her father.  S/he is a hero, revered by her village for the 

battles she wins and wrongs she avenges.  Maxine desperately aspires to be Mu Lan, the 

superhero, the woman warrior.   

In her essay ―Representing Ethnicity in Autobiography:  Narratives of 

Opposition,‖ Bergland notes, ―Critics charge [that] Hong Kingston‘s Fa Mu Lan story [. . 

.] is a greatly distorted version of Chinese folklore‖ (84).  Kingston is criticized for 

historical inaccuracies and/or revisionist tendencies that paradoxically cast her as, among 

other things, too conservative or too liberal, too individualistic or not individualistic 

enough, too feminist or not feminist enough.  Yuan Shu, in ―Cultural Politics and 

Chinese-American Female Subjectivity: Rethinking Kingston‘s Woman Warrior,‖ states 

that ―Kingston virtually constructs the woman warrior as an antithesis to ‗the no-name 

woman‘ and, in the process pits the more successful woman against the less fortunate one 

in precisely the same patriarchal terms against which she has tried to rebel‖ (201-202).  I 

hold that Kingston juxtaposes multifarious feminine models presented to her throughout 

her childhood, not to pit one against the other, but to illustrate their inadequacy as 

potential identity models for her.  Feng Lan, in her essay ―The Female Individual and the 

Empire: A Historicist Approach to Mulan and Kingston‘s Woman Warrior,‖ responds to 
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See the Shu essay, ――Cultural Politics and Chinese-American Female Subjectivity:  Rethinking 

Kingston‘s Woman Warrior‖ and the Lan essay, ―The Female Individual and the Empire: A Historicist 

Approach to Mulan and Kingston‘s Woman Warrior‖ for a comprehensive overview of these debates. 
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critics who charge Kingston with historical inaccuracy and discusses the fact that, like all 

legends and fairy tales, the Mu Lan myth has changed throughout history.  Moreover, 

Kingston is not writing history, but recreating this oral story and casting Maxine as the 

warrior, reflecting how in her childhood she idealized and embraced this tale because, on 

various levels, it depicts a vital, empowered, and heroic female image, starkly different 

from the passive, obedient wife/slave image.   

Mu Lan‘s body performs both masculine and feminine gender throughout the 

adventure.  In the seminal moment when she conquers the baron—oppressor of women 

and her village—she confronts him in the guise of a male warrior and then beheads him 

as an empowered female warrior.  Mu Lan rips her shirt to show her tattooed back listing 

the wrongs he has perpetrated, and, trapped in his own sexist role, his ―startled eyes‖ just 

gape at her breasts.  While he is thus mesmerized, she beheads him and conquers 

patriarchal oppression (44).  In this part of the fantasy the female body is supremely 

potent, the source of success and power, unlike the female form delineated by traditional 

Chinese practices.  However, the tale, like the historic versions, ends with the woman 

warrior in a traditional female role—the type that Maxine typically eschews.  Mu Lan 

kneels at her in-laws‘ feet:  ―‗Now my public duties are finished,‘ I said. ‗I will stay with 

you, doing farmwork and housework, and giving you more sons‘‖ (45).  King-Kok 

Cheung notes in her essay, ―The Woman Warrior versus The Chinaman Pacific:  Must a 

Chinese American Critic Choose between Feminism and Heroism?,‖ that Kingston‘s Fa 

Mu Lan recreation ―affirms rather than subverts patriarchal mores‖ (181).  The fantasy 

serves as an inadequate example of liberation for several reasons; however, I believe 

these inadequacies reflect the conventions of reality that Maxine cannot totally elide, 
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even in her fantasies.  Perhaps since Maxine does not see any sane, vital women who 

defy the wife and mother roles, she cannot tender a different ending.  Additionally, 

though she seeks agency and independence, she also wants to make her parents proud—

this ending reflects such a negotiation.  Such a conclusion also demonstrates that the 

answers to the struggles and complexities in her life are ultimately not going to arrive 

through mythology.   

At the conclusion of ―The White Tigers‖ chapter and the Mu Lan story, the 

narrator states that it is ―the swordswoman who drives me‖ (48), and ―[t]he 

swordswoman and I are not so dissimilar‖ (53).  She begins the final section by 

reflecting, ―I live now [. . .]‖ (52).  These disclosures unite Maxine, the narrator, 

Kingston, and Mu Lan through Kingston‘s use of present tense and point-of-view.  The 

narrator diverges from her adolescent perspective to speak about ―now‖—anchoring the 

reader in the concrete reality of Kingston the writer, at the time during which she writes 

this book.  The fictional aspects of the memoir are not deceptive because they are used 

metaphorically—never indicated, or plausibly positioned, as literal.  Analogous to satire, 

Kingston‘s metaphorical invocation of the Mu Lan myth is a stylistic choice.    

Through this complex and dynamic interweaving, she—most importantly—

indicates the degree to which the young Maxine identifies with the fantastic hero.  The 

female avenger identity serves as a fantasy ideal for Maxine, who longs to affirm the 

worth of her sex and person and, thus, perceives herself as the superhuman Mu Lan.  

Ironically, however, it is in masking, hiding the female avenger‘s sex—passing as male—

that her worth is embodied and demonstrated.  Moreover, the female avenger role that 

Mu Lan assumes is a temporary one:  once she has exacted revenge for the baron‘s 
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crimes against the village, her liberated usefulness is over.  While the Mu Lan story 

serves as a type of inspiration and limited escape, it does not serve as a long-term 

functional model for female empowerment.   

The Mu Lan-Maxine transference is also especially apparent in the figure of Mu 

Lan‘s marked back.  Within the Mu Lan myth, Mu Lan‘s parents carve into her back a 

list of the tragedies and injustices enacted against and suffered by their family and 

villagers.  In her battles, Mu Lan is expected to—and does—vindicate these wrongs.  The 

process of stigmatizing Mu Lan, of tattooing her with the ―oaths and names‖ of those 

who seek revenge for the sins against the village, shows her moving from a docile victim 

of violence to a courageous avenger.  Her parents command her to ―kneel here‖ and ―take 

off your shirt‖ (34).  And to avoid embarrassing any of them, she turns her back toward 

them, so her breasts are hidden—they are culturally stigmatized as part of the female 

body.  However, this scene anticipates its antithesis later in the chapter when Mu Lan 

reclaims the female body as a source of pride and power.  When confronting the evil 

baron, she ―rips‖ her shirt off to reveal the indictments against him (44).  She reflects an 

unapologetic pride in both the carvings on her back and her feminine body.  And, as 

mentioned above, her breasts provide the distraction that allows her to conquer him—her 

body thus serves as the catalyst to this victory.  In this way, this witnesses Maxine—

through her identification with Mu Lan—beginning to movie from embarrassment to 

audacity, from passivity to activity, and from a marginalized to a resistant body.   

Likewise, Mu Lan‘s tattooed back metonymically symbolizes Maxine‘s inherited 

sense of historical and emotional pain and reflects her compulsion to loyalty and revenge.  

The fact that these wrongs are tattooed into the skin emphasizes Maxine‘s view of her 
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stigmatization.  The process of cutting them into her back strengthens the historic 

association of stigma; Erving Goffman reveals, ―The Greeks [. . .] originated the term 

stigma to refer to bodily signs designed to expose something unusual and bad about the 

moral status of the signifier.  The signs were cut or burnt into the body [. . .]‖ (131).  This 

radical metaphorical embodiment reflects the pressure, heaviness, and duty to her culture 

and family, and, moreover, the way that her tragic cultural and familial history heightens 

her sense of possessing a physical abnormality; she feels those wrongs seared into, 

marked onto, her body.  Maxine witnesses and internalizes the palpability of her cultural 

baggage when her parents receive letters and news from China, when she learns of 

oppressed or harmed family members, and when she experiences American racism.   

Maxine absorbs such insults as part of the prejudice and racial violence that 

constitute wrongs against herself, family, and culture.  Her body is battle-weary and 

corroded with so many wounds and words that ―they do not fit‖ on her body or in her 

mind.  She cannot revenge all of the wrongs; the burden is too great.  There is no way for 

a real woman in real skin—or any singular individual—to defeat corrupt Chinese officials 

or American racists or discriminatory government policies.  This reinforces how the Mu 

Lan tale both authorizes and revokes Maxine‘s sense of power.  Moreover, she reflects:  

―I have so many words—‗chink‘ words and ‗gook‘ words too—that they do not fit on my 

skin‖ (53).  Goffman refers to such words as ―stigma terms,‖ in order to emphasize their 

intent to marginalize and hurt (132).  Such derogatory words reinforce the primacy of 

visibility and the totalizing nature of racial and ethnic slurs; consequently, they fortify the 

socially-produced hierarchy that degrades the nonnormative other.  She recalls, 
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I once worked at an art supply house that sold paints to artists.  

―Order more of that nigger yellow, willya?‖ the boss told me.  ―Bright, 

isn‘t it?  Nigger yellow.‖ 

―I don‘t like that word.‖  I had to say in my bad, small-person‘s 

voice that makes no impact.  The boss never deigned to answer.   (48) 

This scene marks a weak retaliation—she uses ―like‖ to speak in terms of personal 

preference and feelings, not right or wrong; additionally, she describes her complaint in 

passive voice and equivocation.  Her boss is even grammatically denoted as more 

powerful—he is the subject who chooses not to recognize her lament.  Even her protests 

are marginalized; she is not a warrior slaying her enemies.   

Yet, unlike her race and gender, this stigma can be hidden—the masking is 

powerful because it can be kept secret from outsiders, from perpetrators—therefore, 

revenge can gain force by its unexpected nature. At the end of the ―White Tigers‖ 

chapter, Kingston continues the present tense comparison between Maxine and Mu Lan 

and asserts, ―What we have in common are the words at our backs.  The idioms for 

revenge are ‗report a crime‘ and ‗report to five families.‘  The reporting is the 

vengeance—not the beheading, not the gutting, but the words‖ (53).  Kingston, the writer, 

supports a pacifist form of revenge and, moreover, no longer mounts tepid and 

ambivalent grievances—her sentences are powerful and declarative.  The words make the 

revenge more than just a violent retaliation, but an ongoing tribute to justice.  In this way, 

both Mu Lan‘s and Kingston‘s bodies serve as sites and sources of words and actions.  

The power of her words and protests resonate throughout the memoir.   
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Conclusion 

To do something ―big and fine,‖ Maxine needs to access language and assert 

herself.  As Kingston demonstrates throughout the text, subjugation and/or insanity often 

visits the voiceless.   Kingston arranges her experiences and perceptions in a way that 

illustrates her processing and negotiation of them—her structure also provides a frame for 

understanding her struggles and revealing her emergent survivor subjectivity.  Thus 

narrative performance itself becomes a higher form of literacy.  Along those lines, Eakin 

contends, ―[. . .] the writing of autobiography emerges as a second acquisition of 

language, a second coming into being of self, a self-conscious self-consciousness  [. . .]  

Thus, to the decisive moment of language acquisition that sets it in motion, I would add 

the moment of narrative acquisition that follows hard on its heels‖ (―Relational,‖ 73-74).  

The Woman Warrior shows Maxine‘s battle to acquire English and assert herself into the 

world and her own self-concept; Kingston‘s memoir demonstrates her proficiency with 

written standard English and her autobiographical self-conscious self-consciousness.  Her 

conscious use of her mother‘s stories to frame much of her text pays tribute to the fact 

that her narrative power flows through the elder storyteller, Brave Orchid, to the younger 

Maxine.  As an Americanized subject, however, Kingston transfers the narrative from 

orality to the written word.   

Like Land‘s memoir, Kingston‘s closes on an ostensible utopian note.  However, 

it would be a mistake to separate the last few pages from the text as a whole, which 

continually underscores the paradoxical and contingent nature of life and subjectivity.  

Kingston‘s narrator ends her book by reappropriating and extending another story; this 

time she recreates the legend of Ts‘ai Yen, the Chinese warrior poet kidnapped and held 
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captive by barbarians for many years.  Eventually she translates and enhances their songs, 

intermingling them with her own Chinese language and life-experiences.  Upon her 

return home, Ts‘ai Yen presents the fused songs as a gift to her people.  Kingston 

concludes this chapter and her memoir with the popularly cited sentence: ―It translated 

well‖ (209).  I agree with Katherine Hyunmi Lee who asserts that many critics 

oversimplify the book by emphasizing a teleological reading of this conclusion.  In ―The 

Poetics of Liminality and Misidentification: Winifred Eaton‘s Me and Maxine Hong 

Kingston‘s The Woman Warrior,‖ Lee asserts that many feminist scholars over-read the 

transcendence of Kingston‘s memoir:  ―the general interpretation of [The Woman 

Warrior] as representing a ‗victory‘ against dominant culture ironically substitutes 

transcendence with subversion‖ (22).
48

  To be sure, definite parallels exist between 

Maxine‘s life and the story of the Chinese poet—they both negotiate lives as interlopers; 

they both blend stories from their traditional culture with stories from another culture; 

they both move oral stories into written form.  Additionally, as introduction to the legend, 

Kingston‘s narrator—in an overtly adult persona—states, ―Here is a story my mother told 

me, not when I was young, but recently, when I told her I also talk story.  The beginning 

is hers, the ending, mine‖ (206).  This frame symbolizes one thread of the book—the 

inclusion of a combination of stories, many begun by the mother and enhanced by the 

daughter, originating in one culture and appropriated by a young outcast poetess into 
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In ―Maxine Hong Kingston‘s The Woman Warrior:  Filiality and Women‘s Autobiographical 

Storytelling,‖ Sidonie Smith states that Kingston ―breaks out of the silence that has bound her culturally to 

discover a resonant voice of her own‖ (58).  In Between Worlds: Women Writers of Chinese Ancestry, Amy 

Ling asserts, ―Kingston transforms her victim‘s state of cut frenum into a victor‘s full-throated song‖ (130).  

In ―The Subject of Memoirs:  The Woman Warrior‘s Technology of Ideographic Selfhood,‖ Lee Quinby 

notes that the ending is used ―to represent a subjectivity that emerges in resistance to both systems of 

power‖ (307).   
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another.  The connection also emphasizes that the protagonist does value aspects of 

Chinese communal and matrilineal influence.   

However, despite these important parallels, Kingston demonstrates throughout her 

text that myths present problems: the young Maxine cannot transform into the 

superhuman Mu Lan, and her mother‘s legendary stories often confuse and misguide.  

Myth, by its very nature, incorporates excessive and supernatural features.  Myths and 

legends reinforce epistemological or didactic messages through hyperbole.  In fact, in the 

section of the Mu Lan myth that opens this chapter, Mu Lan states, upon liberating the 

closet of stowed women:  ―These women would not be good for anything‖ (44); yet, in 

the same paragraph she reveals,  

They wandered away like ghosts.  Later, it would be said, they turned into  

the band of swordswomen who were a mercenary army.  They did not 

wear men‘s clothes like me, but rode as women in black and red dresses.  

They brought up girl babies so that many poor families welcomed their 

visitations.  (44-45) 

Even the legend within the legend is contradictory—the women would be abject; the 

women were powerful and changed history.  The myths Kingston shapes contain visions 

of her imaginary ideals.  As Leslie Rabine states in ―No Lost Paradise:  Social Gender 

and Symbolic Gender in the Writings of Maxine Hong Kingston‖:  ―[L]egends are meant 

to be interpreted as analogies for experience, and legends cannot be interpreted as 

analogies for experience‖ (485)—they simultaneously apply and do not apply.  Rabine‘s 

oblique statement recalls Fa Mu Lan reflection in ―White Tigers‖:  ―I learned to make my 

mind large, as the universe is large, so that there is room for paradoxes‖ (29).  Kingston‘s 
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embrace of paradox needs to be kept in the fore when interpreting the final scene of the 

memoir.  Though the book concludes with the Ts‘ai Yen parable, I do not view it as 

superseding the rest of the text. 

Each chapter, including the final one, incorporates myth and fiction; likewise, 

each delineates Maxine‘s struggles to cultivate a meaningful subjectivity from the 

normalizing and clashing tenets of two disparate and domineering cultures.  Moreover, 

each chapter integrates an altered narrative voice, one in which an older and wiser 

narrator inserts herself—explicitly speaking from a distinct temporal rooting and 

generally in present tense—and displaces the primary girlish narrative persona.  This 

supplemental perspective speaks from a survivor subjectivity, a consciousness that 

acknowledges the ability to carve degrees of agency while interacting in an arbitrarily 

ideologically-bound world.  This is a changed self from the girl who berates the Silent 

Girl to enhance her own sense of power or the one who, after Moon Orchid‘s madness 

and death, pledges to major in math and science though she is typically resistant to 

pursuing those studies; however, even this more experienced voice reveals the evolved 

protagonist as still a limited and insecure self.  This narrative, survivor voice recounts 

that though Maxine is ultimately able to access and sculpt her agency through language, 

grief and anxiety ―still‖ crack her voice in two when she has to speak English in public 

(165).  Additionally, she attests, ―But I am useless, one more girl who couldn‘t be sold.  

When I visit family now, I wrap my American successes around me like a private shawl; 

I am worthy of eating the food.  From afar I can believe my family loves me 

fundamentally‖ (52).  Despite her accomplishments and the fact that she and ―[t]he 

swordswoman [. . .] are not so different‖ (53), she continues to feel incompetent and 
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unworthy.  She possesses lingering doubts about whether her family truly loves her.  Her 

confessions indicate that she still often perceives her embodied limitations, such as her 

enduring struggle to speak English aloud, as evidence of her unworthiness and 

incompetence, reflecting the discrimination and degradation of her sociocultural dis-abled 

marginalization.   

The ongoing ambiguity and vacillation of the book nod to the narrative sense of 

complexity and paradox of negotiating the vestiges of two worlds that refuse to 

accommodate her differences.  The adult narrator implores, ―Chinese-Americans, when 

you try to understand what things in you are Chinese, how do you separate what is 

peculiar to childhood, to poverty, insanities, one family, your mother who marked your 

growing with stories, from what is Chinese?  What is Chinese tradition and what is the 

movies?‖ (5-6).  This particular question implies even a paradox between real and unreal, 

the physical and ethereal world, buttressing the fuzziness between truth and fiction that 

torments Maxine and makes it extra hard to negotiate rules because she is often unsure 

what the ―real‖ rules are; she experiences effects—time under the stairs, criticism from 

Chinese neighbors and relatives, a cracked voice and bleeding mouth—and has to work 

backwards to try to piece together the faults that prompted her discipline.   

The narrator‘s interspersed and ongoing confessions of disappointment and 

doubt—even in the face of many successes—along with the enigmatic and conflicting 

myths, and the harrowing delineation of the fear and confusion of Maxine‘s childhood 

underscore the faultiness of reading Kingston‘s memoir in a simplistic and teleological 

way.  A significant portion of the book has to be disregarded to assert such a unified 

reading.  In the scene in which the adult Maxine returns to visit her parents, her mother 
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chides her for staying away for such a long time.  Eventually she tucks her in bed and 

says, ―Of course you must go, Little Dog‖ (108).  The adult narrator reflects, ―She has not 

called me that endearment for years‖ (109).  The narrator continues, ―She sends me on 

my way, working always and now old, dreaming the dreams about shrinking babies and 

the sky covered with airplanes and a Chinatown bigger than the ones here‖ (109).   

This passage that marks a lovely tenderness between mother and daughter; however, like 

Kingston‘s book as a whole, it takes as it gives.  The scene teems with the type of 

paradox that fills the pages.  Maxine and Brave Orchid share an intimate and gentle 

moment, but the narrator is left with terrifying images of, and resounding confusion 

about, the fate of girl babies and wartime events, along with a surreal impression of a 

Chinatown somewhere in space.  This stark contradiction symbolizes both their mother-

daughter relationship and Maxine‘s tenuous relationship with the world. 

Like Land and Slater‘s memoirs, Kingston‘s represents a contentious relationship 

with her sense of self and sociocultural ideologies.  Ultimately her memoir concludes 

with a fraught but meaningful sense of self—one that both resists and complies with 

various aspects of hegemonic systems.  This entails a complex presentation of self that is 

not a tragic depiction of the dis-abled individual that could be called a morality tale or 

didactic exposition.  However, her book also does not end on a joyous note of triumph; 

therefore, it fails to endorse the American Horatio Alger myth.  As I explore in my next 

and concluding chapter, the memoirs in this study complicate the literary and popular 

cultural conception regarding the types of stories that the general public desires in terms 

of disability.  



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

The Three Memoirs:  No Prosthesis Needed 

 

 

 

Literature serves up disability as a repressed deviation from cultural 

imperatives of normativity. 

 

David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder, Narrative Prosthesis:   

Disability and the Dependence of Discourse 

 

 

The power of life writing in its various forms depends upon  

tension between life and text that is never fully resolved. 

  

Nancy K. Miller, But Enough about Me:  Why We Read  

Other People’s Lives 

 

 

 

December 03, 2009 marked the annual International Day of Persons with 

Disabilities.  In honor of the occasion, United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon 

named Stevie Wonder as the organization‘s newest Messenger of Peace.  Who does not 

love and admire Stevie Wonder, a man who continually displays so much compassion 

and talent?  Various news stories about the event note Stevie Wonder‘s international 

musical genius and celebrity, as well as the fact that he has been blind since birth, and 

overcame blindness to become an internationally renowned musician, though there is no 

correlation between musical talent and sight.  However, there is nothing odd about that 

disclosure—acknowledging his disability as he is named spokesperson.  

Such narratives about disability are the kind our society likes to hear.  They begin 

with a perceived tragedy—a person being born with or falling victim to a disability—and 
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end with prodigious success.  The ―how-I-became-the-incredible-me-despite-my-

defective-body‖ story bolsters American sociocultural grand narratives of social mobility 

and individual autonomy, which are familiar and reassuring to most people.  Moreover, 

such stories shift the emphasis from the abnormality and marginality that signifies both 

human frailty and an ideological fissure to the positive theme of transcendence and 

achievement.  This type of narrative can also reinforce a position that enables 

discrimination by implying that differences do not need to be socioculturally 

accommodated because if someone tries hard enough, she or he can overcome ―the 

problem.‖   

At the IDPD event, Wonder states that he hopes everyone realizes that ―a person 

who is left without an opportunity—one person—means that we all are with a disability.  

And that disability is a lack of being able to care‖ (qtd. in Besheer 2).  His comments 

reinforce the argument that disability is socially conditioned, that sociocultural systems 

allow or disallow opportunity.  Additionally, Wonder asserts that when society neglects 

to grant someone access to full opportunity, it disables both the person and society.  The 

memoirs in my dissertation demonstrate that individuals designated as dis-abled are as 

worthy, intelligent, and capable as all other individuals; they just happen to exist outside 

the constructed paradigms of social desirability and tolerance.  These texts, along with 

Wonder, also advocate the capacity to ―care,‖ to have compassion for one another, as a 

crucial component of humane existence.  Wonder does not call for pity—―opportunity‖ 

and ―compassion‖ are not pathetic or passive words—but for empathy and humanity.  

Additionally, the three memoirs reinforce the importance of the lived experience and the 
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dire consequences that sociocultural systems can inflict on individuals marginalized 

according to ableist ideologies.  

However, unlike the intrepid narrative continually transmitted about Stevie 

Wonder, the memoirs by Land, Slater, and Kingston thwart the common teleological 

storyline:  the protagonists are not transformed into heroic figures who transcend their 

perceived abnormalities; they do not magically rise above or beyond the embodied 

struggles that intensely plague and marginalize them throughout their journeys.  The 

books reveal the protagonists‘ processes of negotiating their perspectives and life choices 

in the midst of their embodied struggles and social dismissals—they each cultivate a 

survivor subjectivity that entails acknowledging and incorporating their publicly decreed 

limitations.  Consequently, the memoirs follow an episodic, often contradictory and 

ambiguous, plotline, resisting the conventions of the traditional story of prosperity; for 

the choice to follow the conventional birth to death success story would reify grand 

narratives rather than critique them.  It follows that those who are labeled as "disabled‖ or 

―abnormal‖ or ―undesirable," and are therefore socially marginalized, would write a 

memoir that pushes generic boundaries because the lives and books of such writers 

complicate conscripted narratives.  David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder note that ―if 

disability falls too far from an acceptable norm, a prosthetic intervention seeks to 

accomplish an erasure of difference all together (sic)‖ (Narrative 7).  However, Land, 

Slater, and Kingston‘s memoirs reject the idea of prosthetic intervention:  they neither 

hide nor glorify their unaccommodated variations, but seek alternative and complex 

modes of expression that reflect the phenomenological experiences of marginalization. 
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Moreover, these memoirs implicitly demonstrate that what culture decrees as 

―abnormal‖ cannot be adequately represented in traditional forms.  Because each text 

illustrates a protagonist deemed illegitimate by sociocultural standards of embodied 

normalcy, they incorporate, as Lyotard observes, ―idioms which do not yet exist‖ (13).  

As Virginia Woolf notes in A Room of One’s Own, one must break the expected sequence 

to protest and resist; the status quo, the usual, is what is expected and customary.  As 

discussed throughout this project, such nontraditional elements include fictional 

techniques, episodic structures, narrative excesses, and non-teleological ending.  The 

experiences of these protagonists, and thus their respective representations, cross 

boundaries between the traditional and alternative.  Thus, these memoirs both resist and 

comply with sociocultural grand narratives—they protest the arbitrariness and inequity of 

the system, but also function within it in many ways.  This includes publishing 

comprehensible though nontraditional books—these writers push conventional genre-

boundaries but do wander into the realm of the obscure.  Moreover, their books do 

resonate with the mainstream public, as evinced by one of the prime indicators of 

mainstream acceptance: the bestseller list.   

In his book Enforcing Normalcy, Lennard J. Davis asserts that the ―activity of 

consolidating the hegemony of normalcy is one that needs more attention‖ (48).  He also 

notes that nineteenth- and twentieth-century novels uphold prevailing cultural standards 

and ideology surrounding normality, that they typically show physically disabled 

characters in order to reflect the desirability of normalcy or the consequences of engaging 

in immoral conduct, or they reinforce the miraculous power of the individual by showing 

her/his personal power to overcome affliction and thus lead a rewarding life (38-49).  
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Rosemarie Garland-Thomson in ―Feminist Disability Studies‖ and Mitchell and Snyder 

in Narrative Prosthesis make similar remarks about the use of disability in literature.
49

  

Mitchell and Snyder note that predominant literary representations cast the disabled 

person as a ―character-making trope‖ in the role of ―social deviance‖ and ―symbolic 

cultural critique‖ (1); additionally, ―those labeled as deviant‖ function on ―ideological as 

well as physical planes‖ (7).  My study of these three contemporary memoirs participates 

in the examination of literary works that reflect movement away from that uncritical 

embrace of such grand narratives.  These texts reveal, critique, and complicate the 

superficial semiotics of normalcy.  Unsurprisingly, the contemporary memoir as a forum 

for marginal voices produces texts that expose the range, complexity, and insidiousness 

of the hegemony of normalcy, which delimits undesired bodily differences as inferior and 

abnormal.   

Garland-Thomson asserts, ―Seldom do we see disability presented as an integral 

part of one‘s embodiment, character, life, and way of relating to the world.  Even less 

often do we see disability presented as part of the spectrum of human variation, the 

particularization of individual bodies, or the materialization of an individual‘s body 

history‖ (―Feminist‖ 1568).  Thus, a disability studies analysis provides an additional lens 

to examine and critique the processes by which the dominant ideology constructs and 

                                                 
49

Garland-Thomson discusses the five flawed grand narratives that dominate our collective understanding 

and, also, the representation of disability in literature:  ―the biomedical narrative that casts the variations we 

think of as impairment as physiological failures or flaws‖ and requires normalization through medical 

intervention (1567); ―the sentimental narrative that sees people with disabilities as occasions for narcissistic 

pity or lessons in suffering for those who imagine themselves as nondisabled‖ (1568); ―the narrative of 

overcoming that defines disability as a personal defect that must be compensated for [. . .]‖ (1568); ―the 

narrative of catastrophe that presents disability as a dramatic, exceptional extremity that either incites 

courage or defeats a person‖ (1568); and, lastly, ―the narrative of abjection that identifies disability as that 

which one can and must avoid at all costs‖ (1568).   
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marginalizes others for the primary and covert purpose of consolidating and maintaining 

its power.   

Even though Stevie Wonder is an advocate for people with disabilities, and Land, 

Slater, and Kingston‘s memoirs expose and protest sociocultural systems that marginalize 

and dis-able people, their various texts also embed threads of what individuals are 

socially proscribed from saying; these omissions demonstrate one of the areas in which 

Wonder and the memoirs collude with the system.  Wonder, for instance, does not 

challenge the presumed connection between musical ability and blindness—he is an 

affable and charismatic figure.  Part of his appeal and selection as Messenger of Peace 

undoubtedly resides in his friendly demeanor, symbolized by his perennial huge smile.  

He is also pleasant to look at—other than wearing glasses, which is a socioculturally 

accepted accommodation for people with certain vision problems—he does not use 

unusual equipment or possess an impairment that makes others uncomfortable or 

conjures images of tragic events.  There exists a tacit social contract about what is 

speakable and unspeakable, and Wonder‘s speech conforms to expectations.  It would be 

unacceptable and ungracious for him to display anger or question the narrative shape 

ascribed to his life during a ceremony bestowing honor on him.  It would be considered 

tasteless for him to publicly question the image of amenable disability he casts or how his 

race or wealth complicates his selection, but are never mentioned. 

This same tension threads through the three memoirs in this study.  In Goat, Land 

constructs his narrator and protagonist in ways that clearly restrict their ability to reflect 

on the emotional and psychological processes of his burgeoning shift in perspective and 

identity.  This unconventional choice reflects Land‘s unwillingness to analyze in the text, 
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but does not reflect what he is socially precluded from saying.  However, Land‘s 

protagonist and narrator do refrain from crossing an obscure line about what is publicly 

permissible to say in regards to masculinity.  The narrator does not say that Danny or the 

police, girls, or fraternity brothers perceive him, or that Brad perceives himself, as flaccid 

or effeminate, or that they outright accuse him of being an unfit man.  Land indicates this 

through textual juxtaposition and the suggestive stigma terms they use to mark him as a 

dis-abled male, such as ―weird,‖ ―pussy,‖ and ―faggot.‖  Moreover, neither Brad nor the 

other pledges ever directly challenge the fraternity brothers or ask what makes their 

initiation rites permissible—how such debased activities correspond to their mission and 

ideas about honor and loyalty and cultivating respectable men.  Such omissions point to a 

perverse contradiction in society:  on some levels it is permissible and commonplace to 

use offensive language and/or abusive and discriminatory practices toward individuals, 

but unacceptable to explicitly interrogate certain arbitrary and ethically dubious practices.   

In Prozac Diary, Slater uses vivid and specific concrete details to establish 

evidence and a sense of objectivity in her textual presentation, such as quoting from 

psychologists and scientific research, recording precise environmental details, and 

replicating journal and epistolary forms.  This strategy constructs an ethos that otherwise 

could be compromised by her history of mental illness.  However, Slater‘s narrator never 

states that her history could render her account suspect, because such an admission would 

undercut her credibility, which is a tactic generally avoided by writers and speakers.  (An 

exception is Slater‘s own subsequent and controversial book, Lying, in which her narrator 

divulges that a symptom of her possible ―medical‖ condition is lying.)  Slater also knows 

that her protagonist is unable to say certain things that her narrator can because of her 
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delineations of time, space, and tense between the I-character who is on the Prozac 

journey and the more experienced I-narrator who is reflecting on the entirety and impact 

of that venture.   

Additionally, Slater‘s narrator never overtly states that scientific language is too 

linear and pragmatic and cannot encompass the entire human experience, though she 

implies it.  First, she situates her doctor and scientific research firmly in the camp of 

utilitarian language, which she hold up for criticism and scrutiny.  Second, and in 

contrast, she privileges the fullness and insight afforded by figurative expression.   

Likewise, she does not state that she knows better than her doctor or medical researchers 

or is a superior psychologist; nor does she explicitly say her doctor is incompetent or that 

his medical protocol is dubious.  Such outright arrogance is socially unacceptable and 

would risk damaging Slater‘s credibility and relationship with the reader.   

In The Woman Warrior, Kingston presents numerous women who remain silent—

the majority of whom suffer greatly.  The young protagonist, Maxine, is tormented by the 

thought that if her family moved back to China they would sell or disown her, an idea 

perpetuated by many of her mother‘s stories.  Throughout her childhood she never asks 

her mother about this or other confounding subjects, such as whether she killed girl 

babies during her midwife days.  Part of the reason is that, as the narrator discloses, the 

Chinese elders do not fully trust the younger, more Americanized, generation and give 

inconsistent answers or answer in riddles.  Also, Chinese girls are not supposed to 

directly question their elders—they are to be demure and obedient.  Beyond these cultural 

barriers, it seems likely that the protagonist fears the answers—to ask and be answered 

could change the unknown into a reality that confirms her fears.   
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Likewise, Moon Orchid does not tell her daughter or her sister that she is falling 

apart; she does not say she cannot cope in this new, strange environment.  Along the 

same lines, Maxine is unable to say to the Silent Girl that she knows how horrible it feels 

to be made fun of and live in silence, to be treated as a dupe.  She does not group them 

together in a common struggle or ask how they can assert themselves to prove their 

competence and worth.  These examples imply that such admissions would overtly admit 

failure and weakness—characteristics already being applied to them that Maxine works 

fiercely to shun.  And, again, to articulate such a matter would call it into being and give 

it even more power.  These women are boxed into silence by their marginalized status:  

silence is resistance only when it is a chosen strategy, not a sociocultural compulsion.   

The complex interrelationship between the unsaid, memoir, and disability studies 

is one in which I have not fully addressed in this project.  However, I hope that my 

analysis provokes interest and raises questions which will be explored as more critics 

interrogate the intersections of these important literary and cultural issues.  Disability 

studies, as a critical inquiry approach, and contemporary memoir, as an often progressive 

literary genre, both seek to expand what can be said by exposing the arbitrary power that 

enforces oppression.    
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